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ABSTRACT
Biological reagents that recognize target molecules with high affinity and
specificity are widely used as capture agents, diagnostic reagents, and therapeutics.
Through their ability to adopt structures that confer binding affinity for a target,
aptamers represent one major class of such reagents. However, their use is limited
by the general inability of current selection methods to reliably discover highquality aptamers.

Inefficiencies in their selection are due in part to a lack of

fundamental understanding of the mechanisms underpinning each step in the
screening process.
This thesis reports on a series of studies conducted to define the factors and
mechanisms currently limiting aptamer selections. That knowledge is then used to
create highly effective strategies and technologies for ameliorating each limitation
affecting their selection. The resulting collection of improvements is integrated
into a novel selection workflow termed “Hi-Fi SELEX”. Those improvements
include i) application of a novel “competent library” that eliminates fixed-region
interference effects during selection, ii) development of effective chemistries to
optimally retain desirable library members, iii) invention of simple methods to
accurately quantify retained library diversity and mean binding affinity after each
selection round, and iv) development of emulsion PCR methods to eliminate
generation of amplification artifacts and v) achieve stoichiometric recovery of the
desired single-stranded aptamer library. The resulting discovery platform greatly
improves the reliability and speed in which useful panels of lead aptamers against
several clinically-relevant targets are discovered.
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Following initial selection of candidate aptamers based on binding affinity,
further screening is typically required, in part to ensure target-specific binding – a
performance need shared by antibodies selected against specific targets. However,
moderate to high-throughput methods to efficiently screen panels of candidates for
binding specificity are lacking. A new technology enabling label-free specificity
screening of antibody or aptamer populations at suitable throughputs was
therefore established at the proof-of-concept level. The novel microfluidic SPRi
arrays described permit multiplexed detection of lead candidates by quantifying
both equilibrium binding constants and binding kinetics for each interaction in an
element-addressable fashion. The technology offers the ability to independently
interrogate candidate affinity reagents and then recover those samples for
downstream analysis.
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PREFACE
“In research, you really have to love and be committed to your

work because things have more of a chance of going wrong than
right. But when things go right, there is nothing more exciting”
― Michael Smith (1993)1

A version of Chapter 2 from this dissertation has been published as:
Ouellet E, et al. (2014) A simple method for eliminating fixed-region
interference of aptamer binding during SELEX. Biotechnology and Bioengineering,
111: 2265-79

As first author, I designed the research together with my principle supervisor Dr.
Charles Haynes, and performed all of the experimental work as described. In
addition, I drafted the initial manuscript and further contributions to it were made
by Dr. Charles Haynes. Valuable input from both committee members and advisors
Drs. Karen Cheung and Eric Lagally were also received prior to publication.

A version of Chapter 3 from this dissertation has been published as:
Ouellet E, et al. (2015) Hi-Fi SELEX: A high-fidelity digital-PCR based
therapeutic aptamer discovery platform. Biotechnology and Bioengineering,
112: 1506-22.

This work stems from a collaboration with members of the Conway group at the
Centre for Blood Research (CBR; Vancouver, BC). As first author, I formulated the
basis of the research along with significant intellectual input from Dr. Charles
Haynes, Dr. Jonathan Foley (CBR) and Dr. Edward Conway (CBR). Drs. Foley and
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Conway were instrumental in providing guidance in choosing clinically-relevant
targets for investigation. During the course of the research, I performed all of the
experimental work as described, with the exception of the haemolytic assays to
evaluate complement pathway inhibition. That work was conducted by Dr. Foley in
the Conway group with the help of Alice O’Byrne and Victor Lei. In addition, I
drafted the initial manuscript and contributions to it were made by Drs. Haynes,
Foley and Conway.

A version of Chapter 4 from this dissertation has been published as:
Ouellet E, et al. (2010) Parallel microfluidic surface plasmon resonance imaging
arrays. Lab on a Chip 10, 581-88.

This work results from a collaboration with members from the Institute for Systems
Biology (ISB; Seattle, WA). As first author, I designed the basis of the research
along with significant intellectual input and contributions from Christopher
Lausted (ISB), Drs. Leroy Hood (ISB) and Eric Lagally. Contributions to the initial
design of the microfluidic SPRi array were provided by Dr. Lagally. Bernard
Coquinco and Dr. Lagally also significantly contributed to the design schematics
and assembly of the constant LED driver used for the SPR imager. I performed all
of the experimental work as described, including the fabrication of PDMS
microfluidic devices (Appendix A), and the assembly of the SPR imager (Appendix
B) along with developing its operating software (Appendix C). Dr. Lagally
provided guidance throughout the research, and input from Cheng Wei Tony Yang
and Tao Lin were also contributed ideas related to the work
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1:

INTRODUCTION
“Science sometimes requires courage, at the very least
the courage to question the conventional wisdom”
― Carl Sagan (1979)3

1.1

THESIS OVERVIEW
Biological reagents that recognize target molecules with both high affinity and
specificity are routinely required in the life sciences and clinics, where in the latter
case they often serve as diagnostic or therapeutic agents. Amongst the available
classes of affinity reagents, antibodies currently represent the gold standard.
Applications of antibodies as molecular recognition agents pre-date the 1950’s, 4,5
but their ubiquitous use follows largely from development of the hybridoma
technology by Kohler and Milstein 6 in 1975. This landmark in modern
biotechnology has enabled scientists to produce monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
with desired properties in a more routine and reproducible manner. Antibodies,
including mAbs, often bind antigens with high affinities; equilibrium dissociation
constants (Kd values) less than order nM are frequently reported. 7 Moreover,
binding is often highly selective, as demonstrated by the ability of mAbs to
discriminate post-translational modifications of proteins, as well as among more
subtle protein isoforms. 8,9 These exquisite binding properties can serve to maximize
therapeutic mAb potency and minimize off-target effects, while their large size
enables relatively long circulation half-lives.10,11 Many advances in medicine and
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molecular biology are therefore inextricably linked to antibody science, including
the explosive growth in mAbs as therapeutic agents over the past 25 years. 12,13
However, while remarkable, antibodies are nonetheless limited in certain
important aspects.

As large complex multimeric proteins, they are sensitive to

environmental conditions, and can rapidly be inactivated under acidic conditions
or at elevated temperatures. Though significant advances have been made toward
their manufacture, mAbs remain expensive to produce and purify at larger scales,
especially when being developed for research and diagnostic applications, as
opposed to more valuable therapeutic molecules. When used as therapeutic agents,
most mAbs are incapable of permeating cells efficiently, which effectively restricts
their application to extracellular antigens. Moreover, though humanized-antibody
technology has greatly reduced immune responses, therapeutic mAbs often do not
escape immune surveillance completely, further challenging their long-term
efficacy. 14
As a result, the development of mAb alternatives for use as affinity tools and
therapeutic agents has gained considerable interest in recent years. 15 A number of
simplified antibody forms including nanobodies, V H and VL antibody domains, and
single-chain variable fragments have proven effective as mAb surrogates.16

In

addition, a particular class of nucleic acids, known as aptamers a, has emerged as a
potent option.17 Each comprised of a short single-stranded (ss) oligonucleotide,
aptamers can be inexpensively produced at large scale with high precision. The
discovery of useful aptamers is likewise facilitated by the ability to easily and costeffectively synthesize large semi-combinatorial libraries of ssDNA or ssRNA that
can be subjected to in vitro Darwinian-type selection strategies to enrich sequences
that exhibit high affinity and specificity for a target as a result of their unique

a

The definition of aptamers in this thesis is applied in accordance with the more general notion of
being comprised of nucleic acid molecules, as originally described. However, aptamers can also be
comprised of amino acids, commonly referred to as peptide aptamers, and will not be discussed any
further.
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tertiary structures.

However, current aptamer selection methods are not

sufficiently robust to ensure the timely and cost-effective discovery of aptamers
useful

as analytic/diagnostic

reagents or

lead

candidates for

therapeutic

development. 18 Existing aptamer discovery platforms would therefore benefit from
development

of

higher-throughput

methods

to

more

accurately

and

comprehensively screen for desired attributes, including binding affinity and
specificity. The technologies and methods reported in this thesis are collectively
aimed at providing the ability to more efficiently discover and characterize analytic
or therapeutic aptamers. One of those technologies is a microfluidic platform
enabling highly multiplexed characterization of analyte binding to immobilized
affinity reagents, or vice versa. Developed to the proof-of-concept level, this
technology can be applied to panels of either aptamers or mAbs to, for instance,
characterize binding specificity.

1.2

PROPERTIES OF RELEVANT BIOLOGICAL AFFINITY
REAGENTS
The successful completion of the Human Genome Project 19,20 has advanced
medical research in part by reporting new genes and gene mutations that have
since been linked to a range of life-threatening disorders.21,22 The companion
Human Proteome Project 23,24 is in turn providing greater understanding of the
manner in which germ-line and somatic mutation of a genome alter the functions
and abundances of the associated gene products, including enzymatic activities and
biological pathways that regulate cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis.
The study of (somatic) variations in gene/peptide sequences, gene copy numbers
and protein expression levels has enabled the discovery of mutational drivers and
reliable biomarkers of disease progressions,25,26 enhancing our knowledge of
fundamental causes to a number of hereditary and acquired disorders, 27-29 as well
as the associated inventory of potential targets for diagnostics and therapeutics
development. Establishing more rapid and reliable methods for identifying and
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screening large libraries of potential lead compounds, including aptamer and
antibody-based compounds, will therefore become increasingly significant for
continued development of novel prognostic and therapeutic pathways to
personalized and preventative medicine.
Work described in this thesis is aimed at improving technologies for
discovering and/or characterizing two major classes of biological affinity reagents:
primarily (i) nucleic acid aptamers, and in certain cases (ii) monoclonal antibodies.
Structures, clinical uses and bio/chemical properties of each class of molecules are
therefore described with the aim of providing insight into mechanisms of selective
molecular recognition, as well as defining requirements a screening assay must
offer in order to achieve robust discovery of useful molecules.

1.2.1

APTAMERS
The discovery of aptamers in 1990 by three independent laboratories 30-32
spawned their now rapidly growing use as diagnostic 33 and biopharmaceutical34
agents. These short (< 60 nt) single-strand oligonucleotide ligands selectively bind
their respective target with an affinity mirroring those typically achieved by
antibodies. As a growing class of biological affinity reagents, aptamers possess
several unique advantages and potential limitations, particularly when applied as a
therapeutic. High-affinity aptamers have been reported for diverse types of targets
including proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, small organic molecules, and even
whole cells.35-42 At the time of writing of this thesis, over 2000 DNA and RNA
aptamers have been discovered against ca. 500 different targets.43 Currently, nine
of these aptamers are either approved or in clinical trials for treatment of various
ailments, including age-related macular degeneration (AMD), coronary disease,
bleeding disorders and cancers,44,45 with several others shown to be of potential
clinical significance.46,47
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1.2.1.1 CHEMISTRY AND STRUCTURE
Nucleic acids are versatile molecules despite their relatively limited natural
chemistry when compared to, say, proteins. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) adopts a
protective double-stranded helical structure in its equilibrium state within the
nucleus.

Ribonucleic acid (RNA), a primarily single-stranded oligonucleotide,

mediates the translation of genes into polypeptides (e.g. proteins). However, both
DNA and RNA can function in ways unrelated to their role in encoding or
transferring genetic information. In particular, the discovery of ribozymes48,49 in the
early 1980’s and subsequent seminal studies on deoxyribozymes (DNA-enzymes)50
have proven that DNA and RNA molecules can serve as more than simple passive
carriers of genetic information; they have the capacity to adopt sequence-specific
tertiary structures that permit their participation in biological processes as catalysts
or binding partners.
Both DNA and RNA are naturally occurring polymers built from monomeric
units called nucleotides. Each nucleotide is comprised of three chemically and
structurally distinct components: a phosphate group, a cyclic pentose sugar and an
aromatic nitrogenous base. Nucleotides differ from each other in both their natural
sugars ( D-deoxyribose in DNA and ribose in RNA) and their aromatic bases. Four
different bases naturally occur in DNA: the purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G),
and the pyrimidines, cytosine (C) and thymine (T). A single-stranded DNA chain
is formed by linking nucleotides (A, G, C and T) via a phosphodiester bond
between the 3’ carbon of the deoxyribose from the first nucleotide to the 5’ carbon
of the next via its ionized phosphate group. Each polynucleotide chain is therefore
comprised of a linear sequence of nucleotides that is denoted and read in the 5’ to
3’ direction (Figure 1-1).
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Molecular structure of a single-stranded DNA polynucleotide chain (5’-AGCT-3’). Watson-Crick
base pairing between complementary nucleotides (inset). Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.

Single-stranded DNA or RNA can also form stable three-dimensional structures
via intra-molecular Watson-Crick base pairings as well as other non-canonical
interactions51-53 between nucleotides contained within the sequence. Aptamers b are
single stranded oligonucleotides that exploit this capacity to recognise a ligand by
folding into a specific structure that confers binding affinity. The intra-molecular
interactions that dictate aptamer fold include the hydrogen bonds and base-

b

Unless otherwise specified, the remainder of this thesis will refer to ‘aptamer’ as being comprised of
DNA nucleotides.
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stacking interactions of Watson-Crick base pairs—where A pairs with T, and G
pairs with C (Figure 1-1, inset). Oligonucleotide length and nucleotide sequence
define the double-stranded helical segments formed and the resulting stable
secondary and tertiary structure adopted by an aptamer. However, as aptamers
are highly charged polyanions, their structure, flexibility and binding properties
are also influenced by the large negative charge density generated by the
phosphodiester backbone. Repulsive Coulombic forces are therefore present and
can act to destabilize structure to a magnitude modulated by the dipole shielding
effects of the solvating water molecules, and the Debye electrostatic shielding and
ion-pairing contributions of monovalent (e.g. Na+ , K+ ) and divalent (e.g. Mg 2+, Ca 2+)
cations present through dissociation of salts. Direct association of counter-ions to
an aptamer can neutralize its negative charge density, permitting adoption of
(more) stable base-pairing conformations and higher-order structures including
any combinations of stem-loops 54,55 or hairpins 56,57, bulges58,59, pseudoknots60,61,
kissing-complexes 62,63 or quadruplexes64,65 (Figure 1-2).

loop
stem

Hairpin

Bulge

Kissing Complex

Figure 1-2

Pseudoknot

Quadruplex

Representative molecular structures capable of being adopted by DNA aptamers. Black circles (•)
indicate any of the 4 nucleotides. Blue lines (—•—) indicate Watson-Crick base pairing and grey
lines (—) indicate Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between G tetrads.
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Generally, divalent cations such as magnesium (Mg 2+ ) are much more effective
in stabilizing dsDNA helices 66,67 than are monovalent cations such as sodium (Na +)
or potassium (K +), while high concentrations of the latter ions can increase the
flexibility of ssDNA as evidenced by a shortened persistence length. 68,69

1.2.1.2 BASIS FOR MOLECULAR RECOGNITION
Due to their ability to tightly bind molecular targets in a very specific fashion,
aptamers may be considered synthetic analogues to antibodies.

Aptamers

generally possess a higher degree of structural plasticity that allows binding of
targets through subtle perturbations in fold to accommodate the surface topology
presented on the epitope.70-72 Their molecular recognition mechanism can therefore
differ somewhat from the ‘lock and key’ binding model usually associated with
antibodies. Aptamers capable of binding structurally ill-defined (conformationally
degenerate) targets strongly and specifically are rare, 73 although ones capable of
binding denatured targets through an induced affinity mechanism have been
reported.74,75 But, like antibodies, aptamers are able to discriminate between minor
chemical variants/isoforms.76,77 A particularly salient example of this is provided in
Figure 1-3, which describes binding of an RNA aptamer to theophylline via
hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions. 78 The bulge-loop motif of this aptamer
confers a 10,000-fold higher binding affinity to theophylline compared to caffeine,
which differs from theophylline in chemistry by a single methyl group.

The

presence of this methyl group sterically hinders caffeine binding by disrupting the
pseudo-base pair formed between the adjacent cytosine and the purine-rich
binding-region of the aptamer. 79,80 Steric repulsion is one of many intermolecular
forces by which aptamer specificity is conferred. 79,81,82
described below.

Other important forces are

Their variety and unique dependencies on intermolecular

separation distances and solvent effects serve to make rationale design of aptamers
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using, for instance, molecular mechanics/dynamics modeling or density functional
theory currently unrealistic.

As a result, more brute-force (Darwinian),

combinatorial strategies are generally required for aptamer discovery.

theophylline

5’

3

Kd = 0.32 µM

caffeine

Kd > 3500 µM
Carbon

Figure 1-3

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Depiction of a theophylline-binding RNA aptamer78 demonstrating exceptionally high
discrimination against caffeine (inset) due to its additional sterically hindered N-7 methyl group.
Molecular structures were created with PyMOL, accessed from the Protein Data Bank (entry
1O15).

1.2.1.2.1 COULOMBIC FORCES

Unshielded Coulombic (electrostatic) forces are long-range in nature and can
therefore contribute substantially to the overall free energy of association. The
force of interaction between two point charges is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them (Coulomb’s Law)83 but, for a given separation
distance, will diminish with increasing solution ionic strength due to Debye
shielding effects. The polyanionic chemistry of aptamers dictates that electrostatic
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forces will contribute to binding recognition either favourably, including through
the formation of intermolecular ion pairs and bridges, unfavourably, through
charge-charge repulsion, or a combination thereof.
In aptamer-protein complexes, ion pairs may form between the univalent
phosphate groups of the aptamer backbone and positively charged moieties of
proteins, including the ε-amino group of lysine, the guanidinium group of
arginine, the protonated imidazole ring of histidine, and the α-terminal amine. 84
Additionally, intra- and inter-molecular salt bridges formed through a chargeneutralizing free ion may also contribute to aptamer affinity. 85

However, good

specificity is generally not achieved when aptamer binding is dominated by
electrostatic forces, as aptamers then tend to behave as more aspecific ion-exchange
ligands, such as those employed in classic ion-exchange chromatography. Aptamer
selection processes are therefore likely to enjoy greater success if they include steps
to disfavour retention and enrichment of ion-exchange-dominated binders.
Fortunately, therapeutic aptamers typically achieve binding specificity and affinity
through a complex ensemble of intermolecular forces. 86,87
1.2.1.2.2 DIPOLE-DIPOLE AND HIGHER-ORDER POLAR FORCES

Compared to that between two ions of opposite charge, attraction between
permanent dipoles, of which the hydrogen bond is the best known and among the
strongest, decreases more rapidly with separation distance.

Nevertheless the

considerable hydrogen bonding potential of nucleosides, along with the presence of
water as the primary solvent, ensures that dipole-dipole interactions will
contribute, often significantly, to the sequence specificity and stability of an
aptamer-target complex. 79

For example, hydrogen bonds involving the oxygen

atoms of the phosphate groups as well as the hydroxyl groups of the deoxyribose
sugars of an aptamer are often observed.

The hydrogen bonding potential of

unpaired purine or pyrimidine bases is, in general, even stronger88 due to the
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greater

density

of

electron

donors

and

acceptors,

the

generally

higher

configurational freedom of these moieties, and their generally better chemical
mapping to H-bond donors and acceptors presented on amino-acid side chains of
proteins.
Dipole – induced dipole, induced dipole – induced dipole, and the various
dipole – quadrupole and quadrupole – quadrupole forces also contribute to
aptamer biding affinity and specificity. 88,89
1.2.1.2.3 HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS

The hydrophobic effect is an important physicochemical property of most
receptor-ligand interactions. It is mainly an entropic phenomenon that arises due to
changes in the density and organization of water molecules at an interface that
offers relatively low hydrogen-bonding potential. Water molecules therefore reorient upon interacting with non-polar surface so as to maintain a maximum
number of hydrogen bonds, resulting in a loss in degrees of freedom. 90,91
Complexes formed between hydrophobic surfaces/residues, including those
between an aptamer and aliphatic or aromatic side-chains of proteins, can result in
a partial or full dehydration of the interface.

Structured water released gains

entropy, while the system as a whole loses heat capacity, the two experimental
hallmarks of hydrophobic dehydration.92,93 As such, dehydration as a binding
mechanism tends to favour aptamers whose three-dimensional shape is directly
complementary to the surface of the target; entropy may then make substantial
contributions to the overall stability of the complex.94,95 Single-stranded regions of
aptamers have a greater propensity for interacting with aromatic side-chains of
amino acids in proteins due to the availability of exposed bases.
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1.2.1.2.4 DISPERSION FORCES

Though dispersion forces, including Van der Waals and base-stacking
interactions, are short range in nature (proportional to the inverse sixth-power of
the separation distance), 83 they tend to make significant contributions to aptamer
binding affinity and specificity. Dispersion forces are only weakly attractive, but
the total density of intermolecular contacts stabilized by dispersion forces tends to
be relatively large in macromolecular complexes due to their large contact areas.
For aptamers, such interactions can, for instance, occur between side chains of
amino acids and bases that remain unstacked, 96 resulting in a complex and dense
topography of aptamer-target contact. Increases in monovalent or divalent cation
concentrations can strengthen that contact by dehydrating surfaces and reducing
electrostatic repulsion forces.97

1.2.1.3 ANALYTICAL AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Although the discovery of new aptamers—especially those able to recognize a
disease-associated molecular target and properly modulate its activity—is difficult,
a number of important examples of success exist. Macugen (Pegaptanib), a 28nucleotide RNA aptamer (Figure 1-4) approved to treat wet age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) by selectively inhibiting the 165 amino acid isoform of the
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF165 ), 98 highlights the potential of aptamers
to improve patient outcomes.

Moreover, aptamers have been applied in other

important ways to aid both basic and clinical research. For example, several DNA
and RNA aptamers have been discovered and used to better understand the
functions of disease-related proteins by selectively inhibiting the relevant epitope,
as opposed to eliminating the gene-product entirely by using more traditional
siRNA or knockdown/knockout-based strategies. 99 Recently, an application for the
efficient extraction of (bio)molecules from complex fluid mixtures has been
described. 100 The system leverages the use of microfluidics and reversible folding
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capabilities of aptamers to capture thrombin from human serum via a targetspecific aptamer, attached to flexible microstructures embedded within a pHresponsive hydrogel. As such, several cycles of selective capture and release of
thrombin could be achieved by modulating the chemical environments within the
microchannel.

40 kDa PEG – 5’

PO3

O
H
OH

Figure 1-4

A or G
H

O-CH3

3’ – inverted dT

PO3

H
OH

O

C or U
H

F

Model representation of the Macugen (Pegaptanib) RNA aptamer’s secondary and associated
tertiary structure. Red circles indicate 2′-O-methylated purines, and 2′-fluorine-modified
pyrimidines are shown in blue. Unmodified adenosines are also shown. Additional modifications
to the aptamer include the 5' attachment of a 40 kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) moiety and the
attachment of an inverted thymine at the 3’ end. Tertiary structure prediction was performed
using the Assemble2 program (http://bioinformatics.org/assemble) interfaced with UCSF Chimera
software (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera) and represented via PyMol.

Amongst the classes of pharmaceutical agents available, aptamers provide
significant value by harnessing both the advantages of small molecule inhibitors
and the specificity of antibody-based therapeutics.

Aptamers are relatively

homogeneous molecules that can be cheaply manufactured to high purity at any
required scale. Batch-to-batch variations are negligible, creating the assurance that
product quality and efficacy are maintained. 101 The nucleic acid chemistry of
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aptamers provides additional advantages that will be discussed later, but can also
be concerning due to its propensity for rapid degradation and fairly rapid renal
clearance in the body. Specific chemical modifications have therefore been
established to reduce or even eliminate these concerns and thereby create aptamer
products exhibiting remarkable stabilities and circulation half-lives. In particular,
modifications 102,103 that serve to alter the chirality (e.g. Spiegelmers) and structures
(locked nucleic acids) of nucleotides (Figure 1-5) have been utilized to improve
both the thermal stability and nuclease resistance of aptamers. 104 Indeed, these
strategies were successful in improving Macugen’s half-life 100-fold to 131 hrs
following parenteral administration. 105 Additionally, the inclusion of base-modified
nucleic acids within an aptamer sequence has been explored in certain cases to
expand the chemical diversity of the starting library.106
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half-life and stability.
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1.2.2

ANTIBODIES
The discovery of antibodies at the end of the 19 th century,107-109 and the
subsequent development of the hybridoma technology 6 in 1975 heralded new
opportunities in both the analytical and clinical domains. These large (> 150 kDa)
immunoglobulin (Ig) protein complexes play an essential role in the adaptive
immune system of mammals, in part by selectively binding their respective
antigens with high affinities (ca. order-nM Kd ).

Antibodies have also found

applications in the laboratory, being routinely used in chromatography,110
histochemistry 111 and various other immunoassays. 112-114 Their dominant position as
biological therapeutic agents includes more than 425 antibodies currently being
developed, and 41 received FDA-approval as the time of writing of this thesis, 115,116
for treating multiple ailments ranging from inflammation117 to cancers 118 .

1.2.2.1 CHEMISTRY AND STRUCTURE
Proteins are a functionally versatile class of biological molecules that ensures
the proper functioning of a cell. Several classes exist in the body, including those
that provide (i) structural rigidity to the cell, (ii) transport of materials across the
cell membrane, (iii) regulation of genes and pathways, (iv) catalytic function and
(v) signaling capabilities to other biomolecules. Antibodies, for example, function
with other protective agents within the immune system to maintain the body’s
integrity.
As with all proteins, antibodies (Figure 1-6) are translated from mRNA and
assembled from monomeric units called amino acids, each having a chemical
backbone structure comprising a central α-carbon atom flanked by an amino (NH 2)
and a carboxyl (COOH) group. The 20 amino acids commonly found in proteins
differ from each other by the physical (e.g. size) and chemical (e.g. polarity, charge)
properties of their carbon-containing side chain (R) appended to the α-carbon
atom. A polypeptide chain (referred to as the primary structure) is formed by
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linking amino acids via a peptide bond: a covalent attachment between the
deprotonated carboxyl group of the first and the protonated amino group of the
next. The secondary structure (i.e. α-helix, β-strand or random coil) adopted by a
particular segment of a polypeptide chain is dictated by the sequence of its amino
acid side chains. Folding of an antibody into its stable tertiary and quaternary
structure is then achieved by a highly cooperative process performed via a
sequence of spontaneous non-covalent stabilizations and intrinsic quality control
mechanisms119 overseen by the cell’s endoplasmic reticulum (ER) chaperone
machinery. These stable three-dimensional structures, as well as specific posttranslational modifications, are integral to the proper function of an antibody.
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Molecular assembly and structure of a protein. Monomeric amino acids are covalently tethered to
form a polypeptide displaying various side chains (Rn) displaying a free amino (N-terminus) and
carboxyl group (C-terminus). The primary structure of a polypeptide chain can fold into
secondary α-helices and/or β-sheets to maximize the formation of H-bonds as well as other
random coils for linking these structures. Tertiary and quaternary structural arrangements
between individual or multiple polypeptides form functional proteins.
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The most

abundant

antibody

isotype

is that

of the IgG family

of

immunoglobulins (Figure 1-7). IgGs are Y-shaped molecules having a molecular
weight of about 150 kDa and comprised of four polypeptide chains: two identical
heavy chains (ca. 50 kDa each) and two identical light chains (ca. 25 kDa each). 120
Each light chain of an IgG contains a variable (V L ) domain near the N-terminus and
a constant (CL ) domain at the C-terminus. Similarly, each heavy chain contains a
single variable (V H) domain near the N-terminus, and three constant domains (C H1 ,
CH2, CH3 ) extending towards the C-terminus. Both antigen-recognizing variable
regions (VL and VH ) are contained within the combinatorially generated antigenbinding fragment (Fab) presented on each arm of the antibody. The tip of each arm
contains those portions of the V L and V H chains comprising the Fv region, and those
portions each contain three variable loops that together are responsible for binding
to the antigen. These loops are known as the complementarity determining regions,
(CDRs) or idiotypes, and their structures have been clustered and classified. 121,122
The adaptive immune system is thought to be regulated by interactions between
idiotypes.123 Finally, the constant fragment (Fc) of an antibody contains speciesspecific information for enabling the IgG to bind surface receptors on circulating
effector cells, 124 such as white blood cells and macrophages in the blood plasma
that can engulf and destroy bound antigens.
In mammals, antibodies are assembled in B cells, 125 a specific type of
lymphocyte (white blood cell) residing in the bone marrow (total population
ranging from 10 10 to 10 11 ). 126 Each B cell can produce a specific antibody by
combinatorially encoding the Variable, Diverse and Joining segments of the
antibody’s variable region by a genetic recombination process127 that in principle
enables well over 10 14 combinations of unique antibody molecules to be assembled.
Those produced by clones of an individual B-cell are referred to as monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) and are specific for a single epitope of an antigen. Alternatively,
a collection of antibodies secreted by a population of cells are referred to as
polyclonal antibodies (pAbs) and may recognize multiple epitopes of the same
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antigen. However, significant concerns over cross-reactivity with other molecules
containing similar epitopes are usually associated with pAb preparations,
especially when used in therapeutic applications.128

Antigen binding sites
(CDRs)

VH
Variable Region
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Fab
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CH1
S–S
S–S

CH2
Constant Region

Fc

Heavy Chain

J
CH3

J

D

V
V

Light Chain

Figure 1-7

Schematic of an IgG antibody molecule with constant (black) and variable regions shown. The
light chain variable region is encoded by the available combination of genes for the Variable and
Joining segments, while the heavy chain is encoded with an additional gene for the Diverse
segment.

1.2.2.2 BASIS FOR MOLECULAR RECOGNITION
The ability to recognize and bind an antigen is conferred by the CDRs of an
IgG. These non-contiguous loop structures, presented by the β-sheets forming the
structural framework of the variable regions, are positioned in close proximity so
as to present clusters of amino acid side chains that directly interact with
complementary regions on the surface of an antigen. Other portions of the variable
regions can also provide a binding surface.129 CDRs may recognize an epitope
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present on the solvent-exposed surface of a folded protein, or bind contiguous
peptide fragments of a protein under native or denatured conditions.130
Analogous to that described for aptamers, an ensemble of long and short-range
intermolecular forces enables the specific and tight interaction of an antibody with
its antigen. A high degree of complementarity between the two surfaces is usually
achieved, resulting in almost complete dehydration of the interface; those water
molecules that remain typically provide further stability by facilitating the
formation of hydrogen bonds 131 and solvating associated ions. 132 Antibody-antigen
recognition can occur via a relatively inflexible mechanism (i.e. lock-and-key
model) 133 that is usually associated with high affinity and specificity, or through
variations in conformation (i.e. induced-fit model)134 that can result in a broadening
of

specificities.

Extrinsic

factors,

including

deviations

from

physiological

conditions (e.g. temperature, pH, ionic strength), can serve to weaken and disrupt
antibody-antigen complexes. 135

1.2.2.3 ANALYTICAL AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Antibodies are widely used in research laboratories as analytical reagents for
conducting routine assays, and in clinics to detect proteins, including those that
present mutations and variations that are indicative of cancer, infectious diseases,
sepsis, and other life-threatening indications.136-139 In addition, mAbs are highly
effective therapeutics against a variety of ailments, currently serving as front-line
agents against cancer (e.g. Avastin, Erbitux, Herceptin, Removab, Rituxan),
rheumatoid arthritis (e.g. Enbrel, Remicade), Chrohn’s disease (e.g., Humira),
psoriasis (e.g. Raptiva) and pathogen infections (e.g. Aurexis), to name a few.
However, administration of these humanized chimeric molecules—often of murine
origin—carries some risks associated with undesired immune responses and other
side effects that can serve to neutralize their benefits; 140 major efforts are therefore
underway to address these issues.141

Methods to improve “humanization” of
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antibodies are thereby being realized, for example, by substituting various murine
segments with the corresponding human variants, which have led to nextgeneration antibody-based therapeutics 142 displaying far less immunogenicity.
Transgenic mice able to produce fully human antibodies,143 and surrogate
molecules such as mAbs fragments 14 and bicyclic peptides, 144 are further improving
therapeutic performance.
By virtue of their specificities, mAbs also lend themselves very well to being
used as targeted therapy agents, 118 as do aptamers. 145 Immuno-conjugates capable
of binding antigens while simultaneously locally administering drug payloads 146 or
providing in vivo imaging capabilities147,148 have been described.

1.2.3

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS
Due to their large multi-domain structures and post-translational modification
requirements (e.g. glycosylation), antibodies are, in general, difficult and expensive
to manufacture.

Their in vivo production is usually accomplished by culturing

highly engineered mammalian cell lines under tightly regulated conditions.
Deviations in culture or storage environment (e.g. temperature, pH, ionic strength)
can result in batch-to-batch variations of antibody quality, or even render the
antibody non-functional (e.g. irreversibly denatured/aggregated). 149 Additionally,
antigens that are poorly or non-immunogenic may not elicit the immune response
needed to produce antibodies, 150 though that problem can often be addressed
through the use of immunogenic carrier molecules. Alternatively, antigens that are
extremely immunogenic or even toxic may kill the host prior to production and
recovery of the antibody repertoire. 151,152 Nevertheless, the science of antibody
production, particularly mAbs, has matured to the point that these complex
therapeutic agents can be reliably produced at all scales. Costs remain high, 14 and
other issues including poor antigen immunogenicity are a concern, but these
limitations

are

being

addressed

through
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improvements

to

phage-display

technology,153,154 humanization methods,153,155 genetic engineering of antibody
fragments,156-158 as well

as

streamlined

in

vivo

and

in

vitro

production

technologies.159,160 Through these approaches, mAbs having long and modulatable
half-lives, 161,162 afforded by their ability to exceed the renal clearance threshold, are
being created.

These advances, particularly when combined with the exquisite

selectivity and generally low immunogenicity of humanized cell-culture derived
mAbs, suggest that antibodies will likely remain the dominant class of affinity
reagents used as human therapeutics.
Like antibodies, aptamers can exhibit exquisite affinity and specificity for their
target. By virtue of their nucleic acid chemistry, they can be produced far more
economically.

Moreover, that chemistry generally results in their reversible

folding, permitting aptamers to be subjected to more adverse conditions during
selection or processing without loss of function. Longer shelf-lives may therefore
also be realized. 17 Such unique attributes, including low cost manufacturing,
provide aptamers with important opportunities for use in more cost-constrained
technologies (e.g. chromatography columns, diagnostic tests), as well as in
stringent environments and conditions commonly found in laboratory, industrial
and diagnostic applications where use of mAbs is not optimal.
However, the smaller size (Figure 1-8) of aptamers generally allows for faster
and more efficient tissue penetration. 163

Their use in immuno-conjugates is

therefore an active field of research, as their chemistry and in vitro production
permit facile tethering to a wide variety of functional groups 164 (e.g. dyes, isotopes,
biomolecules) and payloads 165 (e.g. drugs, toxins, particles). As therapeutics,
nucleic acid aptamers are not immunogenic,166-168 even when compared to their
antibody counterparts, but they are susceptible to chemical and enzymatic
degradation, typically necessitating their extensive modification to establish
sufficient resistance as noted above. Moreover, when compared to the immune
system’s ability to produce mAbs, current aptamer discovery platforms are not
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nearly as efficient, often taking months to complete and delivering a panel of
candidate aptamers that do not meet performance requirements. This has no doubt
limited their use, particularly as therapeutics.
Addressing these limitations could prove very beneficial. As a versatile class of
affinity molecules, aptamers are more cost-effectively produced at industrial scales
(ca. USD $20 per gram for those containing modified bases) 34 compared to cGMP
monoclonal antibodies (typically around USD $300 per gram). 169 This suggests they
will find increasing use as industrial (e.g., ligands for affinity chromatography),
diagnostic

and

analytical

reagents,

as

exemplified

by

their

recent

commercialization in hot-start activations of Taq DNA polymerase (e.g. EpiMark®;
NEB and AptaTaq™; Roche) 170 and the development of aptamer libraries for
proteome screening applications. 171

Their general applicability as a class of

therapeutic reagents capable of delivering the specificities and affinities required to
compete with mAbs remains to be seen. 46,47
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Molecular size comparison between a (A) 15 nt anti-thrombin aptamer172 (~5 kDa) and (B) an IgG2a immunoglobulin (~150 kDa). Structures173,174 were created with PyMOL, accessed from the
Protein Data Bank (entries 148D and 1IGT, respectively) and are not drawn to scale.

CURRENT METHODS FOR DISCOVERING
APTAMERS AND OTHER BIOAFFINITY REAGENTS
Current platforms for identifying either aptamer or antibody class affinity
reagents usually rely on high-throughput experimental approaches that sample
large, often semi-combinatorial libraries of molecules to systematically screen for
binding affinity/kinetics against a molecular target or antigen. Although these
methods have some well-recognized practical limitations, such as the nonexhaustive diversity of the initial population of sequences (the library), the more
rational method of selecting lead candidates based on de novo designs performed in
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silico (e.g., molecular docking simulations, molecular dynamics simulations, etc.) is
not sufficiently advanced to permit its reliable use. As a result, in vivo and in vitro
screening methods that require no prior knowledge of a target’s interaction with a
specific sequence continue to represent the best strategy to discovering new
aptamers and antibodies to an expanding array of targets.
Efficient screening of a large number of sequences against a molecular target to
identify lead compounds generally requires isolation and enrichment of sequences
that display proper complementarity to the relevant epitope on the target surface.
The in vivo Darwinian-type evolutionary process of selecting antibody repertoires
against antigens represents one means by which Nature accomplishes this. What is
remarkable about that natural process is its nearly absolute reliability in delivering
antibodies having the required affinity, specificity and functional action toward the
antigen.

The hybridoma technique has allowed this strategy to be partially

transferred to in vitro screening platforms, but with considerably reduced rates of
success due, in large part, to the vastly smaller number of antibodies that are then
typically screened.
Recently, Singhal et al.175 and others,176-182 have described high-throughput in
vitro antibody discovery platforms that eliminate the low (fusion) efficiency
hybridoma process by enabling high-density multiplexed screening of the unique
antibody produced by each antibody-secreting plasma cell or memory B cell
collected by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) following repeated
immunizations. In principal, these emerging platforms should greatly increase the
number of antibodies screened against a particular antigen.

At present, that

screening process is limited to determination of the binding affinity/kinetics and
RT-PCR derived coding sequence of each antibody. As a result, the platforms do
not necessarily insure discovery of antibodies displaying the required specificity
and functional activity toward the target.
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Seminal work183 by Sol Spiegelman has shown that evolutionary-type selection
processes can also be applied in vitro to populations of nucleic acid molecules. That
work laid the foundation for development of the systematic evolution of ligands by
exponential enrichment (SELEX) method, a moderate-throughput technique
developed in 1990 30-32 for screening large combinatorial libraries of single-strand
oligonucleotides (aptamers).

This in vitro strategy is designed to partition and

enrich library members based on their binding affinity; binding specificity and
functional activity are generally not evaluated in the SELEX process.
Thus, on their own, these current selection platforms do not provide a general
means to effectively isolate and identify a small, fully vetted (i.e., good affinity,
specificity, activity) panel of lead antibodies or aptamers suitable for further
development into therapeutics. Additional knowledge is required, as indicated in
Figure 1-9 for the case of discovering therapeutic aptamers.
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Figure 1-9

General schema for library-based identification and characterization of novel aptamer products.
When properly performed, each step further adds to the likelihood in identifying suitable
members for use in research and diagnostics or as lead compounds for further therapeutic
development. The standard SELEX platform does not provide data characterizing aptamer or
retained pool specificity (N.D.)
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1.3.1

GENERAL APTAMER SELECTION STRATEGY
As initially described by Tuerk et.al., 30 Ellington et.al. 31 and Robertson et. al., 32
SELEX enriches a subset of short single-stranded RNA or DNA sequences from an
initial synthetic library comprised of a semi-combinatorial population of such
sequences (ca. 10 14 unique sequences) whose total diversity is similar to the body’s
own antibody repertoire.184

As the screenings are performed in vitro, SELEX

provides the capacity to modulate the nature and stringency of the conditions used
so as to more efficiently select library members showing high affinity to a target.
When applied to DNA-based aptamers, the standard SELEX process (Figure
1-10) is comprised of the following sequence of operations: (i) incubation of the
semi-combinatorial library with a target molecule that is typically displayed on a
surface, (ii) partitioning and retention of members that bind the target using
washing cycles to remove unbound members, (iii) elution (recovery) and
amplification of retained members to generate an enriched pool of binding
members, and (iv) regeneration of the enriched single-stranded library by
digestion and removal of the anti-sense strand of each amplicon to permit the next
round of selection. Several (typically 8 to 20) rounds of SELEX are generally
performed to gradually isolate from the initial library a pool of high-affinity
binders.
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Schematic of a standard SELEX process for DNA-based aptamer libraries

1.3.1.1 THE DNA OLIGONUCLEOTIDE LIBRARY
SELEX can operate on either a DNA or RNA library, with the choice typically
made by carefully examining the intended application of the aptamer and the
associated requirements. RNA-based aptamers have a more flexible backbone that
allows them to adopt a wider range of complex secondary and tertiary structures;
however, they are more susceptible to chemical and enzymatic degradation.
Though built on a less flexible backbone, DNA-based aptamers have higher
chemical stability and their selection is more straightforward due to the relative
simplicity of the amplification and regeneration steps. The technological advances
presented in this thesis pertain to DNA-based aptamer selections.
Single-stranded DNA SELEX libraries typically contain 1014 unique members of
equivalent length in which a random 40 to 60 nt oligonucleotide sequence within a
central core region is flanked by universal fixed sequences at the 5’ and 3’ termini
(Figure 1-11). The libraries are synthesized chemically in quantities (typically
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several µmoles) 185 and using methods that satisfy the DNA quality (e.g. uniform
length) and diversity requirements of the SELEX process.

Library diversity is

largely encoded in the variable region, with the two fixed regions facilitating
operations core to the SELEX process, as described in more detail below.

Fixed Region

Variable Region

Fixed Region

3’

5’
Primer Binding Site
(~20 nt)

Figure 1-11

Randomized Sequence
(40-60 nt)

Primer Binding Site
(~20 nt)

Schematic of an individual member of a DNA aptamer library shown with core variable region
flanked by constant regions (black). The variable region is encoded by a combinatorially
synthesized sequence of random nucleotides.

The sequences of the universal fixed regions (typically 20 nt each) at the 5’ and 3’
ends of each library member are specifically engineered to achieve high-fidelity
amplification of retained library members by eliminating, or at least minimizing, selfassociation and primer-dimer pairing reactions that can promote formation of unwanted
by-products during PCR. In addition, the flanking regions add to the overall sequence
diversity of the library, but the net contribution is quite small (arguably negligible) in
relation to that provided by the variable core region.
The variable core region can be created utilizing different types of
randomization and nucleotide chemistry.

Most often, chemical syntheses that

equally weight the frequency of each naturally occurring nucleotide are employed,
but variable regions comprised of partially-randomized sequences, 186 genomic
DNA inserts187,188 and chemically-modified nucleotides104,189,190 have also been used
with success. Traditionally, a random region that is 40 to 60 nt in length is used, as
a fixed length in this range offers a good balance between structural complexity
and low-cost/high-fidelity synthesis. Shorter randomization windows (i.e. < 20) can
be problematic 191 due to libraries becoming structurally and diversity constrained.
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Alternatively, while consistent with the general aim of SELEX to identify a
reasonably short and stable aptamer candidate that can be cost-effectively
synthesized, somewhat longer randomizations (i.e. > 60 nt) that could permit
discovery of more complex and stable structural motifs have traditionally been
avoided. 192,193

1.3.1.2 LIBRARY INCUBATION
Prior to SELEX, the library is subjected to a thermal denaturation/renaturation
cycle designed to promote folding of each member into its thermodynamically
favourable conformation at incubation conditions. 194 One round of screening in the
absence of the molecular target is sometimes then conducted to remove (or at least
reduce in number) those members of the library that might be retained through
mechanisms unrelated to the target.195 The library is then equilibrated with the
molecular target (e.g. a protein) at solution conditions that in principle are defined
to favour preferential binding of high-affinity members within the library.196,197
Identifying such incubation conditions can be challenging, 198 as a significant
fraction of library members will exhibit some degree of affinity for the target.
Selective enrichment of tight binders is therefore often promoted by setting library
to target concentration ratios at 100:1 or greater. 199,200 During the incubation step,
sufficient target molecules are then present to allow the vanishingly small fraction
of high-affinity binders to compete for binding partners, while reducing to
acceptable levels the associated carry-over of more weakly binding members
present in greater collective abundance within the initial library.
The binding interaction for any given library member can be represented by the
following equation:

𝑘on
𝐴𝑖 + 𝑃 ⇌ 𝐴𝑖 𝑃
𝑘off
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(1.1)

where Ai denotes a given free aptamer (i) in solution, P is the molecular target
available for binding and A iP is the resulting aptamer:target bound complex. The
rate of change in the concentration of an aptamer:target complex is given by

𝑑[𝐴𝑖 𝑃]
= 𝑘on [𝐴𝑖 ][𝑃] − 𝑘off [𝐴𝑖 𝑃]
𝑑𝑑

(1.2)

where k on (M-1 s-1 ) and koff (s -1 ) are the forward and reverse rate constants,
respectively. At equilibrium, that rate of change is zero, and solution of eq. (1.2)
then yields

[𝐴𝑖 ][𝑃]
𝑘off
=
= 𝐾𝑑
[𝐴𝑖 𝑃]
𝑘on

(1.3)

where the equilibrium dissociation constant (K d) is a measure of affinity (in molar
concentration), determined by the ratio of rate constants.

Therefore, library

members that associate quickly (large kon) and remain complexed for long periods
of time (small koff ) have much higher affinity than those that bind the same target
more transiently. Identifying aptamers that form stable complexes having a long
complex half-life is of particular interest when they are to be used as
therapeutics. 201

1.3.1.3 PARTITION AND RECOVERY OF BOUND MEMBERS
Following the incubation step, bound library members are physically
segregated from unbound members. This is usually achieved by extensively
washing the system to remove both unbound and weakly bound members. As these
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washing steps are non-equilibrium by nature, care must be taken to avoid
removing desirable higher-affinity aptamers from the retained pool. As a result,
unwanted lower-affinity aptamers will be co-retained during each selection round.
Practitioners of SELEX have attempted to quantify the overall quality of a given
selection step through the creation of a parameter PE known as the “partition
efficiency”:

where,

𝑃𝑃 =

[𝐴]
[𝐴𝐴]
𝑛

[𝐴] = �[𝐴𝑖 ]

(1.4)

(1.5)

𝑖=1

and denotes the total molar concentration of all aptamers collected in the wash (i.e.
the total unbound fraction); likewise [AP] is the molar concentration of all aptamers
recovered in the elution fraction (i.e. the total bound fraction). In standard SELEX,
per round PE values generally range from 10 to 1000, with values as high as 10,000
observed on occasion; elimination of all weakly/non-specifically retained members
and reduction of the starting population of 1014 members to a manageable number
of candidate aptamers, say ≤ 104 , therefore typically requires a relatively large
number of successful selection rounds (generally identified by an improvement in
the mean K d of the retained pool). New techniques and strategies that improve
preferential retention of members that form tight sequence-specific interactions,
and thus result in significant increases in PE, would therefore be of considerable
value to SELEX-based aptamer selections.
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1.3.1.4 AMPLIFICATION OF RETAINED MEMBERS
SELEX leverages the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify the population
of retained library members to concentrations needed for the next selection round.
The ability to amplify each recovered member is conferred by the presence of the
universal fixed regions flanking the core region of each member (Figure 1-11). A
small-scale “pilot” PCR reaction 202-204 is generally performed to determine the
number of PCR cycles (typically ranging from 10 to 15) that can be conducted
before significant amounts of reaction by-products are accumulated. Those highmolecular weight (HMW) contaminants 205 are known to adversely affect the
selection

process

and

must

therefore

be

removed,

typically

using

gel

electrophoresis.

1.3.1.5 DNA LIBRARY REGENERATION
The amplification step generates dsDNA products (amplicons) from which the
sense strands must be recovered in order to continue the SELEX process. A number
of purification methods have been established for stoichiometrically removing the
antisense strand from the sense (aptamer) strand of amplicons (Figure 1-12),
including alkaline denaturation followed by streptavidin capture of biotinylated
anti-sense strands (generated by chemically modifying the reverse primer)206 or
electrophoretic separation of poly-T-labelled anti-sense strands.207,208

However,

methods relying on enzymatic digestion of 5’-phosphorylated (PO4 ) anti-sense
strands with lambda exonuclease constitute the most efficient and reliable strategy
for producing high-quality ssDNA library members, 209 and are therefore amongst
the most frequently applied.210-216
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Figure 1-12

Schematic of various ssDNA library regeneration methods based upon either physical removal
(streptavidin capture, gel electrophoresis) or enzymatic digestion (lambda exonuclease) of the
anti-sense strands of dsDNA amplicons.

1.3.1.6 ROUND-BY-ROUND AND POST-SELEX APTAMER ANALYSIS
AND PROCESSING
With increasing round number, incubation and partitioning of the enriched
pool of library members is sometimes conducted at progressively more stringent
conditions. This usually entails either increasing the library to target concentration
ratio during incubation217-221 or changing the wash/elution conditions during the
partition step. 222-225 Either change is thought to contribute to the gradual
enrichment of oligonucleotides exhibiting increased affinity for the target.
In a successful SELEX screening, the mean bulk affinity of the enriched library
will increase by several orders of magnitude over the course of several rounds of
selection. The SELEX process is then terminated when the mean bulk affinity of
retained members either remains unchanged for additional consecutive rounds or
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has reached a suitable value for a particular application. Typically, aptamers in the
final enriched pool are sequenced and aligned to identify common sequence and
predicted structural motifs58,226,227 among tight-binding members.

Aptamers of

interest are then produced individually (often by cloning in E. coli) in quantities
that permit measurement of their binding affinity—typically using either surfaceplasmon resonance (SPR) or isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)—and/or binding
kinetics (SPR). Though clearly essential to discovery of useful aptamers, binding
specificities are generally not included in this initial analysis, in large part because
methods of sufficient throughput for completing such analyses are not readily
available.

The same is true for current antibody discovery platforms, creating

potential in current screening methods for both classes of affinity reagents to
deliver molecules that do not satisfy basic performance requirements.

1.3.2

LIMITATIONS OF SELEX-BASED SCREENINGS
The conventional SELEX method 228 outlined in Figure 1-10 can, and has
produced aptamers of therapeutic or diagnostic utility.45,229,230 However, significant
issues limiting the performance and reliability of the method are known, 198,231-233
and those limitations have motivated the development of a number of process
modifications.234-250

Useful changes to standard SELEX have included the

application of alternative oligonucleotide libraries,251 including ones employing
non-natural nucleotide chemistries252-254, and changes in the operating conditions
used in specific process steps (e.g. partition, regeneration).

Most of these

alternative screening methods perform well for specific targets, but have not been
shown to provide a markedly more robust general strategy for aptamer
discovery. 233 More significant alterations and alternatives to the SELEX platform
have also been proposed.

Most of these advances are specifically designed to

improve round-by-round PE values, 255,256 and do not address other significant
limitations to successful aptamer selection. The following sections outline these
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technical advances, as well as those shortcomings to SELEX that have not been
addressed effectively either in isolation or within an integrated selection platform.

1.3.2.1 LIBRARY DESIGN AND PRESENTATION LIMITATIONS
Library design, chemistry, starting diversity and presentation all impact the
quality of an aptamer selection process. Simple loop (hairpin) structures formed
via single-strand self-complementarity typically contain at least 12 nucleotides,
while the more complex secondary structures (e.g. G-quadruplex, bulge-loops, etc.)
that provide aptamers their affinity and specificity for a target are typically longer
in length.

Variable-region lengths of at least 40 nt are therefore generally

employed, 257 but arguments have been made that screening of libraries comprised
of longer length random regions could yield new and more target-specific fold
motifs.258

The most compelling evidence supporting that argument has been

provided by Bartel et. al., 259 who were successful in selecting from an initial library,
containing a core region of 220 random nucleotides, a functional RNA molecule
(i.e. a ribozyme) capable of performing ligations. Although ribozymes are
functionally different from aptamers (the latter usually not associated with
catalytic activity), this example underlines the potential in selecting nucleic acid
molecules within large randomization windows.
More substantial efforts to improve library diversity and aptamer performance
have been made by introducing non-natural nucleotide chemistries. 104

For

example, Shoji et al. 260 discovered a powerful aptamer against R-thalidomide by
applying SELEX to a non-natural DNA library in which T was replaced with a
modified deoxyuridine bearing a cationic group displayed at the C5 position
through a methylene linker. Other modifications have been realized by adding
functional groups to nucleic acid analogs that mimic the side-chains of proteins.261
These advances have been conducive to the selection of aptamers exhibiting slow
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off-rates and high specificity for their cognate ligand in continued efforts to
identify novel protein biomarkers. 261,262
The impact of the fixed regions of an aptamer library on the selection process
has also been studied.193,263,264 Beyond their prescribed function as primer annealing
sites, these fixed regions can participate in or interfere with aptamer fold. Basic
combinatorial statistics predict that, although possible, it is unlikely that candidate
aptamers discovered by a SELEX-based library screen will contain fixed-region
components, simply due to the invariance of those flanking sequences. 193 Thus, the
potential for the fixed regions to disrupt the fold, and therefore the function, of an
aptamer sequence presented within the random-region of a library member is of
greater concern. In particular, portions of the fixed regions can either self-hybridize
or anneal to complementary sequences in the core region to create unwanted
secondary structures that compromise the selection of potentially useful
aptamers.265-268 Several strategies have therefore been proposed to minimize or even
remove these unwanted effects on the aptamer selection process. The most
frequently applied include (i) minimizing the length of each fixed region,264,269 (ii)
completely removing and regenerating the fixed regions before and after each
selection step using restriction digest and ligation reactions, respectively,270,271 and
(iii) replacing the fixed regions with different sequences following each or certain
selection round(s). 272 Though sometimes effective, this collection of strategies has
known limitations, including, but not limited to, the potential for a reduction in
PCR efficiency when short priming sites are used, and a loss of library material
during the cleavage and re-ligation of the new fixed regions between selection
rounds. Additionally, replacement of single-strand fixed regions during the
selection process does not abrogate the potential for losing a tight-binding aptamer,
particularly during early selection rounds, through binding interference effects
involving those regions.
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1.3.2.2 IMPROVING INCUBATION AND PARTITION CONDITIONS
Large PE values are desirable for screening high-affinity aptamers as they can
ultimately lead to more efficient and better selections due to the underlying
significantly reduced co-partitioning of inappropriate library members. PE values
are dependent on several factors, including the medium/method used to display
the target, and the stringency of the solution conditions applied in the incubation
and the partition steps of a particular round of selection.

As a result, many

strategies for improving the PE of a SELEX round have been described, primarily
through changes to the target-display media and solid-phase environments used to
conduct SELEX, or the solvent compositions and volumes used in the incubation
and wash (partition) steps. Only a brief overview is provided here, as detailed
review articles on this topic are available. 18,192,195,232,256,273-277
Standard SELEX typically filters target-bound aptamer complexes through a
nitrocellulose membrane or immobilizes targets on a microbead. 273 However, the
nitrocellulose membrane system is known to suffer from significant non-specific
retention of library members, 278 which reduces PE (typically to less than 100) and
usually then necessitates a larger number (> 10) of selection rounds (Table 1-1).
Classic strategies to block non-specific adsorption sites, such as with > 1% (w/v)
bovine serum albumin, have therefore been applied,223,225,279,280 but they do not in
general improve PE significantly.

These findings likewise apply to bead-based

target-display systems (e.g. PE < 1000 observed and > 10 selection rounds typically
required), though they generally provide better control over both the density of
target displayed and the degree of non-specific binding by leveraging the abundant
surface chemistries (e.g. carboxyl, amine, hydroxyl, epoxy, or thiol groups), as well
as various affinity tags (e.g. glutathione, nickel-charged nitrilotriacetic acid,
polyhistidine) available for target immobilization and surface passivation. 281-284 As
a result, bead-based selections requiring a fewer number of rounds have been
achieved on occasion (Table 1-1). Overall, however, performance data for current
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SELEX platforms indicate the potential to better passivate target-display surfaces
against non-specific retention mechanisms that contribute to overall decreases in
PE and, in many cases, total failure of the selection process to isolate/enrich
aptamers that bind the target specifically and tightly. 204,285,286
In conventional SELEX, the incubation step is designed to let the system come
to equilibrium, so that the fraction θi of target binding sites occupied by each
bound aptamer i is effectively determined by the multi-sorbate form of the
Langmuir isotherm:
𝜃𝑖 =

−1 [𝐴 ]
𝐾𝑑,𝑖
𝑖

−1
1 + � 𝐾𝑑,𝑗
�𝐴𝑗 �

(1.6)

𝑗

As noted above, performing the incubation under non-equilibrium conditions
could allow for the preferential selection of tight binders characterized by fast
association kinetics, slow dissociation kinetics, or possibly both.

Both affinity

chromatography300,301 and capillary electrophoresis (CE) systems302,303 have been
exploited for this purpose, with the resulting CE-SELEX technology now finding
widespread use due to the fact that per-round PE values as high as 105 can be
obtained for systems where the size of the target is large, or whose electrophoretic
mobility and charge are favorable. 304 In this case, high-affinity aptamer pools may
be generated in as few as 3 rounds of selection. However, PE values obtained by
CE-SELEX tend to fall with decreasing net charge and/or size of the target,
resulting in the identification of lower affinity aptamers 305 in comparison to those
identified using traditional methods. 306 Furthermore, libraries of relatively low
initial diversity (typically ~10 12 members) work best for CE-based selections. 304,307,308
And finally, the solvent compositions that may be used are limited, as they must
show electrophoretic compatibility. As a result, the stringent solvents typically
required to minimize retention of undesirable library members can be difficult or
impossible to implement. 309
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Table 1-1 Brief overview of SELEX performance for aptamers partitioned using a variety of methods.
Partition Method

Target

Size
(kDa)

Rounds

Affinity
(nM)

Ref.

Nitrocellulose
(Conventional SELEX)

Complement C5

210

12

20

287

Nitrocellulose
(Conventional SELEX)

α-Thrombin

36.7

11

2.0

288

Nitrocellulose
(Conventional SELEX)

Vascular endothelial growth
factor

38.2

11

0.14

289

Beads – Polystyrene
(Conventional SELEX)

CD4 glycoprotein

55

15

1.5

290

Beads – Agarose
(Conventional SELEX)

Epidermal growth factor
receptor-3 (unglycosylated)

40

12

30

291

Beads – Agarose
(Conventional SELEX)

Complement C5a

9

10

1.4

292

Beads – Magnetic
(Conventional SELEX)

Neurotensin receptor 1

45.1

7

1.0

293

Beads – Magnetic
(Conventional SELEX)

Prostate-specific membrane
antigen

88.8

6

2.1

294

Beads – Magnetic
(M-SELEX)

α-Thrombin

36.7

3

0.33

295

Beads – Magnetic
(M-SELEX)

Platelet-derived growth factor

25.4

3

2.5

296

Beads – Magnetic
(M-SELEX)

C-reactive protein

115

5

3.5

297

Capillary Electrophoresis
(CE-SELEX)

Protein Kinase C delta

104

9

122

298

Capillary Electrophoresis
(CE-SELEX)

Neuropeptide Y

4.2

4

300

299
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Methods and technologies to improve PE by increasing the stringency of the
wash steps used to remove unbound and less strongly bound library members have
also been described. Most SELEX platforms, including conventional SELEX and the
M-SELEX system (see below), perform increasingly stringent wash steps using
larger volumes of the same buffer as was applied during the incubation
step.203,223,295,310-312 However, though supporting data are scarce, improvements in
PE have been realized using strategies that fully or gradually replace the aptamer
folding/incubation buffer as the wash medium with a solvent that shifts the
binding equilibrium more towards the desorbed state; a smaller, higher affinity
population of library members is thereby retained. 313,314 Microfluidic platforms (e.g.
M-SELEX, 203 QPASS 171) designed to permit washing of bound library members with
large volumes of fluid applied under continuous-flow conditions have also been
described. These more advanced technologies have been successful in attaining PE
values approaching 106.

As a result, significant reductions in the number of

selection rounds (≤ 5) needed to isolate a pool of candidates offering a mean Kd of
order nM have been realized. However, at present, these microfluidic platforms
are challenging to construct and operate robustly.

Moreover, they are not

commercially available, but are instead used by a few select groups that have the
capabilities and expertise to fabricate, operate and fine-tune the associated
equipment. Therefore, there is a clear need for improvements to the incubation and
partition steps of SELEX that permit PE values ≥ 105 and a concomitant reduction in
rounds to be realized using equipment that is available and used in nearly all labs
with interest in SELEX-based screenings. 315
Irrespective of the target-display incubation and partition strategies employed,
PE values will depend on both the target concentration and library-to-target
concentration ratio used. 304,316 In particular, though rarely acknowledged, selection
quality and efficiency depend on the surface density of an immobilized target. 317
Macromolecular crowding due to an excessive density of immobilized target
molecules can sterically hinder aptamer binding to specific epitopes (leading to
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losses in high-affinity members) or promote bridged binding of library members
between proximal target molecules (leading to confounding avidity effects).
Alternatively, too low a relative concentration of target can thwart aptamer
discovery by introducing unproductive levels of selection pressure within the
system. Partition stringency is therefore generally increased round-by-round by
sequential decreases in target concentration during the library incubation step.

1.3.2.3 PCR AMPLIFICATION LIMITATIONS AND ARTIFACTS
Stoppage of PCR amplification of the retained pool at ≤ 15 cycles is used in
virtually all SELEX platforms to avoid excessive accumulation of high-molecularweight (HMW) by-products. However, it creates the disadvantage of needing to
perform the amplification at a relatively large scale (several mL total), typically by
partitioning that large reaction volume across several (≥ 96) parallel reactions, then
pooling together the gel-purified amplification products in order to gather enough
material (ca. 1014 members) for the next round of selection. 264 HMW by-product
accumulation

can

arise

via

several

mechanisms,

including

through

(i)

oligonucleotide stretches within the universal primer regions mis-priming library
members, (ii) improperly extended products acting as primers on a heterologous
sequence, or via combinations thereof (Figure 1-13). Through these spurious
priming and extension events, HMW by-products generally start accumulating
when the amplicon concentration reaches ca. 20-50 nM (ca. 10 11 – 1012 members).205
Alternative strategies have also been described, including amplification-free
variations of SELEX,286,318,319 in which methods capable of realizing high PE values
(CE or affinity chromatography) are employed. Although this approach has been
successful in circumventing HMW contaminants formation, the abolition of PCR
amplifications between selection rounds is known to greatly increase the chances of
losing entire representations of library members to stochastic effects. 319
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Putative high-molecular weight by-product conversion mechanism within a heterogeneous
population of library members.

1.3.2.4 LIBRARY REGENERATION ISSUES
The relative performance of available methods for regenerating the ssDNA
library from the purified dsDNA amplicons has been studied by Civit et al.320 and
others, 210,213,321

who

collectively

showed

that

enzymatic

digestion

of

5’-

phosphorylated (PO4 ) anti-sense strands with lambda exonuclease generally works
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best. Overall, however, relatively little effort has been made to fully understand
and thereby improve this critical step. The presence of universal primer regions is
known to contribute to the formation of heteroduplexes between amplicons. In
such cases, the sense strand of a library member (encoding the aptamer sequence)
anneals to complementary flanking regions of an anti-sense strand showing only
partial complementarity within the core region. This can cause issues for
downstream amplicon processing. In particular, gel-electrophoresis purification is
complicated by altered migration patterns created by these heteroduplexes which,
as a result, can be interpreted as by-products and removed (reducing yields).
Moreover, though it has not received attention in the aptamer community, λexonuclease hydrolysis activity is appreciably lower on ssDNA than on
complementary dsDNA. 322

This raises the question as to whether enzymatic

regeneration of the library goes to completion and, if not, what might be the impact
on the selection process. Likewise, heteroduplex formation might impact cloning
of individual members of the final pool, since the mismatch repair system323 of host
cells (e.g. E. coli) can arbitrarily create new composite sequences derived from the
two strands, effectively deleting and/or shuffling retained high-affinity aptamer
sequences.

Though all of these issues deserve study, they share the common

feature of (potentially) arising due to heteroduplex formation during PCR
amplification of the retained library. Identifying ways to eliminate heteroduplexes
during amplification could therefore be of particular benefit.
The use of emulsions to isolate and amplifying single templates by PCR is well
established, 324 and it is known that the resulting partitioning of single templates
into individual droplets reduces formation of unwanted by-products when coamplifying mixtures of different sequences (e.g. multiple genes). 325,326

Spurious

priming events are greatly reduced within a single reaction vessel (droplet), in part
because competition between different amplicons and biases resulting from
differences

in

amplification

efficiencies

are

avoided. 327

Moreover,

post

amplification, the emulsions can be broken to recover the full set of amplicons in an
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aqueous phase suitable for downstream processing. Commercial emulsion PCRbased instruments are available (e.g. QX100 droplet digital PCR system (Bio-Rad),
RainDrop digital PCR system (RainDance)), but the method has not yet been
applied to or optimized for the amplification of retained library members.

In

addition to mitigating formation of unwanted HMW products, the method could
provide a means to eliminate formation of heteroduplexes during amplification, as
reactions in each droplet could be designed to amplify a single library member
(Figure 1-14).

Emulsion PCR

Conventional Bulk PCR

Heteroduplexed amplicons
susceptible to further bias

Figure 1-14

High-quality homoduplexed amplicons

Graphical representation of available methods for PCR amplification of retained aptamer pools
depicting possible outcomes.
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1.3.2.5 CUMBERSOME RETAINED POOL CHARACTERIZATIONS
In conventional SELEX, the aptamer selection process is typically monitored by
measuring the mean binding affinity of retained pools after blindly conducting a
few SELEX rounds in order to enrich sufficient amounts of high-affinity binders to
make K d determination (typically by SPR or fluorescence spectroscopy) possible.
Parallel PCR amplifications, followed by anti-sense strand removal, are typically
required to generate the required quantities of modified (e.g. fluorescently-labelled
or biotinylated for spectroscopy) or unmodified (for SPR) retained library pools.
This widely-adopted strategy is time consuming, fails to provide information in the
critical early rounds of selection, and can be costly if SPR is used for analysis of
mean Kd values. Moreover, a risk of altered binding properties that bias selection is
created if modification of library members is required.
Regrettably, the omission of such characterization steps can lead to the overselection of aptamer pools, which often results in significantly reduced highaffinity aptamer diversities at the conclusion of SELEX. 232 In general, a proper
balancing of retained member diversity and mean binding affinity must be
maintained across selection rounds for SELEX to prove successful. Understanding
and maintaining that balance would benefit from the development of a simpler,
less expensive approach to quantify both the mean K d and the total sequence
diversity of retained pools after every selection round. Currently, enriched library
diversities are determined using next-generation sequencing, which is neither fast
nor inexpensive.171,328,329 However, no suitable alternatives currently exist.

1.3.2.6 THROUGH-PUT: THE TIME REQUIRED TO COMPLETE A
SELECTION
Conventional SELEX operations generally take weeks to months to complete,
with no assurance the operation will yield a useful aptamer. 164 M-SELEX and CESELEX can cut that timeline in half,297,330 but further advances are required to
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increase throughput to desired levels (days), 171,331-334 including through the use of
robotic liquid-handling platforms that operate on either 96 or 384-well microtitre
plates. Traditionally used in quantitative analytical assays, these auto-manipulated
plate systems can in principle provide a facile and cost-effective route to aptamer
selection. The plate format offers an abundance of available surface chemistries for
immobilizing target molecules on the well surface.335 To date, target immobilization
has largely been achieved by physical adsorption to plate well surfaces; but
limitations to that strategy have emerged, including poor control of surface
densities that confounds aptamer selections by virtue of several issues related to
the slow release (leaching) or lateral migration (clustering) of the target
biomolecules.335-337 Therefore, strategies involving covalent attachment chemistries
may prove more effective in controlling target density and non-specific binding, in
the latter case by using the reactive sites to also create effective passivation layers.

1.4

THESIS SCOPE AND OUTLINE
The discovery of aptamer (and antibody) products generally requires three key
connected elements: (i) initial identification of members that present high binding
affinity, followed by screening of that sub-population for required (ii) specificity
and (iii) analytical or biological function in order to identify small panels of lead
compounds suitable for further development. As noted in section 1.3, technological
limitations to this standard approach are known when applied to either class of
affinity reagent.
Current and emerging mAb discovery pipelines, including those based on
multiplexed analysis of individual antibody secreting plasma cells, 178,338-340 offer
highly efficient strategies for screening binding affinity.

However, comparable

tools for accurate screening of binding specificity at appropriate throughputs are
lacking. Challenges related to the affinity and specificity screening of aptamers by
the SELEX method likewise exist, sometimes leading to complete failure of the
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approach.

However, the mechanistic causes of those failures are not fully

understood. Therefore, this thesis aims to first address those knowledge gaps, and
then combine the resulting better understanding with technological advances to
improve both the reliability and overall performance of nucleic acid aptamer
discovery platforms. Where possible, these advances are expected to improve
characterization of either aptamers or antibodies. Specific objectives include:
•

Understand the primary mechanisms limiting per-round partition efficiencies
and overall performance of SELEX technology

•

Establish strategies or new technologies to ameliorate each of those mechanisms

•

Integrate those capabilities into a new platform that greatly improves the
reliability and speed by which useful DNA aptamers can be discovered

•

Establish a new label-free microfluidic technology that enables screening of
either aptamer or antibody populations for binding specificity at throughputs
commensurate with current selection platforms
Interferences to robust aptamer selection caused by the fixed regions of an

aptamer library are identified and described in Chapter 2, “A Simple Method for
Eliminating Fixed-Region Interference of Aptamer Binding during SELEX”, along
with a new method to eliminate them. The method efficiently isolates aptamer
function to the core random region by blocking the ability of the flanking
sequences to interfere with aptamer fold or binding. Incorporation into current
SELEX methodologies is shown to greatly enhance retention and enrichment of
tight-binding aptamers during the selection process.
Additional factors affecting SELEX performance are identified in Chapter 3,
“Development of a High-Fidelity Therapeutic Aptamer Discovery Platform”, and
then used to develop methods and technologies to (i) improve target-display
chemistry and geometry so as to minimize non-specific binding, (ii) establish
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incubation and partition methods that greatly enhance partition efficiency, (iii)
enable high-fidelity amplification of retained library members to concentrations
suitable for conducting the next selection round, (iv) achieve stoichiometric
regeneration of DNA aptamer libraries from amplicons, and (v) achieve rapid and
accurate measurements of the mean affinity and sequence diversity of aptamer
pools following each selection round. Finally, the methodological and technological
advances made are used to create a greatly improved platform for reliable and
rapid selection of high-affinity aptamers. The platform, which includes technology
described in Chapter 2, is shown to rapidly, efficiently and reliably isolate highaffinity aptamers against several clinically-relevant targets.
Finally, in Chapter 4, “Parallel Microfluidic Surface Plasmon Resonance
Imaging Arrays”, a novel moderate-throughput technology that enables label-free
analysis of the specificity of an affinity reagent is described at the proof-of-concept
level. The technology utilizes custom microfluidic arrays for SPRi-based detection
of binding, and the sample workflow and operating conditions required to measure
binding affinities and kinetics are described.
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Chapter 2

Chapter 2:

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR
ELIMINATING FIXED-REGION
INTERFERENCE OF APTAMER
BINDING DURING SELEX
“Simplicity is prerequisite for reliability”
― Sir Charles Antony Hoare (1974)341

2.1

SYNOPSIS
This chapter reports results for a strategy that involves annealing the
complementary sequence to each fixed region of an aptamer library during the
selection process in order to reduce artifacts that might compromise or eliminate
the discovery of a tight-binding ligand within the combinatorial random region of
the library.

The inspiration for this idea was provided by Shtatland and

coworkers272 and also by Wen and Gray who mentioned its potential application to
genomic SELEX libraries. 342 However, neither group conducted an analysis of the
concept’s utility, due in part to their concerns that the double-stranded tails formed
might sterically interfere with aptamer structure, binding or selection. As a result,
the value and possible limitations of this flanking-region blocking strategy on
aptamer selection are not known. A set of model studies specifically designed to
evaluate the merits of the idea on combinatorially synthesized aptamer libraries—
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which are known to possess much larger diversities than their genomic
counterparts—is first reported in order to establish an effective protocol for
incorporating the concept into the screening process.

The goal of this work is

therefore not the discovery of a new aptamer, but rather the r e fi n em e nt a nd
evaluation of a protocol that might improve aptamer discovery. When applied to a
set of benchmark aptamers, the new protocol proves very effective in minimizing
unwanted interference effects caused by the fixed regions, allowing for efficient
selection of tight-binding ligands that might otherwise be lost from the library
during the early critical rounds of selection. The general workflow for the method
is outlined in Figure 2-1, along with that for a standard selection step of SELEX for
comparison. Because it eliminates any single-strand structures within the fixed
regions, the technique isolates aptamer fold and function to within the random
region of the library members. The protocol therefore complements standard and
modified SELEX approaches by offering a non-enzymatic route to minimizing
fixed-regions interference during aptamer selection.
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Figure 2-1

Comparison of standard and proposed protocols for SELEX-based selection of aptamers. (Top
box) Aptamers bind their target with high affinity through the specific fold of their consensus
sequence. A typical aptamer library construct used in SELEX contains a random core region
flanked by ~20 nt fixed regions to facilitate PCR amplification. Mechanisms by which the flanking
regions can interfere with conventional SELEX, but which are ameliorated by the proposed
method are then highlighted. In the proposed method, the fixed regions are blocked using
complementary sequences. The aptamer fold is therefore confined within the random region and
is able to bind its target with high affinity, allowing for efficient SELEX-type enrichment of highaffinity aptamers.
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2.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.2.1

DNA LIBRARIES SYNTHESIS AND PURIFICATION
Each member of the ssDNA aptamer library was comprised of a core 40-mer
random region (N40 ) flanked by a 5’ universal 20-mer flanking sequence and a 3’
universal 20-mer primer binding sequence. Two libraries were synthesized, differing
in the sequences of the two flanking regions used. In each, the random region was
created combinatorially by mixing A:C:G:T at a molar ratio of 3:3:2:2.4 in order to
achieve equal probability incorporation of each nucleotide within the core region. 343
The two independent sets of 20-mer flanking sequences used in this study are
among the most frequently applied to SELEX-based aptamer selection. 307,310,344-347
Indeed, the selection of each of the current benchmark aptamers against thrombin,
streptavidin and VEGF used engineered 80-mer libraries comprised of one of these
two flanking sequence pairs and associated library templates, hereafter referred to
as L1 and L2. Both flanking sequences of each library format had their complement
synthesized, where the complement to the 3’ flanking sequences (3’-Comp-L1 or 3’Comp-L2) also served as the reverse primer (REV-L1 or REV-L2) for PCR
amplification. All oligonucleotides were synthesized and HPLC purified by
Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, IA), and reconstituted in 1X AF
buffer. Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 summarize the two library formats used in this
study, as well as the primers and blockers applied to them. Engineered aptamer
sequences used in this study, which include the 29 nt streptavidin aptamer
(SBA29), the 15 nt and 29 nt thrombin aptamers (TBA15 and TBA29, respectively),
and the 25 nt vascular endothelial growth factor aptamer (VBA25), are summarized
in Table 2-3. For certain selection studies identified in the Results and Discussion,
the appropriate library form of either SBA29 (10 12 sequences added), TBA15 (10 12
sequences added), or TBA15 and TBA29 (106 sequences of each added), was
introduced into the ssDNA library (1 nmole; 10 14 sequences) to permit detection of
the aptamer in the bound and unbound pools during the first round of selection.
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Otherwise, the basic unsupplemented library in either blocked or unblocked form
was used.

Table 2-1 DNA primers, blockers and Library-1 sequences used in this study

Name

Sequence (5’ – 3’)

Comments

FOR-L1

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG

5’ amplification primer

5’-Comp-L1

CATCTGACCTCTGTGCTGCT

5’ complementary blocker

REV-L1 /
3’-Comp-L1

Phos – TTCACGGTAGCACGCATAGG

3’ amplification primer /
complementary blocker

Library-1 (L1)
(80nt)

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG–N(40)–
CCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA

N(40) = 40 randomized
nucleotides

Table 2-2 DNA primers, blockers and Library-2 sequences used in this study

Name

Sequence (5’ – 3’)

Comments

FOR-L2

TCGCACATTCCGCTTCTACC

5’ amplification primer

5’-Comp-L2

GGTAGAAGCGGAATGTGCGA

5’ complementary blocker

REV-L2 /
3’-Comp-L2

Phos – TTCGCACACACGGACTTACG

3’ amplification primer /
complementary blocker

Library-2 (L2)
(80nt)

TCGCACATTCCGCTTCTACC–N(40)–
CGTAAGTCCGTGTGTGCGAA

N(40) = 40 randomized
nucleotides
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Table 2-3 DNA aptamer sequences used in this study

Name

Sequence (5’ – 3’)a

Comments

TBA15
(15nt)

GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG

Thrombin aptamer172

TBA15-L1
(80nt)

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG–
GCTGCTGAATTCGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGAATT
CTACGGAT–CCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA

Library 1 80-mer form
of TBA15

TBA29
(29nt)

AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGGGGTGACT

Thrombin aptamer288

TBA29-L1
(80nt)

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG–
TTCAGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGGGGTGACT
GTTCACGT–CCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA

Library 1 80-mer form
of TBA29

TBA29-L2
(80nt)

TCGCACATTCCGCTTCTACC–
TTCAGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGGGGTGACT
GTTCACGT–CGTAAGTCCGTGTGTGCGAA

Library 2 80-mer form
of TBA29

SBA29
(29nt)

ATTGACCGCTGTGTGACGCAACACTCAAT

Streptavidin
aptamer348

SBA29-L1
(80nt)

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG–
ACTACTATTGACCGCTGTGTGACGCAACACTC
AATTTCAC–CCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA

Library 1 80-mer form
of SBA29

VBA25
(25nt)

CCGTCTTCCAGACAAGAGTGCAGGG

Vascular endothelial
growth factor
aptamer349

VBA25-L1
(80nt)

AGCAGCACAGAGGTCAGATG–
GGCTGATCCGTCTTCCAGACAAGAGTGCAGG
GATCGAGCC–CCTATGCGTGCTACCGTGAA

Library 1 80-mer form
of VBA25

a: Primer sites in bold; aptamer binding sequence underlined.
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2.2.2

ISOTHERMAL TITRATION CALORIMETRY
Human α-thrombin, purified from human plasma and resuspended in
phosphate buffer (20 mM Sodium Phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4), was
purchased from Haematologic Technologies (Essex Junction, VT). Streptavidin was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada) and recombinant human
VEGF-165 from BioLegend (San Diego, CA). All proteins were either exchanged or
reconstituted in 1X aptamer folding (AF) buffer (1X AF buffer is 20 mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl 2, 1 mM CaCl2 ). All aptamers with the
exception of the anti-VEGF aptamers were diluted to a final concentration of 30 µM
in 1X AF buffer. VEGF aptamers were diluted to a final concentration of 20 µM.
Prior to ITC measurements, working concentrations of aptamers were heated to
95°C and slowly cooled down to 25°C at a rate of 0.5°C min-1 in a Mastercycler® ep
thermocycler (Eppendorf, Mississauga, ON, Canada) to ensure proper folding. In
cases where complementary oligonucleotides were added, this folding protocol
also ensured their proper annealing to the flanking regions. ITC measurements
were performed at 25°C using a MicroCal iTC200 system (GE Healthcare,
Piscataway, NJ). The sample cell contained 200 µL of target protein (3 µM; 2 µM for
VEGF) also prepared in 1X AF buffer. The injection syringe contained 40 µL of
diluted aptamer. A first injection of 0.4 µL preceded the 15 injections of 2.5 µL. Run
parameters were set for an injection rate of 0.5 µL s-1 with a 150 s time interval
between injections. The syringe rotation speed was set at 1000 rpm. The results
were analyzed using Origin 7.0 software (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA) by
fitting to a single-site binding model. Where duplicates experiments were done,
standard errors were reported.

2.2.3

SELEX-BASED SCREENINGS
MyOne carboxylic acid and streptavidin C1 Dynabeads from Invitrogen Life
Technologies (Burlington, ON, Canada) were supplied as a 10 mg ml-1 stock
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solution.

1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC),

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and ethanolamine were obtained from SigmaAldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Carboxylic acid beads (0.5 mg) were washed 3X in
MES buffer (25 mM 2-[N-morpholino]ethane sulfonic acid, pH 6.0), and the beads
were then recovered using a magnetic particle separator (Magna-Sep, Invitrogen
Life Technologies) before being activated in a 250 µl solution of 400 mM EDC and
100 mM NHS for 30 min at room temperature. After activation, the beads were
washed 3X in MES buffer and incubated in a solution containing 50 µg human αthrombin, incubating for 2 hrs. After incubation, the beads were washed 3X in 2 M
NaCl Tris-buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 2 M NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2 ,
1 mM CaCl2 ), followed by 3X wash in MES buffer. The modified beads were then
blocked in a 250 µl solution of 1 M ethanolamine for 30 min, before being subjected
to a final wash sequence 3X in MES buffer containing 0.02% Tween-20. The
thrombin-modified beads were stored at a 10 mg ml -1 concentration at 4°C until
further use.
The 80-mer library form of the streptavidin binding aptamer (SBA29-L1), where
the 29-mer consensus sequence is fully contained within the core region, was
spiked into the ssDNA library (1 nmole; 10 14 sequences) at a 1% molar ratio to
permit detection of the aptamer in the bound and unbound pools during the first
round of selection. Equimolar amounts of the complementary oligonucleotides 5’and 3’-Comp-L1 to the flanking sequences were added to and equilibrated with the
spiked library prior to permit hybridization and aptamer folding.
Selection of streptavidin-binding aptamers is described in full here as an
example of the general protocol employed. A 2 µl portion of washed MyOne
streptavidin C1 Dynabeads (~106 beads) was incubated with 1 nmole (~10 14
sequences) of the selected folded aptamer library supplemented with equimolar
amounts of its respective complementary oligonucleotides 5’- and 3’-Comp in
500 µl of 1X binding buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,
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1 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM CaCl2, 0.02% Tween-20) for 1 hr at room temperature with
gentle rotation. Unbound and weakly bound aptamers, including the library form
of the 29 nt streptavidin aptamer (SBA29-L1), were removed by conducting a series
of 500 µl washes in 1X binding buffer. All remaining bound aptamers and
oligonucleotides were eluted from the beads in 1X denaturing buffer (40 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 3.5 M urea, 10 mM EDTA, 0.02% Tween-20) at 85o C. All wash and
elution steps were performed three times for 5 min in a total volume of 500 µl.
Each collected fraction was desalted using centrifugal filter units (Amicon Ultra-0.5
MWCO 10K, Millipore) and the aptamers recovered in nanopure water (18.2 MΩcm) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Conventional SELEX cycles 232
were also performed exactly as described above, but without addition of the
complementary blocking sequences to the library prior to folding.
Similarly, pre-blocked and standard SELEX-based screens of the 80 nt Library-1
or Library-2 containing the 15 nt thrombin aptamer (TBA15-L1) and/or the 29 nt
thrombin aptamer (TBA29-L1) were also performed as described above, but using
carboxylic acid functionalized beads displaying immobilized human α-thrombin
prepared according to the protocol described above.
Recovered members were desalted and amplified in 50 µl PCR reactions
containing 1X PCR buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 200 µM dNTP, 250 nM each of FOR-L2
and phosphorylated REV-L2 primer, as well as 2 units of Platinum Taq DNA
polymerase. Amplification was stopped at the maximum number of cycles before
artifact formation was observed on a one-dimensional agarose gel (i.e. the
maximum number of cycles where no higher molecular weight amplification
products could be observed). Thermal cycling conditions were as follows: initial
denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, followed by an optimal number of cycles (10-18)
comprised of denaturation at 94°C for 15 s, annealing at 64°C for 20 s and extension
at 72°C for 30 s, with a final extension at 72°C for 3 min. PCR reactions were
pooled, ran on a 1.5% TBE agarose gel, and purified using a QIAEXII Gel Extraction
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Kit (Qiagen, Toronto, ON) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The purified
double-stranded product was digested with 5 units of lambda exonuclease (NEB;
Whitby, ON) in the supplied buffer for 60 min at 37°C. The resulting single
stranded product was then purified by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation
for the next round of selection.

2.2.4

REAL-TIME AMPLIFICATIONS OF ELUTED POOLS
Desalted eluted library fractions were amplified in a CFX Real-Time PCR
detection system (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON) in the presence of either SYBR Green
or a TaqMan™ probe against the target aptamer (e.g., the hydrolysis probe 5’FAM-CCG CTG TGT GAC GCA ACA CTC AA-Iowa Black FQ -3’ was used for the
SBA29-L1 aptamer). For the latter real-time amplification, a 5 µl aliquot of each
eluted library fraction was mixed with iQ Supermix (Bio-Rad), 300 nM each of the
forward and reverse primers, as well as 200 nM of the respective TaqMan™
hydrolysis probe to form a 25 µl reaction volume. Quantification of total library
levels eluted in each fraction was achieved by mixing a 5 µl aliquot of each eluted
fraction with iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) and 300 nM of each required
primer (Table 2-1 and Table 2-2). The thermal cycling conditions were as follows:
initial denaturation for 3 min at 95°C, then 50 PCR cycles each comprised of
denaturation at 95°C for 30 s and annealing/extension at 59.5°C for 30 s. For the
TBA29-L1 primer pair, the annealing/extension temperature was 55°C for 30 s. All
results were analyzed using CFX Manager Software (Bio-Rad), which automatically
computes and reports a threshold cycle value for each real-time amplification
curve.

2.2.5

QPCR-BASED BULK AFFINITY DETERMINATION
A new qPCR-based method was developed to permit rapid and inexpensive
determination of the mean binding affinity, recorded in terms of the equilibrium
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dissociation constant K d, of the eluted library to the target. Briefly, the protein
target (e.g., human α-thrombin) was immobilized on Nunc Immobilizer Amino
plates

(Thermo

Fisher;

Edmonton,

AB)

according

to

the

manufacturer’s

instructions 350 at a concentration of 90 nM in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH
7.4. Eluted aptamer pools were serially diluted into 8 different concentrations (2fold dilutions starting at 100 nM) and the set incubated in functionalized wells for
1 hr at 25°C with gentle mixing at 300 rpm. Aptamer pools in the equilibrated wells
were successively washed three times with 300 µl 1X binding buffer and the retained
members then eluted in 50 mM NaOH at 70o C and neutralized with 20 mM Tris pH
7.4 containing 50 mM HCl. The neutralized material was mixed with iQ SYBR
Green supermix (Bio-Rad) containing 250 nM of each required primer (Table 2-1
and Table 2-2). Thermal cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation for
3 min at 95°C, then 40 cycles each comprised of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s and
annealing/extension at 64.0°C for 30 s. Bound aptamer fractions were determined
through comparison to a standard curve constructed from C q data for serially
diluted Library-2 members. The resulting binding isotherm data were nonlinearly
fitted to the Langmuir equation to determine the dissociation constant of the pool
of eluted members. 351

2.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Building on the arguments first proposed by Shtatland et al.,272 it was
postulated that each fixed-region sequence within a given selection library can
interfere with aptamer fold and function through its potential to adopt stable
secondary structures created through either 1) self-association, or 2) association
with complementary nucleotides within the random core region, the opposing
fixed region, or both. Each of these types of unwanted structures can occur either
within an individual aptamer or between complementary regions of different
members of the library. Below, examples of these possible interference effects are
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provided, followed by demonstrating how pre-blocking fixed regions can serve to
eliminate their occurrence.

2.3.1

SECONDARY STRUCTURES FORMED WITHIN FIXED
REGIONS CAN INTERFERE WITH APTAMER BINDING
THROUGH STERIC HINDRANCE EFFECTS
Arguably the most extensively studied of all known aptamers, the 15 nt
thrombin binding aptamer (TBA15) tightly and specifically binds the fibrinogen
exosite of the serine protease human α-thrombin.172 Figure 2-2A reports ITC data
(Table 2-4) that show that TBA15 binds α-thrombin with nanomolar affinity at
physiological conditions through an enthalpically driven reaction that is
compensated by a loss in entropy. Insertion of the TBA15 consensus sequence into
the 40 nt core region of the 80 nt SELEX Library-1 template results in a sequence
(TBA15-L1) that is predicted by Mfold352 to form no base pairs that directly
interfere with TBA15’s known G-quadruplex structure required for thrombin
binding (Figure 2-2B).

However, Mfold also predicts a large stem loop formed

within the 5’ flanking region adjacent to the aptamer binding sequence, as well as a
second moderate-sized stem loop within the 3’ flanking region. ITC data for
titrating this 80-mer library version of the thrombin aptamer (TBA15-L1) into a
solution of human α-thrombin show evidence of, at most, very weak binding
(Figure 2-2B, bottom), indicating that the presence of the flanking regions strongly
inhibits binding, presumably through steric hindrance imposed by the two stem
loop structures. Thus, although Mfold predictions are two-dimensional and
therefore rather crude, they correlate well with ITC data by identifying changes in
library-aptamer fold or other structural aspects that may influence aptamer
function.
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Figure 2-2

Unwanted hybridization of sequences within the fixed regions can impede aptamer binding
through steric hindrance effects. (A) The 15nt thrombin-binding consensus sequence (TBA15)
folds into a G-quadruplex structure (top panel) that binds thrombin with nanomolar affinity as
measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (bottom). Both the raw titration data and the
differential heats fitted to a single-site binding model are shown in the bottom panel. (B) The 80 nt
thrombin aptamer library construct (TBA15-L1) containing the TBA15 consensus sequence
(highlighted) is predicted by Mfold to adopt a structure that includes two stem-loops adjacent to
the G-quadruplex binding site formed through hybridization of nucleotides from the fixed (bold
face type) and core regions. ITC data show that TBA15-L1 binds human α-thrombin very weakly
at most (bottom). ITC experiments were performed in duplicate, from which average Kd values
and standard errors were computed and reported. All base-pairing and secondary structure
predictions were determined using the program Mfold.352
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Table 2-4 Thermodynamic data for binding of aptamers to their respective targetsa measured by
isothermal titration calorimetry.

Kd

∆H

-T∆S

∆G

(nM)b

(kcal mol -1)

(kcal mol -1)

(kcal mol -1)

31.2 ± 7.4

-27.2 ± 0.3

17.0

-10.2

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

TBA15-L1+Comp-L1's

20.0 ± 2.7

-23.5 ± 0.1

13.0

-10.5

SBA29

20.8 ± 2.2

-38.1 ± 0.1

27.6

-10.5

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

SBA29-L1+Comp-L1's

20.8 ± 2.4

-34.1 ± 0.1

23.6

-10.5

VBA25

36.8 ± 4.9

-24.8 ± 0.2

14.6

-10.2

VBA25-L1

34.5 ± 3.2

-10.9 ± 0.1

0.70

-10.2

VBA25-L1+Comp-L1's

35.5 ± 7.0

-11.8 ± 0.1

1.6

-10.2

TBA29

3.9 ± 0.8

-18.7 ± 0.1

7.2

-11.5

TBA29-L1

5.5 ± 1.5

-12.6 ± 0.1

1.4

-11.3

TBA29-L1+Comp-L1's

5.7 ± 2.3

-9.9 ± 0.1

-1.3

-11.3

TBA29

3.9 ± 0.8

-18.7 ± 0.1

7.2

-11.5

TBA29-L2

454 ± 61

-28.4 ± 0.7

19.8

-8.64

TBA29-L2+Comp-L2's

4.0 ± 1.1

-10.8 ± 0.1

-0.7

-11.5

Aptamer
TBA15
TBA15-L1

SBA29-L1

a: Experiments were performed at 25°C in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
and 1 mM CaCl2.
b: no detectable binding; the iTC200 instrument does not detect binding weaker than 102 M-1
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2.3.2

FIXED REGIONS CAN ELIMINATE APTAMER FOLD AND
FUNCTION THROUGH HYBRIDIZATION WITH
COMPLEMENTARY SEQUENCES WITHIN THE CORE
REGION.
Known aptamers having nanomolar affinity to streptavidin share a 29 nt
consensus sequence (SBA29) that folds into a bulge-hairpin motif (Figure 2-3A).348
ITC data for titrating SBA29 into a streptavidin solution (Figure 2-3A; Table 2-4)
show that the strong affinity is derived from a very favorable binding enthalpy that
is only modestly compensated by entropy.

Presentation of SBA29 within the

random region of the standard 80 nt SELEX Library-1 template results in a ssDNA
sequence (SBA29-L1) that is predicted by Mfold to no longer display the bulgehairpin motif of SBA29 due to the formation of more stable secondary structures
comprised of regions of the 29 nt aptamer and complementary sequences within
both the 5’ and 3’ fixed regions of the library (Figure 2-3B). As a result, ITC data
for titrating the 80-mer library version of the streptavidin aptamer (SBA29-L1) into
a solution of streptavidin show no evidence of a binding interaction (Figure 2-3B).
Thus, the SELEX protocol, in its standard configuration, can preclude the
enrichment and identification of desired tight-binding aptamers through a number
of mechanisms involving the single-stranded flanking regions.
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Figure 2-3

Unwanted hybridization between complementary regions of the flanking sequences and the core
sequence can eliminate aptamer fold and function. (A) The 29-mer streptavidin aptamer
consensus sequence (SBA29) adopts a characteristic bulge-hairpin structure (top panel) that ITC
data (bottom panel) show binds streptavidin with nanomolar affinity at physiological conditions.
(B) The 80 nt aptamer library construct (SBA29-L1) containing the 29-mer consensus sequence
(highlighted) is predicted by Mfold to have a structure that is devoid of the bulge-hairpin required
for binding due to hybridization of nucleotides within the fixed regions (bold face) to nucleotides
within the SBA29 consensus sequence itself (top). ITC data (bottom) show that SBA29-L1 does not
bind to streptavidin. ITC experiments were performed in duplicate, from which average Kd values
and standard errors were computed and reported.
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2.3.3

BLOCKING FIXED REGIONS WITH COMPLEMENTARY
SEQUENCES RESTORES BINDING BY ELIMINATING
INTERFERENCES DUE TO STERIC HINDRANCE OR LOSS OF
REQUIRED APTAMER STRUCTURE.
To test this hypothesis, the effect of annealing 5’-Comp-L1, 3’-Comp-L1 or both
oligonucleotides to the library form of the 15-mer thrombin aptamer (TBA15-L1),
with each Comp-L1 sequence added to a concentration equimolar to that of TBA15L1. ITC data (Figure 2-4A, B and C) show that the hybridization of both blocking
oligonucleotides to TBA15-L1 completely restores binding affinity to that of the
original consensus aptamer (TBA15) (Kd = 20.0 ± 2.7 nM; it is in fact seen to be
slightly improved, albeit to a nearly insignificant degree when experimental errors
are taken into account), while adding only one of the oligonucleotides (Figure
2-4A, B) partially restores affinity (Kd = 48.3 ± 13.8 nM for 5’-Comp-L1 or K d =
45.0 ± 11.6 nM for 3’-Comp-L1). These results therefore suggest that interferences
from the flanking regions can be eliminated through pre-blocking with the
respective complementary oligonucleotides.
Similarly, when 5’-Comp-L1 and 3’-Comp-L1 are added in equimolar amounts
to the Library-1 version of the streptavidin aptamer (SBA29-L1), Mfold predicts full
recovery of SBA29’s bulge-hairpin motif required for binding, which is
corroborated with ITC data showing a full restoration of binding affinity
(Kd = 20.8 ± 2.4 nM) to streptavidin (Figure 2-5). Thus, it is found that pre-blocking
can serve to eliminate the most obvious and worrisome mechanisms by which the
single-stranded fixed regions of a library interfere with or eliminate binding, and
therefore selection, of desired tight-binding aptamers.
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Figure 2-4

Blocking of sequences within the fixed regions can restore binding affinity by removing interferences due to steric hindrance. Addition and
hybridization of either 5’-Comp-L1 (A) or 3’-Comp-L1 (B) results in partial restoration of binding affinity. (C) Hybridization of both
complementary sequences results in complete restoration of binding affinity. ITC experiments were performed in duplicate, from which
average Kd values and standard errors were computed and reported. All base-pairing and secondary structure predictions were determined
using the program Mfold.
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Figure 2-5

Blocking of sequences within the fixed regions can restore binding affinity by removing
interferences due to loss of structure. (A) The 29-mer streptavidin aptamer consensus sequence
(SBA29) adopts a characteristic bulge-hairpin structure (top panel) that ITC data (bottom panel)
show binds streptavidin with nanomolar affinity at physiological conditions. (B) Hybridization of
both complementary sequences to the fixed regions of SBA29-L1 is predicted by Mfold to restore
SBA29’s characteristic bulge-hairpin secondary structure (top), and ITC data (bottom) show that
binding affinity is restored and identical to that for SBA29. ITC experiments were performed in
duplicate, from which average Kd values and standard errors were computed and reported.
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2.3.4

PRE-BLOCKING FIXED REGIONS DOES NOT INTERFERE
WITH OTHERWISE PROPERLY FUNCTIONING LIBRARY
MEMBERS
To investigate the general utility of pre-blocking in rendering a combinatorial
aptamer library suitable for SELEX-based screening, studies were extended to
include two additional aptamers: VBA25 and TBA29. VBA25, a 25 nt DNA aptamer
against the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 353 is among the first
aptamers approved for therapeutic use by the FDA.
benchmark for therapeutic aptamers. 354

It therefore serves as a

The 29 nt aptamer TBA29 binds to the

heparin binding site of human α-thrombin, as opposed to the fibrinogen exosite
targeted by TBA15.288

ITC data (Table 2-4) show that each of these consensus

aptamers binds its target with nanomolar affinity at physiological conditions
(Kd = 3.9 ± 0.8 nM for TBA29; K d = 36.8 ± 4.9 nM for VBA25). Insertion of either
TBA29 or VBA25 into the 40 nt random region of the 80 nt SELEX Library-1
template results in a sequence (TBA29-L1 or VBA25-L1, respectively) where the
flanking regions are predicted by Mfold to not alter directly the known structures
of the two aptamers.

ITC data for titration of TBA29-L1 or VBA25-L1 into a

solution of human α-thrombin or VEGF165 (Table 2-4), respectively, reveal a
binding affinity that is equivalent to the isolated consensus sequence (Kd = 5.5 ± 1.5
nM for TBA29-L1; Kd = 34.5 ± 3.2 nM for VBA25-L1), indicating that, in these cases,
the stem-loop structures formed within the flanking regions do not inhibit aptamer
function. Here, the addition of both complementary oligonucleotides yields no
significant change in binding affinity (Kd = 5.7 ± 2.3 nM for TBA29-L1; K d =
35.5 ± 7.0 nM for VBA25-L1), demonstrating that the proposed protocol eliminates
pathways for significant loss of promising aptamers without adversely affecting the
properties and selection of otherwise properly functioning library members.
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2.3.5

PRE-BLOCKING FIXED REGIONS IS EQUALLY EFFECTIVE
ON OTHER LIBRARY FORMATS
The various SELEX library designs successfully used to date differ both in
library member length and in the sequences of the fixed regions employed. In
addition, fixed-region sequences can be replaced after each or a selected panning
round to reduce persistent interference to aptamer fold.272 To be of general utility,
this pre-blocking of fixed regions strategy must therefore be effective on different
libraries and library formats. For the 29 nt thrombin aptamer TBA-29, Figure 2-6A
and B (see also Table 2-4) show that when the flanking regions of TBA29-L1 are
replaced with those of Library-2, the resulting sequence (TBA29-L2) is predicted by
Mfold to form base pairs between random and fixed sequences that serve to
inhibit formation of the G-quadruplex structure required for binding to thrombin.
ITC data (Figure 2-6B) for titrating this 80-mer Library-2 version of the thrombin
aptamer into a solution of human α-thrombin shows evidence of greatly weakened
binding affinity (K d = 454 ± 61 nM) at physiological condition, compared to that of
TBA29 alone (Kd = 3.9 ± 0.8 nM).
As with Library 1, when 5’-Comp-L2 and 3’-Comp-L2 are added in equimolar
amounts to the Library-2 version of this thrombin aptamer (TBA29-L2) and allowed
to anneal to their complementary fixed regions, Mfold predicts recovery of TBA29’s
G-quadruplex structure required for binding. More importantly, ITC data show full
restoration of binding affinity (Kd = 4.0 ± 1.1 nM) to thrombin (Figure 2-6C). The
results in Figure 2-2 to Figure 2-6 therefore show that unblocked flanking regions
will impact the structures and affinities of a fraction of library members presenting
a functional aptamer sequence within the random region, and that pre-blocking of
the flanking regions can provide a general strategy to eliminate those deleterious
effects on aptamer fold and function, regardless of the chosen target, library format
or fixed region sequences employed.
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Figure 2-6

Application of methodology described in Figure 2-5 to the 29-mer thrombin aptamer consensus sequence (TBA29). (A) TBA29 folds into a Gquadruplex structure (top panel). ITC data (bottom panel) showing TBA29 binds human α-thrombin with nanomolar affinity at physiological
conditions. (B) When the flanking regions are replaced with those from Library-2, the resulting 80 nt aptamer library construct (TBA29-L2) containing
the 29-mer consensus sequence (highlighted) is predicted by Mfold to contain base-pairing that interferes with the known G-quadruplex structure
required for binding. This result is significantly different from the Library-1 version of the same aptamer (TBA29-L1), which retains the G-quadruplex
structure. ITC data (bottom) show that TBA29-L2 binds thrombin with greatly weakened affinity compared to its Library-1 counterpart. (C)
Hybridization of both complementary sequences to the fixed regions of TBA29-L2 is predicted by Mfold to eliminate all base pairs that serve to
interfere with the G-quadruplex secondary structure (top), and ITC data (bottom) show full restoration of binding affinity to TBA29 or TBA29- L1
(Table 2-4). ITC experiments were performed in duplicate, from which average Kd values and standard errors were computed and reported.
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2.3.6

PRE-BLOCKING FIXED REGIONS PROVIDES A NOVEL
AVENUE FOR SUCCESSFUL ENRICHMENT OF HIGHAFFINITY APTAMERS DURING THE CRUCIAL FIRST
ROUND OF SELEX.
In SELEX, the potential for inadvertent loss of desired tight-binding aptamers is
highest in the first round of selection since there are, at most, only a few (< 10)
representations of each sequence in the starting pool. Establishing methods that
provide more efficient partitioning, retention and subsequent amplification of
strong-binding aptamers in the first round of SELEX are therefore likely to enhance
the quality of the selection process.
Currently there are several methods 355-357 by which panning can be performed,
each having specific advantages and disadvantages. Among the most often used
are those based on magnetic particles, 310,311,358,359 which offer a facile and
reproducible means of controlling stringency during the selection process. They
also allow for simple handling and a modest level of parallelization. 195 To evaluate
the impact of pre-blocking on aptamer retention and amplification, an initial round
of SELEX on aptamer library 1 (L1) supplemented with either SBA29-L1 or TBA15-L1
was performed, using as the target either streptavidin or α-thrombin attached to
super-paramagnetic beads.

Parallel selections were performed either in a

conventional manner (where the complementary sequences were omitted) (Figure
2-1; left panel) or using the proposed method with both complementary sequences
(5’-Comp-L1 and 3’-Comp-L1) added to and equilibrated with the supplemented L1
library (~1014 members) prior to the selection (Figure 2-1; right panel). For both
selections, the molar ratio of target to library members was set at 1:100. Real-time
amplification results for the detection of SBA29-L1 within the wash and elution
pools for the first round of library L1 panning against immobilized streptavidin are
presented in Figure 2-7A. Relative quantities were calculated using ∆Cq values
after correcting for fluorescence drift, where ∆Cq is defined as the difference in
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threshold cycle value between the test sample and the negative control sample
(where no streptavidin-coated beads were added). The results are expressed as the
fold difference relative to the control sample, assuming 100% amplification
efficiency. For the conventional screening (L1 aptamer library without addition of
complementary sequences), the wash fraction – identical to the binding/wash
conditions most often used in SELEX – removes essentially all (97.2 (± 6.0)% at 95%
confidence) of the SBA29-L1 from the pool of retained library members, consistent
with the loss in binding affinity when the flanking regions are left unblocked
(Figure 2-7A). Consequently, a vanishingly small amount of SBA29-L1 is detected
in the final elution fraction (2.8 (± 1.2)% at 95% confidence), indicating that this
benchmark high-affinity aptamer could be falsely screened out of the binding pool
of library members in the initial round of SELEX.
When both 5’-Comp-L1 and 3’-Comp-L1 are added to the L1 aptamer library
prior to first-round SELEX-based screening (Figure 2-1; right panel) real-time
amplification results indicate that little (1.1 (±0.15)% at 95% confidence) of the now
properly folded high-affinity SBA29-L1 is removed in the wash fraction of the L1
library (Figure 2-7A).

Virtually all of the SBA29-L1 binds to the target and is

therefore recovered in the elution fraction (98.9 (±11.7)% at 95% confidence),
resulting in significant enrichment of SBA29-L1 within the retained and eluted L1
library members. The results therefore support the ITC data that show recovery of
aptamer binding when 5’-Comp-L1 and 3’-Comp-L1 are used to eliminate fixedregion interference effects (Figure 2-5).
First-round SELEX screening of aptamer library L1 against thrombin-coated
magnetic beads yielded similar results, with the corresponding qPCR data sets
showing significant enrichment of TBA15-L1 in the bound fraction of the L1 aptamer
library when the fixed-region blocking strategy is applied (Figure 2-7B).
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Figure 2-7

Pre-blocking the fixed regions of a library permits successful enrichment of high affinity aptamers
during the early rounds of SELEX. (A) Conventional SELEX screening was performed using an
aptamer library containing SBA29-L1 to permit detection and tracking of this representative highaffinity aptamer during the first round of SELEX. Magnetic beads coated with the target protein
(streptavidin) were equilibrated with the library and then washed with binding buffer. Elutions
were carried out in a denaturing buffer at 85oC containing 3.5 M urea. A parallel SELEX screening
using the blocking method described here was also performed. Real-time amplification with a
TaqMan™ probe generated against the target aptamer was used to characterize aptamer loss and
the level of enrichment. Real-time amplification using SYBR green as readout was used to
determine the total quantity of library members retained and eluted using each method. The
relative quantity of SBA29-L1 in each fraction (wash at 140 mM NaCl and pooled elutions) was
determined using the difference in threshold cycle value relative to the control (where no
streptavidin was added). (B) Results for corresponding screenings of the L1 aptamer library
containing TBA15-L1 against immobilized α-thrombin.
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As recently outlined,360 nearly all high-affinity aptamers discovered to date are
selective toward a single epitope on the corresponding target, with the most
documented exception being the pair of DNA aptamers selective towards the
fibrinogen (TBA15) and heparin (TBA29) exosites of human α-thrombin,
respectively. This exception provided a particularly useful system to investigate if
the proposed protocol generally results in retention and enrichment of tightbinding aptamers irrespective of aptamer sequence or binding exosite. An initial
round of SELEX was performed on aptamer library L1 supplemented with the
Library-1 forms of the two thrombin aptamers TBA15-L1 and TBA29-L1. Parallel
selections were performed (Figure 2-1, left and right panels) as previously
described. Real-time PCR results for the partitioning of the two thrombin aptamers
(TBA15-L1 and TBA29-L1) within the bound and unbound pools are presented in
Figure 2-8A for conventional SELEX and Figure 2-8B for the pre-blocked form of
the library.
When conventional SELEX screening was applied (Figure 2-8A), 3X washing of
the equilibrated beads removes all (99.9 (±1.6)% at 95% confidence) of TBA15-L1
from the retained pool of library members, a result consistent with the loss in
binding affinity when the flanking regions are left unblocked (Figure 2-2B). No
statistically significant amount of TBA15-L1 was detected in the elution fraction
(0.1 (± 0.1)% at 95% confidence), confirming that this benchmark high-affinity
aptamer candidate is falsely screened out of the binding pool in the initial round of
conventional SELEX. A majority (67.7 (± 10.4)% at 95% confidence) of TBA29-L1 in
the starting pool is retained in the first selection round, consistent with the lack of
influence of the flanking sequences on the fold and function of this aptamer in its
Library-1 form.
As shown in Figure 2-8B, addition of 5’-Comp-L1 and 3’-Comp-L1 to the library
results in the retention and enrichment of both TBA15-L1 and TBA29-L1 in the first
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round of the L1 library selection.

Moreover, based on the difference in cycle

threshold values from real-time amplification with SYBR green used as a general
amplification reporter, pre-blocking of the library also results in the retention and
recovery of 3.1 ± 0.8 (p-value < 0.001) times more aptamer sequences than was
achieved using the conventional SELEX protocol, a result that suggests that up to
two-thirds of potential aptamer sequences embedded within the random core
region of the library may be compromised with respect to either fold or function
through interference from the flanking regions. It is found that interference effects
related to unblocked flanking sequences may therefore severely impact aptamer
discovery.

2.3.7

PRE-BLOCKING FIXED REGIONS ACCELERATES THE
ENRICHMENT OF HIGH-AFFINITY APTAMERS AS
MEASURED BY A SIMPLE NEW QPCR-BASED METHOD FOR
MEAN-AFFINITY DETERMINATION
In conventional SELEX, panning is typically terminated if an order-nM Kd is
recorded for a pool of library members recovered and amplified after a given cycle.
Therefore, the next order of business was to ask if the number of selection cycles
required to achieve this metric could be reduced by using the pre-blocking protocol
to increase the number and sequence diversity of high-affinity aptamers retained.
Three rounds of aptamer selection were performed on Library 2 using thrombin as
the target, with the use of Library 2 in this study also serving to confirm that the
performance of the protocol is not sensitive to the flanking sequences employed.
Here, Library 2 was screened in its basic un-supplemented form to confirm that the
new protocol provides rapid enrichment of a target aptamer from a standard
SELEX library. In parallel, three selection rounds were also performed in the
absence of the blocking agents (i.e. conventional SELEX) as a reference. Retained
aptamer fractions were subjected to PCR amplification up to the cycle number after
which by-product formation was detected in a pilot PCR run and subsequent gel
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electrophoresis. Before proceeding to the next round, the bulk affinity of eluted
and amplified material was measured using a new qPCR-based binding assay.
That binding assay was initially validated on the Library-1 form of TBA29-L1 by
serially diluting and then incubating TBA29-L1 with a constant amount of human
α-thrombin immobilized on paramagnetic beads. Following successive wash steps
to remove unbound aptamers, bound TBA29-L1 was eluted in 50 mM NaOH at
85oC, neutralized with HCl, and then amplified by qPCR to permit absolute
quantification of total bound TBA29-L1 using a standard curve. Bound aptamer
fractions (θ) were calculated and plotted against the equilibrium solution
concentration (C), the results of which were nonlinearly fitted to the classic 1:1
binding stoichiometry form of the Langmuir equilibrium isotherm to determine the
dissociation constant (K d):

𝜃
𝑙𝑙𝑙 �
� = log 𝐶 − log 𝐾𝑑
1−𝜃

(2.1)

Due to the low number of human α-thrombin binding sites present in the
system, C could be taken as the incubation concentration without error.

The

isotherm results for this validation assay are presented in Figure 2-9, with the
regressed binding affinity (K d = 5.76 ± 1.17 nM; Figure 2-9A) matching within
experimental error that value measured using ITC (5.49 ± 1.46 nM; Figure 2-9B).
The advantages of the qPCR-based assay described are that its cost and completion
time are at least an order of magnitude less than the SPR or ITC methods more
commonly used to determine bulk affinities. It should be noted that while the
average Kd for a retained pool determined either by qPCR or SPR/ITC represents a
useful metric for monitoring the progress and success of the selection process
(which is all that is required during the selection process), it is not a rigorous
thermodynamic quantity, since equation 2.1 is not an exact model of the
heterogeneous and competitively complex binding phenomena actually occurring.
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Figure 2-8

Pre-blocking the fixed regions permits successful enrichment of both benchmark thrombin
aptamers during the first round of SELEX against immobilized α-thrombin. (A) Partitioning of
TBA15-L1 and TBA29-L1 in a conventional SELEX screening of Library 1 against magnetic beads
coated with human α-thrombin. (B) Partitioning of TBA15-L1 and TBA29-L1 in a parallel SELEX
screening of the same system using the pre-blocking method described. The pre-blocking strategy
successfully enriches both thrombin aptamers at the completion of the first selection round.
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Figure 2-9

Validation of the qPCR-based affinity-binding assay for the SELEX Library-1 version of the 29mer thrombin benchmark aptamer. (A) Quantified bound fractions θ of TBA29-L1 were amplified
by qPCR and plotted against the corresponding incubation concentration C. The equilibrium
dissociation constant Kd was then estimated through data regression to the Langmuir isotherm
equation. Amplification reactions were conducted in duplicates, in 20µl volumes, with the average
value of Cq used to determine the bound fractions. (B) ITC results for titrating the same aptamer in
a solution of thrombin at physiological conditions (top). The resulting fit to a single binding site
model (bottom) yields the same binding affinity as measured by the qPCR-based assay.

Using this assay, mean binding affinities of retained Library-2 aptamer pools
against thrombin were measured after each round of SELEX conducted either in the
absence (conventional) or the presence of fixed-region blocking agents (Figure
2-10). For the conventional method, the mean affinity of retained aptamers after the
first selection round fell below the detection limit of the assay, indicating relatively
modest enrichment of high-affinity binders in the retained pool. A modest
enrichment of tight-binding aptamers is consistent with results obtained after two
rounds of selection, where binding of the retained aptamer pool could be detected,
but not at levels that allowed statistically significant regression of a mean Kd . The
third round of selection results in further enrichment of high-affinity members
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such that the measured mean affinity for the retained pool is 278.2 ± 80.9 nM
(Figure 2-10A), indicating that the conventional SELEX method is incrementally
progressing toward the isolation of a pool of high-affinity aptamers. This result is
consistent with the 8 to 20 rounds of selection that are typically required to identify
suitable aptamers using this standard SELEX approach.361
When 5’-Comp-L2 and 3’-Comp-L2 are applied to the Library-2 pool before
each SELEX round, a significantly greater enrichment of tight-binding aptamers is
observed. After the second round of selection, the mean affinity of the retained
aptamer pool (344.3 ± 68.2 nM) is comparable to that reached after 3 rounds of the
conventional SELEX protocol.

Significant further enhancement of the mean

binding affinity to 99.6 ± 13.1 nM is then observed after the third round (Figure
2-10B).

Figure 2-10

Changes in the bulk affinity of the retained aptamer pool in successive rounds of SELEX
screenings of Library-2 against thrombin using either the conventional SELEX method or the
proposed pre-blocking method. Three rounds of each SELEX method were conducted in parallel
and average affinities of retained aptamer pools were measured by qPCR after each round. (A)
When the fixed regions of the library are left unblocked, the average affinity of the enriched
aptamer pool falls below the assay threshold after the second round (Table; Round 2, Unblocked),
and lies in the µM Kd range at the end of the third round (Table; Round 3, Unblocked). (B) Preblocking the fixed regions of the library before every selection round results in greater enrichment
of high-affinity aptamers.
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2.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The findings presented here provide an improved understanding of the
conditions required for successful enrichment of tight-binding aptamers within a
SELEX library.

It was shown that the conventional SELEX protocol, and by

extension most of the recent improvements to it 171,286,295,328 do not account for or
prevent fixed-region interference effects that can lead to a complete loss of highaffinity aptamers to the wash fraction of the first or subsequent selection rounds.
For example, despite the nM affinity of TBA15 to thrombin, the results reported in
this chapter show that a standard library version of this high-affinity aptamer
(TBA15-L1) is falsely screened out of the binding pool in the early rounds of
standard SELEX due to disruption of aptamer fold and a concomitant suppression
of binding affinity. Although the severity of these interference effects could be
lessened through careful sequence analyses to address self-association within the
fixed regions, that strategy will not alleviate losses in aptamer fold and function
due to complementarity between fixed and random region sequences.
This inherent limitation to SELEX was addressed through the introduction of a
complementary oligonucleotide to each fixed region of the aptamer library. The
results obtained collectively show that this concept serves to improve the retention
and enrichment of tight-binding aptamers for subsequent rounds of selection by
eliminating folding or binding interferences caused by the single-stranded fixed
regions of library members. As a result, pools of aptamers retained after successive
rounds of selection contain a greater diversity and proportion of high-affinity
library members than are observed when the pre-blocking agents are not employed
in an otherwise identical selection process. The proposed method may therefore
provide a more efficient route to high-affinity aptamer enrichment, particularly
when applied to the many variants of the SELEX protocol that do not address
fixed-region interference effects fully or in any way.
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The method described may further serve to complement currently employed
SELEX protocols through its ability to isolate and fully preserve aptamer folds and
functions within the random region of the library. Confining candidate sequences
to that region of a library should ease the difficult downstream analyses involved
in deciphering the minimal binding sequence of newly discovered aptamers.
Indeed, challenges in maintaining binding affinity of newly discovered aptamers
after truncating the fixed regions are well documented, with complete loss in
binding affinity having been reported for a number of aptamers selected against
various proteins,362 cells 346,363 and small molecules 364 alike. A particularly salient
example is provided by Cho et al., who reported that three of the four most highly
represented sequences in a final retained aptamer pool exhibited high affinities
when analyzed as full-length library sequences, while much weaker affinities were
measured when their corresponding core-region sequences were analyzed.171 This
is important because the elegant high-throughput Agilent™ arrays they pioneered
and used to analyze the binding properties of selected library members were
applicable to the 40 nt core-region sequence but not to the full 80 nt sequence of
each retained library member due to limitations in the length of DNA that can be
reliably prepared by available surface-initiated synthesis methods.
Along with the strengths and unique attributes noted above, the method has
one obvious limitation compared to many of the SELEX-type methods currently
employed. Namely, it precludes all aptamers in a library that form their structures
from sequences spanning across the core and flanking regions.

Though the

contribution of such aptamers to the total pool of aptamers within a library is
thought to be small, it is not negligible, and some of the high-affinity aptamers
discovered to date adopt such structures.

In addition, the blocking strategy

utilized here can create sites for those proteins known to bind duplex DNA. Thus
the method is not likely to be suitable for library screening of those protein families
(e.g. transcription factors, nucleases, histones, etc.). The proposed method is
therefore viewed as being complementary to other effective SELEX methods by
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offering a unique approach to aptamer selection. Towards this last point, a key
virtue of the proposed method lies in its ability to be easily incorporated into many
of the most widely used SELEX protocols, including those operating on patterned
libraries containing universal nucleotides in the random region. 365

Little to no

changes to the selection conditions or the library design are required and the
approach may therefore offer a certain level of standardization to a SELEX-type
process. Moreover, although the results provided here were reported for DNAbased libraries, the technique should be applicable to RNA-based libraries. Based
on these findings, it can be argued that complementing current SELEX-type
protocols to include a selection path utilizing blocking oligonucleotides that
minimize flanking-region mediated interference effects can improve aptamer
discovery efforts by isolating consensus sequences of aptamers to the random
region of the library, thereby preventing the complete and undesirable loss of these
potential tight-binding library members.
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Chapter 3

Chapter 3:

DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHFIDELITY THERAPEUTIC
APTAMER DISCOVERY
PLATFORM
“Divide each of the difficulties under examination into as many parts
as possible, and as might be necessary for its adequate solution”
― René Descartes (1637)366

3.1

PLATFORM OVERVIEW
This chapter reports the development of Hi-Fi SELEX, a high-fidelity aptamer
discovery platform (Figure 3-1) that integrates the novel fixed-region blocking
elements reported in Chapter 2 into a new selection process to improve the
functional diversity of the starting library. As levels of non-specifically retained
members are known to dictate the level of enrichment of useful aptamers achieved
in a given round of SELEX, 367 Hi-Fi SELEX presents the target on a photo-coupled
polyglycol layer, and the library in conditioned equilibration and wash solvents.
Together they greatly inhibit non-specific adsorption. At a theoretically optimal
aptamer-to-target ratio of 100:1 to 1000:1,199,200 high stringency segregation and
significant enrichment of specific high-affinity members is achieved in each
selection round. The sequence diversity is thereby reduced 105 to 10 6 orders of
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magnitude through the first selection round, resulting in a round-one partition
efficiency (PE) of 8.0x10 5 and retention of 108 to 10 9 unique library sequences
offering a mean equilibrium dissociation constant Kd < 100 nM. This PE exceeds
typical values (10 to 100) reported when traditional selection methods (e.g.
nitrocellulose filtration, magnetic beads) are employed. 368,369 and is comparable to
per-round PEs reported for modified SELEX methods that rely on more complex
fabricated materials (e.g., microfluidics; M-SELEX)203 or instruments (e.g. capillary
electrophoresis; CE-SELEX) 304,370 that often are not available in standard molecular
biology laboratories.
Hi-Fi SELEX then uses digital PCR (dPCR) to achieve ultra-high-fidelity
amplification of a selected pool of library members in a manner that ensures each
amplicon exists as a fully complementary duplex. This outcome is shown to not be
achieved in a conventional bulk PCR of retained library members, which can result
in incomplete conversion of dsDNA amplicons back into the desired ssDNA library
form using λ-exonuclease. Average template numbers and reaction conditions per
droplet are identified so as to minimize formation of unwanted amplification byproducts during dPCR that might bias the relative abundances of retained library
members, while at the same time permitting large amounts of the desired 80-mer
aptamer product to be generated. Tailoring and integration of dPCR into the Hi-Fi
SELEX workflow thereby ensures enrichment of high-affinity members in a form
and in quantities suitable both for the next round of selection and, as will be
shown, for the rapid and reliable determination of the mean K d of the retained pool
using a simple, cost-effective qPCR-based binding-isotherm assay.
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Figure 3-1

General workflow schema for the Hi-Fi SELEX platform. Potential interference effects due to the
fixed regions common to all library members are first blocked using complementary sequences,
leading to a “competent” starting library that contains a larger percentage of functionally active
aptamer sequences. Targets immobilized on the surface of a microtitre-plate well coated with an
adsorption-passivating polyglycol brush and surfactant are used to select library members at a
theoretically preferred 100 to 1000:1 aptamer:target ratio with minimal non-specific aptamer
retention. Retained members are recovered and amplified by dPCR using a protocol that
eliminates formation of amplification by-products to preserve the relative abundances of retained
library members while improving end-point yields and concentrations. The dPCR method also
ensures that all amplicons are present in their fully complementary duplexed form, permitting
stoichiometric conversion of amplified material into ssDNA using lambda exonuclease. The
binding affinity of the enriched and dPCR-concentrated ssDNA pool is measured at every round
of selection using a cost-effective label-free method based on qPCR. This process is then repeated
by adding equimolar amounts of complementary oligonucleotides to form an enriched competent
library until no appreciable increase in binding affinity can be detected. The final enriched pool is
screened for functional members as well as for specificity before being sequenced, creating an
integrated bottom-up approach to therapeutic aptamer discovery.
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The capacity of Hi-Fi SELEX to improve DNA aptamer selection is first
demonstrated using a benchmark target, human α-thrombin. The platform is then
applied to three therapeutic targets (human Factor IXa, Factor X, and complement
Factor D), in each case resulting in enrichment of a pool of aptamers offering an
order-nM mean Kd within three selection rounds.

The direct integration of

biological function and specificity screens into the Hi-Fi SELEX workflow to
identify structurally-related aptamers against Factor D that inhibit alternative
pathway complement activation is demonstrated. This family of ssDNA aptamers
against Factor D may therefore serve as useful lead compounds for development of
therapeutics to treat human diseases in which germ-line or somatic mutations
hyper-activate the alternative pathway and thereby stimulate tissue inflammation
and organ damage. Renal diseases such as atypical hemolytic–uremic syndrome
(aHUS), diseases linked to polymorphisms in complement inhibitors or activating
proteins (e.g. age-related macular degeneration), and a variety of major diseases
(e.g. rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, lupus nephritis) in which the alternative
pathway is known to have a pathophysiologic association may therefore benefit
from development of therapeutic aptamers against Factor D. 371-374

3.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.2.1

MATERIALS
Human complement factor D was purchased from Complement Technology Inc.
(Tyler, TX). Human α-thrombin, human factor IXa and Human factor X were all
purchased from Haematologic Technologies (Essex Junction, VT). Nunc Amino
Immobilizer plates (Lock Well C8) were purchased from Thermo Fisher (Edmonton,
AB). 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS), Ficoll (400 kg mol -1), Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA; MW =
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9,000 – 10,000) and ethanolamine were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville,
ON).

3.2.2

LIBRARY DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS
Each member of the ssDNA SELEX library was comprised of an internal
variable (random) region 40 nucleotides (N 40) in length, flanked by a common 20mer 5’ sequence and by a 20-mer universal 3’ primer binding sequence. The 80-mer
library was combinatorially synthesized by mixing the DNA nucleotides A:C:G:T at
a molar ratio of 3:3:2:2.4 to achieve equal probability incorporation of each
nucleotide in the core region.343

The 20-mer flanking sequences and associated

primers (Table 3-1) are ones commonly employed in conventional SELEX, 347,375,376
and were utilized
amplification. 347

here due to their

suitability

for

SYBR green qPCR

For this work, both flanking sequences had their reverse

complement synthesized, with the complement to the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences
denoted in Table 3-1 as 5’-Comp and 3’-Comp, respectively.

The 3’-Comp

sequence was 5’-phosphorylated and also used as the reverse primer (REV) for PCR
amplification.

All oligonucleotides were synthesized and HPLC purified by

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, IA) and reconstituted in 1X
Aptamer Folding (AF) buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,
1 mM MgCl 2, 1 mM CaCl 2).

3.2.3

PREPARATION OF TARGET-IMMOBILIZED MAGNETIC
BEADS
A 10 µl aliquot (~10 8) of MyOne carboxylic acid beads was washed 3X in MES
buffer (25 mM 2-(N-morpholino)-ethane sulfonic acid, pH 6.0), activated with
EDC/NHS for 30 min at room temperature, and further washed 3X in MES buffer
before being incubated with 50 µg human α-thrombin for 2 hrs under gentle
agitation (500 rpm). Average protein loadings were ca. 10 7 molecules per bead
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using this protocol. After incubation, the beads were washed 3X in 2 M NaCl Trisbuffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 2 M NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl 2, 1 mM CaCl 2)
and remaining functional groups then blocked in 1X AF Buffer supplemented with
0.005% Tween-20 for 1 hr. Following a final 3X wash with 1X AF buffer containing
0.005 % Tween-20, the thrombin-modified beads were stored at 10 mg ml-1 and 4°C
until further use. The same procedure was used for immobilizing human factor IXa,
factor X or factor D and passivating sites. Immobilization methods and surface
densities of target protein corresponded to those commonly reported in recent
literature using magnetic beads for aptamer selections. 203,377,378

Table 3-1 ssDNA SELEX library, primers and blocker sequences used in this study

3.2.4

Name

Sequence (5’ – 3’)

Comments

Library

TCGCACATTCCGCTTCTACC– N40 –
CGTAAGTCCGTGTGTGCGAA

N40 = random nucleotide
region of library

FOR

TCGCACATTCCGCTTCTACC

5’ amplification primer

REV or
3’-Comp

p-TTCGCACACACGGACTTACG

3’ phosphorylated
amplification primer /
complementary blocker

5’-Comp

GGTAGAAGCGGAATGTGCGA

5’ complementary blocker

SURFACE PASSIVATION OF AND TARGETIMMOBILIZATION ON NUNC WELLS
Each protein target was immobilized within wells of Nunc Amino Immobilizer
C8 strips (Figure 3-2) by incubating overnight at 4°C in 100 µl of 100 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 7.5).

For human α-thrombin, a series of immobilizations was

conducted using protein concentrations in solution ranging from 5 to 180 nM, with
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an equilibration concentration of 80 nM proving most effective. Following target
immobilization, wells were washed 3X with 300 µl of 1X AF buffer. During this
wash sequence, the amines (Tris (hydroxyl-methyl-aminomethane)) present in AF
buffer neutralize unreacted electrophiles displayed on the end-grafted polyglycol
surface. The wells were then filled once more with 300 µl of 1X AF buffer and left
to incubate at room temperature for 1 hr under gentle agitation (500 rpm in a
Thermomixer fitted with a plate adapter; Eppendorf, Mississauga, ON) to complete
this neutralization reaction. The AF buffer used in both the wash and incubation
steps was supplemented with 0.005 % Tween-20, which served to further passivate
the surface against non-specific adsorption. The incubation buffer was aspirated at
the end of the neutralization/passivation process and a final wash sequence was
performed (3X 300µl 1X AF buffer + 0.005 % Tween-20) before sealing the wells
with optical film and storing them at 4°C until further use.

Other passivation

agents (1% Ficoll (w/v), and 1% Ficoll + 1% PVA (w/v)) were also tested using the
same protocol.

Proteins immobilized by this procedure included human α-

thrombin, and factors IXa, X and D.
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Figure 3-2

3.2.5

General schema for electrophile-mediated immobilization of proteins onto the reactive Nunc well
surface, followed by excess reactive group neutralization and surface passivation as described in
the text. (Not drawn to scale)

ELONA-TYPE ASSAY FOR DETECTING APTAMER BINDING
TO HUMAN α-THROMBIN
Human α-thrombin was immobilized in Nunc wells according to the
aforementioned procedure, with the exception of the blocking reagents. In these
cases, Nunc wells were incubated with either 300 µl 1X AF buffer supplemented
with 0.005 % Tween-20, 1% Ficoll solution, 1% Ficoll and PVA solution, or 1 M
ethanolamine pH 8.0. All blocking incubations were performed for 1 hr with gentle
agitation (500 rpm). A final wash sequence was performed before storing the wells
at 4°C until further use.
Duplicate electrophile-neutralized and surface-passivated wells (see above)
displaying immobilized α-thrombin were prepared along with duplicate wells
generated according to the same procedure but not displaying protein. Aliquots
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(500 nM) of a biotinylated version of the 29-mer anti-thrombin aptamer (biotin
TEG–CAG TCC GTG GTA GGG CAG GTT GGG GTG ACT T) were diluted in 1X
AF buffer, heated to 95°C and slowly cooled down to 25°C at a rate of 0.5°C min-1
in a Mastercycler ep thermocycler (Eppendorf, Mississauga, ON, Canada) to ensure
proper folding. Folded aptamers were incubated in each well for 2 hrs at 25°C
under agitation (500 rpm). All wells were washed 3X following the incubation with
300 µl 1X AF buffer, and further incubated with 10 nM avidin-HRP (Life
Technologies, Burlington, ON) for 1 hr. Wells were washed again 3X in 300 µl 1X
AF buffer before the addition of 100 µl 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB; SigmaAldrich, Oakville, ON). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 to 15 min in
each well, and then quenched by adding 100 µl 1 M HCl. The concentration of the
surface-bound complex was then quantified by measuring absorbance at 450 nm
using a plate reader (Tecan Infinite 200 Pro, San Jose, CA). The same procedure was
employed for ELONA-type assays performed on magnetic beads blocked using the
same conditions: 1X AF buffer supplemented with 0.005 % Tween-20.

3.2.6

HUMAN α-THROMBIN ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY ASSAY
Nunc wells were functionalized with human α-thrombin and then surface
neutralized and passivated as described above. A 10 µM solution of Boc-L-FPRANSN fluorogenic substrate (SN-20; Hematologic Technologies) was prepared in
1X AF buffer. One hundred microliters of this substrate solution was added to each
well and mixed.

Fluorescence intensity was then measured (370 nm excitation,

450 nm emission) at regular intervals in a plate reader (Tecan Infinite 200 Pro)
incubated at 37°C. Negative control reactions were also measured by adding the
substrate to neutralized and passivated wells containing no immobilized αthrombin.
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3.2.7

HIGH-FIDELITY SELEX: LIBRARY SCREENING
One nanomole (~10 14 sequences) of aptamer library was mixed with equimolar
amounts of 5’-Comp and 3’-Comp in 100 µl of 1X AF buffer supplemented with
0.005 % Tween-20 and heated to 95°C for 5 min before being slowly cooled down to
25°C at a rate of 0.5°C min -1 in a MasterCycler ep thermocycler (Eppendorf;
Mississauga, ON). This step ensures that each library member anneals both
complement sequences, and that the variable region of each library member
properly folds into its specific structure. The folded library was then added to a
functionalized, neutralized and passivated well and incubated for 1 hr at 25°C
under gentle agitation (500 rpm) in a Thermomixer equipped with a plate adapter.
Unbound and weakly bound members were removed by first washing 3X with 300
µl of 1X AF buffer supplemented with 0.005 % Tween 20. A second more stringent
set of 3X washes with 300 µl 1X Stringent Wash (SW) buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.4, 4 M NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2 , 0.005 % Tween-20) were then
applied to remove non-specifically bound members as well as aptamers whose
binding is dominated by coulombic interactions. All remaining library members
(the retained pool) were eluted by 3X incubation with 1X denaturing buffer (40 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 3.5 M urea, 10 mM EDTA, 0.005 % Tween-20) at 70°C for 10 min,
then desalted using a centrifugal filter unit (NanoSep® Omega 10K MWCO; Pall,
Ville St. Laurent, QC).

Parallel screenings were also performed exactly as

described above, but without adding complementary blocking sequences to the
library prior to folding.

3.2.8

HIGH-FIDELITY SELEX: DROPLET-DIGITAL PCR
AMPLIFICATION
Desalted aptamer pools were quantified by qPCR using iQ SYBR green
Supermix (CFX96, Bio-Rad; Mississauga, ON) in order to determine the amount of
material that was eluted from each well. The eluted pool was then subjected to
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droplet digital PCR amplification (ddPCR) (QX-100, Bio-Rad) where the number of
wells required was determined by the quantity of library members eluted. Each
ddPCR reaction was carried out in a 20 µl volume by partitioning the reaction mix
(ddPCR Supermix for probes without dUTP) containing the entire eluted pool
mixed with 900 nM of each amplification primers (FOR and phosphorylated REV).
That mixture was loaded into a well of a DG8 cartridge before addition of
fluorinated oil to the corresponding oil wells of the cartridge. Droplets were
formed by inserting the cartridge into the droplet generator instrument (cat no:
186-3002; Bio-Rad). The resulting emulsion containing ca. 20,000 droplets per well
was transferred into a 96-well PCR plate and subjected to thermocycling in a CFX96
thermocycler (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON). Cycles consisted of an initial activation
step at 95°C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of amplification each comprised of
denaturation at 95°C for 30 s and annealing/extension at 64°C for 30 s. The heating
and cooling rates were set at 2.5°C s-1 to ensure even heat distribution to all
droplets in a single well. Immediately after amplification, all wells were pooled
together and spun at 5000g to separate the reaction droplets from the continuous
oil phase, which was removed and discarded. Double-stranded DNA amplicons
were recovered by subjecting the recovered droplet concentrate to freeze/thaw
cycles of 15 min at −80°C, and immediate spinning of frozen droplets at 14,000g for
5 min. The process was repeated three times, and the clear aqueous phase
containing the amplified material was recovered.

3.2.9

SINGLE-STRAND SELEX LIBRARY REGENERATION
The recovered amplified material was loaded and run on a 2% agarose gel, then
purified using the QIAEXII gel extraction kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Single-stranded products were regenerated
from the purified amplicons by reacting with 5 U of λ-exonuclease (New England
Biolabs, Whitby, ON) at 37°C for an optimized period (Figure 3-14) of 1 hr,
followed by heat inactivation at 75°C for 10 min. The digested product was then
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purified by phenol chloroform extraction/ethanol precipitation in the standard
manner.

3.2.10 APTAMER SELECTION BY CONVENTIONAL SELEX
A 2 µl portion of functionalized MyOne Dynabeads (~10 6 beads) was incubated
with 1 nmole (~10 14 sequences) of folded aptamer library supplemented with
equimolar amounts of the complementary oligonucleotides 5’- and 3’-Comp. The
incubation was performed in a 500 µl volume containing 1X AF buffer
supplemented with 0.005 % Tween-20 for 1 hr at room temperature under gentle
agitation (500 rpm). Unbound and weakly bound aptamers were removed in a 3X
series of 500 µl washes containing 1X AF buffer supplemented with 0.005 % Tween20. The remaining pool of retained aptamers was then eluted from the beads in 1X
denaturing buffer at 70°C as described above.

Parallel screenings were also

performed without addition of the complementary blocking sequences prior to
folding.
Recovered members were amplified by conventional PCR using Platinum Taq
DNA polymerase (Life Technologies; Burlington, ON) and 250 nM of each
amplification primers (FOR and REV). Thermocycling conditions were as follows:
initial activation at 95°C for 5 min followed by 10 to 15 cycles of amplification, each
comprised of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, annealing at 64°C for 30 s, and
extension at 72°C for 30 s. A final extension at 72°C for 2 min was performed to
repair any damaged amplification products. The amplification was terminated at
the cycle number where accumulation of by-products (i.e. higher molecular weight
amplification products) could first be observed on a one-dimensional agarose gel as
determined by small-scale pilot-PCR runs. Double-stranded DNA amplicons were
then purified and digested as previously described.
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3.2.11 AFFINITY AND SPECIFICITY CHARACTERIZATION OF
ELUTED POOLS
Mean equilibrium dissociation binding constants (K d) of retained aptamer pools
were determined by a qPCR-based method, previously shown to yield identical
results to Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)-based measurements. 376

As

described above, the protein target was immobilized in 16 wells of a NUNC Amino
Immobilizer plate. The regenerated and purified ssDNA SELEX library was then
serially diluted to create 8 different concentrations.

In duplicate, each

concentration was added to a target-displaying well and the mixture equilibrated
for 1 hr.

Unbound and weakly bound members were removed by washing as

described. The retained aptamer fractions were eluted and quantified by qPCR
using 2X iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). By applying a total mass balance, the
binding isotherm could thereby be constructed and was fitted to the Hill equation
to determine the mean Kd of each retained pool before proceeding to the next round
of selection. Specificities of individual aptamers were also determined using this
procedure with immobilized human serum albumin serving as a metric for nonspecific binding.

3.2.12 ESTIMATING THE SEQUENCE DIVERSITY OF RETAINED
POOLS
The sequence diversity of a retained pool of library members was estimated in
two different ways. In the first, a small aliquot of a retained pool was amplified by
qPCR using iQ SYBR green supermix and thermocycling conditions as previously
described (initial activation at 95°C for 5 min followed by an optimal number of
amplification cycles, each comprised of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, annealing at
64°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s with a heating and cooling ramp rate of
3°C s-1). The dye-bearing amplicons were then melted by heating from 55°C to
95°C in 0.5°C increments in a CFX96 Real-Time PCR Thermocycler (Bio-Rad,
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Mississauga, ON).

The resulting melt curves were analysed by computing the

areas beneath the two normalized transition peaks centered at ~ 67°C and 81°C,
which represent melting of hetero-duplexed and homo-duplexed amplicons,
respectively.

The two peak areas were used to compute the fraction fhetDNA of

amplicons in the hetero-duplexed state:

𝑓ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

𝐴67℃
(𝐴67℃ + 𝐴81℃ )

(3.1)

Melt analyses of serial reductions in the sequence diversity of the starting
library were used to create a standard curve relating f hetDNA to sequence diversity.
The value of fhetDNA for the retained pool thereby permitted estimation of sequence
diversity.
The second method for characterizing pool diversities relies on fluorometric
quantitation of dsDNA after amplification.

A standard curve of sequence

diversities was created by first preparing serial reductions in initial library
sequence diversity (ranging from 108 to 102 unique sequences) and amplifying each
to its optimal cycle number (as determined by smaller-scale pilot PCR reactions). A
control library having a sequence diversity of 1 was also amplified.

Two-fold

dilutions of each amplified diversity standard were prepared, then mixed with
Quant-IT PicoGreen™ dsDNA reagent (Life Technologies) in 200 µl volumes and
fluorescence intensities quantified in a plate reader (Tecan Infinite 200 Pro) using
optical black plates. The measured fluorescence for each library standard was
plotted and fitted to a straight line, intersecting the origin after background
fluorescence subtraction. The resulting slope of each diversity standard was
thereby determined and plotted against the starting library diversity, generating a
standard curve with statistical significance over 6 orders of magnitude. For the
assay, serial dilutions of an amplified pool of retained aptamers were prepared,
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mixed with the Quant-IT PicoGreen working reagent, and the fluorescence
intensity versus amplicon concentration determined. The sequence diversity of the
retained pool was then quantified by determining the slope and applying the
standard curve.

3.2.13 INDIVIDUAL APTAMER CLONING, PRODUCTION, AND
BINDING CHARACTERIZATION
Amplicons of retained library members were purified as previously described,
introduced into the pJET1.2 vector using the CloneJet kit (Thermo Fisher), and the
recombinant product used to transform OneShot® chemically competent E. coli
(Life Technologies, Burlington, ON).

Transformed colonies were grown, plated

and individually picked. Plasmid DNA containing the aptamer insert was purified
using a Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). Colony PCR was performed on each colony prior to
isolating the plasmid DNA to determine if inserts were present. Inserts were then
amplified with Platinum Taq DNA polymerase and the amplification products
purified and digested, as previously described. Dissociation binding constants for
individual aptamers, as well as for pools of cloned aptamers, were measured on a
Biacore 3000 instrument using a CM-dextran chip modified with streptavidin
(Sensor Chip SA) with inserts amplified as described above but using a biotinylated
REV primer (biotin TEG—TTC GCA CAC ACG GAC TTA CG).

3.2.14 INHIBITION OF ACTIVATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE
COMPLEMENT PATHWAY (FUNCTIONAL) ASSAY
Both individual aptamers and small aliquots comprised of 40-60 members of a
retained aptamer pool were assayed for their ability to inhibit activation of the
alternative complement pathway as a result of binding human complement factor
D. In a 96-well plate, 15 µL of 3 nM factor D was incubated with 15 µL of 80 nM
aptamer aliquots for 10 min at 37°C. Controls included wells without aptamer.
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Gelatin veronal buffer (GVB, pH 7.4, 30 µL) containing 50 nM C3b (Cobra), 100 nM
factor B, 30 nM C5, 50 nM C6 and 7 mM MgCl2 was added, and the reaction was
allowed to proceed for 10 min, generating newly formed C5b,6 in a factor Ddependent manner, i.e., via the alternative pathway. The amount of C5b,6 was then
quantified using the “terminal pathway assay”, accomplished by immediately
mixing 50 µL of the preceding reactant with 250 µL of GVB containing 10 mM
EDTA, chicken erythrocytes (cRBC) (3.3x10 8 cells mL-1) and 2% normal human
serum (as the source of C7, C8, and C9). This allowed progressive assembly of the
lytic C5b-9 membrane attack complex. After 30 min, the unlysed cell pellet was
removed by centrifugation. Erythrocyte lysis, reflected by the released hemoglobin
in the supernatant, was quantified by measuring the absorbance at 405 nm using
the Mithras LB 940 microplate reader from Berthold Technologies (Bad Wildbad,
Germany). Percent lysis was relative to the control of 100% lysis with H2 O. A
standard curve using known quantities of C5b,6 to initiate the terminal pathway,
was established. Percent inhibition of factor D function by aptamers was thereby
calculated, based on the C5b,6 levels in the absence of aptamers.
Mixed-aptamer aliquots and individual aptamers exhibiting inhibition activity
were thereby identified. Inserts containing candidate aptamers were sequenced on
an Applied Biosystems 3730S 48-capillary DNA Analyzer using BigDye Terminator
3.1 chemistry. The sequences were analysed using the UGENE bioinformatics
platform (Unipro; Novosibirsk, Russia) and secondary structure predictions were
obtained using M-fold.352

3.2.15 ISOTHERMAL TITRATION CALORIMETRY
Truncated (random-region sequence only) and full-length library versions of
identified aptamers were synthesized and HPLC purified by Integrated DNA
Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, IA), and reconstituted in 1X AF buffer. Each
aptamer or library member was diluted to a final concentration of 10 µM. Prior to
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ITC measurements, the diluted sequence was heated to 95°C then slowly cooled to
25°C at 0.5°C min-1 in a Mastercycler ep thermocycler (Eppendorf) to ensure proper
folding. In cases where the full-length library member was used, complementary
oligonucleotides were annealed at equimolar concentrations prior to folding.
Human complement factor D was diluted to a final concentration of 1 µM in 1X AF
buffer.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements were performed at

25°C in a MicroCal iTC200 (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). The injection syringe
contained 40 µL of the diluted sequence, and the 300 µL sample cell contained
factor D. A first injection of 0.4 µL preceded the remaining injections of 3.25 µL.
Run parameters were set for an injection rate of 0.5 µL s -1 with a 180 s time interval
between injections. The syringe rotation speed was set at 750 rpm, according to the
manufacturer’s recommendation. Results were analyzed using Origin 7.0 software
(OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA) by fitting to a single-site binding model.

3.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.3.1

HI-FI SELEX LIBRARY AND TARGET PRESENTATION
METHODS IMPROVE ENRICHMENT OF HIGH-AFFINITY
MEMBERS.
Human α-thrombin and two aptamers against it have long served as useful
benchmarks for aptamer research and selection-technology development. The first,
a 15-mer ssDNA aptamer (anti-Thr-15) isolated in 5 rounds of SELEX, 172 binds the
fibrinogen binding epitope of α-thrombin with a Kd of 25 nM. The second, a 29-mer
ssDNA aptamer (anti-Thr-29) isolated in 11 rounds, 288 binds α-thrombin’s heparin
binding epitope with higher affinity (K d = 1 nM).

The development and initial

validation of the Hi-Fi SELEX platform was therefore based on this well-studied
target, and the number of rounds of selection needed to isolate an enriched pool of
library members having a sub 50-nM mean K d was applied as a metric of platform
performance.
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Hi-Fi SELEX works to improve round-by-round PE values (where PE equals the
ratio of aptamers removed in the wash fractions to those collected in the elution
fractions) and overall selection efficiencies, in part through careful control of the
manner by which the library and the target are presented, equilibrated and
washed. To begin, a “competent” SELEX library is prepared using a novel method
recently reported that anneals a complementary oligonucleotide to each fixed
region to eliminate the various ways in which those common sequences can
interfere with the fold or function of aptamers localized within the random region
of the library. 379

In that work, it was shown that the method is applicable to

common SELEX library formats comprised of different flanking region sequences,
and results in recovery of function and enrichment of tight-binding libraryformatted aptamers otherwise lost due to fold disruption, steric hindrance, or other
fixed-region mediated interference mechanisms. However, as the method isolates
aptamer fold and function within the random region of the library, it screens out
any aptamers comprised of both random and fixed region elements.

The net

change in the total number of functional aptamers within the initial library is
therefore determined by a trade-off between the gain in functional aptamers
presented within the random region of the library and the loss of aptamers of
hybrid random+fixed region construction. In this work, it will be shown that the
net change is quite favourable, serving to increase the total abundance of
functionally active aptamer sequences in the initial library and the overall selection
efficiency.
Hi-Fi SELEX further improves PEs by leveraging chemistry known to passivate
surfaces against non-specific adsorption of biologics through a novel preparation
process that renders that chemistry equally effective in mitigating retention of
undesirable library members during selection rounds.

Many groups,380,381

including our own, 382,383 have shown that dendritic or end-grafted layers of
polyglycol chains, most notably polyethylene glycol chains 1 kDa or higher,
presented at densities near or above those needed for soft brush formation383 can
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effectively passivate a surface against non-specific adsorption of proteins 384 or
oligonucleotides,385,386 even in cases where the zeta potentials of the underlying
base surface and sorbate are opposite in sign.384,387

Nunc Immobilizer™ plates

(Thermo Scientific) employ this type of surface-passivation chemistry,388,389 and
significant advantages for aptamer selection can be offered when specific targetimmobilization and additional surface-modification reactions are employed. The
need to further modify the target-presentation surface, as well as the selection
conditions required to minimize non-specific retention, were identified using a
biotinylated version of the 80-mer aptamer library applied in an enzyme-linked
oligonucleotide assay (ELONA) that quantifies non-specifically retained amounts
of aptamer using an avidin-HRP (horse radish peroxidase) chimera to detect
chromophoric-substrate cleavage. Figure 3-3A shows that moderate levels of nonspecific library retention are observed on the unmodified Nunc Immobilizer™ plate
surface (no target immobilized or surface treatment steps applied). As stated by
the manufacturer, treatment with excess ethanolamine to neutralize the reactive
electrophiles displayed on the Nunc surface reduces some of this unwanted
retention. However, significant amounts of non-specifically bound material remain
(Figure 3-3A). Methods known to both neutralize unreacted electrophiles through
reaction with an appropriate nucleophile, and coat surfaces to passivate them
against non-specific adsorption were therefore screened. When compared to the
recommended ethanolamine treatment, statistically significant decreases in nonspecifically bound library were observed when 1% Ficoll (w/v) polymer served as
the nucleophile and passivating agent; no improvement was then seen with added
poly(vinyl alcohol), a second oft-used passivating agent. However, greatly reduced
non-specific retention of library members was achieved using a method described
here that independently addresses electrophile neutralization (via the amines
present in Tris (hydroxyl-methyl-)aminomethane buffer) and surface passivation
(via coating of the base Nunc Immobilizer™ surface with the non-ionic surfactant,
Tween-20). Passivation of and non-specific adsorption on the Nunc plate surface
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were systematically investigated as a function of Tris and Tween-20 incubation
concentrations and times. Minimum non-specific adsorption of aptamers was
achieved using a time and composition optimized reaction at 25°C of 1 hr with AF
buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl and supplemented with 0.005% Tween-20
(Figure 3-3A). No improvement in surface passivation is observed with longer
reaction times (Figure 3-3B).
Figure 3-4 compares levels of non-specific library retention on the optimally
passivated Nunc plate surface to those recorded on magnetic MyOne Carboxylic
Dynabeads, the latter of which are widely employed in SELEX screens. 310,311,358,359
In both systems, no protein target was immobilized, and functional groups were
neutralized either according to manufacturer’s instructions (MyOne Dynabeads) or
using the nucleophilic reaction described above. Non-specifically retained library
members were quantified by qPCR after extensive washing in either AF buffer, or
AF buffer supplemented with nonionic surfactant. On the MyOne beads, library
incubation in the absence of Tween-20 resulted in nonspecific retention of 3.89 ±
0.85% of the starting library.

A significant reduction in bound amount is then

observed with added surfactant.

However, a further 6-orders of magnitude

reduction in non-specifically retained library members is achieved using this
surface-passivation protocol. When Tween-20 is added to an optimal concentration
of 0.005%, non-specific adsorption on the surface-passivated Nunc plates is
effectively reduced to quasi-undetectable levels (Figure 3-4).

Library members

recovered in the pooled incubation + wash solutions are also reported in Figure 3-4
to verify closure of the total mass balance. The exceptionally low level of library
members that are adsorbed to the optimally passivated Nunc-plate surface is
strengthened by the fact that the total surface area available for non-specific
adsorption was ca. 10-fold higher in the Nunc-surface study (0.95 cm2 per treated
well) than was available in the corresponding study on the MyOne beads (0.08 cm 2
displayed on ca. 2.4 x 106 beads).
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Figure 3-3

Relative amounts of SELEX library members that were irreversibly retained on Nunc
Immobilizer™ plates which had undergone various surface treatments to block reactive sites and
eliminate non-specific adsorption. No target was immobilized on the plates. (A) Comparison of
amounts of library members that were non-specifically and irreversibly retained on the standard
(commercial) Nunc Immobilizer™ plate surface (control), and after that surface has been pretreated with 1 M ethanolamine, 1% Ficoll (w/v), 1% Ficoll and 1% polyvinyl alcohol (w/v), or Triscontaining aptamer folding (AF) buffer supplemented with 0.005 % Tween-20. (B) Comparison of
levels of non-specific adsorption observed after blocking the Nunc Immobilizer™ plate surface
with 1X AF buffer supplemented with 0.005 % Tween 20 for either 1 hr or 16 hrs. Standard
deviations are reported for quadruplicate absorbance readings from duplicate experiments. For
all ELONA-assay values reported, the background colorimetric signal when no SELEX library was
incubated with the passivated surface was first subtracted.
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Figure 3-4

Comparison of the performance of conventional SELEX and the proposed method in mitigating
non-specific retention of library members during aptamer selection both in the absence and
presence of 0.005% Tween-20. In each case, no target was immobilized and reactive coupling sites
were blocked before incubating the surface with 1.2x1014 library members for 1 hr. The surfaces
were then washed extensively with 1X AF buffer alone or supplemented with 0.005% Tween-20,
and retained members were eluted and quantified via qPCR. Error bars reported represent the
standard deviations from triplicate experiments

Target immobilization and presentation strategies were then explored with the
aim of maximizing signal to noise.

Method improvements were based on

monitoring the amount of biotinylated anti-Thr-29, within an otherwise unlabeled
library, that binds to thrombin (ELONA assay) immobilized onto the surfacepassivated surface.

The effects of the reaction conditions used for thrombin

immobilization, as well as the conditions (solution composition, pH, etc.) employed
to then

neutralize unreacted

coupling

agents

were explored.

Covalent

immobilization of thrombin onto the target-display surface proceeds through
reaction of amino groups or other nucleophiles on the protein with electrophilic
coupling agents displayed on polyglycol chain ends.
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The manufacturer

recommends conducting this reaction at pH 9.6, but the use of a basic pH raises
possibilities for chemical modifications (e.g., de-amidation) that alter target protein
structure, chemistry and/or activity. Alternative reaction conditions were therefore
screened and it was found that efficient coupling could also be achieved through an
overnight reaction in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at 4°C (Figure
3-5A). At these milder conditions, surface saturation is realized by reacting with 80
nM thrombin (Figure 3-5B) to create a density of immobilized protein having a
theoretical mean center-of-mass separation distance of 8.6 nm (Figure 3-5C). As
the hydrodynamic diameter of a random 80-mer DNA aptamer is ca. 7.9 nm, this
surface density permits aptamer screening anywhere within the theoretically
preferred 100:1 to 1000:1 aptamer-to-target range, while eliminating the possibility
of bridging of aptamers between proximal immobilized targets, an effect that has
been shown to confound aptamer selection. 317

Figure 3-5

Identification of reaction conditions for immobilizing a target protein on the modified display
surface at densities most suitable for Hi-Fi SELEX. (A) Relative amounts of human α-thrombin
immobilized on the display surface at different reaction pH.
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Figure 3-5

[continued from previous] (B) Change in the surface density of immobilized human αthrombin as a function of the concentration of thrombin in the reacting solution. (C) Computed
mean center-of-mass distance of separation of immobilized thrombin as a function of the
concentration of the immobilization solution. The dashed line indicates the separation distance
below which aptamer bridging effects could theoretically be observed. Standard deviations are
reported for quadruplicate absorbance readings from duplicate experiments.
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Following target immobilization, neutralization of unreacted coupling agents
and passivation of non-specific binding sites is achieved through the 1 hr reaction
with 1X AF buffer (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.005% Tween-20, as described
above.

The set of target immobilization and surface passivation reactions are

sufficiently mild to preserve α-thrombin’s activity as measured by fluorogenic
substrate conversion rates (Figure 3-6).

By comparison, though an equivalent

loading of α-thrombin can be achieved using the reaction conditions recommended
by the manufacturer (immobilization at pH 9.6 followed by passivation with
ethanolamine), that reaction results in significantly lower thrombin activity, as do
the other methods explored. More importantly, this target-display method also
improves signal-to-noise for specific aptamer (anti-Thr-29) binding to α-thrombin
by preserving the availability of active immobilized target (Figure 3-6) while
minimizing non-specific retention of library members on the underlying display
surface (Figure 3-4).
Finally, library incubation conditions and times were screened and optimal
conditions thereby identified (1 nmole resuspended in 1X AF buffer pH 7.5 with
0.005% Tween-20 for 60 min at 25°C with gentle (300 rpm) agitation) so as to permit
members to approach equilibrium partitioning (Figure 3-7A) in each selection
round while minimizing non-specific adsorption (Figure 3-7B).
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Figure 3-6

Effect of surface passivation chemistry (A) and immobilization conditions (B) on the functional
(serine protease) activity of immobilized target (human α-thrombin). Activities were determined
by monitoring (Ex=370 nm, Em= 450 nm) the cleaving rate of a fluorogenic substrate. In both data
sets, negative controls indicate the spontaneous cleavage rate measured for each passivated
surface containing no immobilized α-thrombin. Standard deviations are reported from
quadruplicate fluorescence readings from triplicate experiments.
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Figure 3-7

Effect of incubation time during a selection round on (A) competent library partitioning to the
immobilized target (α-thrombin) phase, and (B) non-specific partitioning of the competent library
to the same surface, but without immobilized target. Absorbance values reported reflect the
quantity of aptamer recovered from the surface following selection and washing. Statistically
significant differences in adsorbed amounts are reflected in the p-values reported, where a p-value
> 0.1 is reported as not significant (n.s.), calculated from the standard deviations reported for
quadruplicate absorbance readings from duplicate experiments.

The combined impact of the novel target and library presentation method on
aptamer selection was then assessed (Table 3-2) by measuring round-by-round
bulk affinities of retained pools of aptamers selected against human α-thrombin
using either a conventional SELEX protocol employing magnetic MyOne
Carboxylic Dynabeads379 or the platform described above coupled with the bulk
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PCR and λ-exonuclease treatment typically used in SELEX to amplify and
reconstitute each retained pool of ssDNA library members.

For each system,

results are shown for screening of both competent (supplemented with both 5’ and
3’ blocking agents) and standard 80-mer ssDNA libraries to parse out the
performance contribution of the novel library-presentation elements of this
approach. In all selections reported in Table 3-2, the aptamer:target ratio was set at
100:1. Based on the measured round-by-round mean Kd values for the retained
pools, a PE of at least 5.0x10 4 is achieved in the front-end of the proposed method
during each early selection round. As a result, significantly greater enrichment of
high-affinity library members is realized when compared to standard SELEX
screens performed with MyOne magnetic beads (PE ~ 500 to 5000).

Moreover,

when competent libraries are employed, significantly better round-by-round bulk
affinities are realized, consistent with previous findings:379 that high-affinity
members can be lost during SELEX due to interferences from unblocked flanking
regions.

Table 3-2 Mean dissociation binding constants (Kd ) measured by qPCR for enriched pools selecteda

against human α-thrombin using two different partition methods. The K d values and their
standard deviations are reported in nM units from duplicate experiments.

Conventional SELEX

Proposed Method and TargetDisplay Surface

Competentb

Standardb

Competent

Standard

Round 1

N.D.c

N.D.

63.0 ± 27.2

236.5 ± 69.1

Round 2

344.3 ± 68.2

N.D.

31.5 ± 7.2

105.7 ± 57.1

Round 3

99.6 ± 13.1

278.2 ± 80.9

10.7 ± 3.5

32.7 ± 7.0

a: Conventional SELEX was performed using MyOne carboxylic acid beads by partitioning and washing
retained aptamers in standard 1X AF buffer, and by using conventional bulk PCR to amplify eluted
aptamer pools.
b: Library formats used for either partition method included competent libraries (where both flanking
regions were blocked) and standard libraries (where flanking regions were left unblocked)
c: N.D.: mean binding affinity of the eluted pool was too weak to measure
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3.3.2

DROPLET DIGITAL PCR ENSURES PRECISE END-POINT
AMPLIFICATION OF ELUTED LIBRARY MEMBERS.
Following each selection round, PCR is typically used to amplify the diverse
ensemble of retained library sequences using universal forward and reverse
primers targeting the common flanking sequences. As shown in Figure 3-8A, this
reaction can prove challenging when performed in bulk on a pool of retained
sequences. For a pool of 10 8 library members, amplification begins as desired with
exponential accumulation of 80-bp dsDNA amplicons. However, unlike in PCR
amplification of a single sequence using template-specific primers, a maximum in
the total abundance of the desired 80-bp amplicon pool is reached after a limited
number of cycles. Beyond that cycle number, the decreasing primer-to-template
ratio no longer strongly favors annealing of universal primers to the common
flanking sequences of each template. As a result, unwanted formation of heteroduplexes comprised of two partially complementary strands, typically exhibiting
only end-complementary between the common flanking sequences, occurs through
cross-hybridization of amplified library members. 323,390

The presence of such

hetero-duplexed chimera is known to promote spurious priming events,205 and this
can result in complete conversion of the library to increasingly aberrant high
molecular weight (HMW) by-products in as little as 5 additional PCR cycles (Figure
3-8A).

Careful monitoring of the reaction is therefore required to ensure

amplification is terminated prior to formation of these library-degrading byproducts.

Regrettably, stopping amplification at a relatively low cycle number

typically results in an end-point yield (~ 10 11 to 10 12 80-bp amplicons) that is several
orders of magnitude lower than can be achieved (ca. 10 14 ) in PCR of a homogeneous
template.

This issue may be and often is addressed in conventional SELEX by

multiplexing the PCR step so as to distribute the retained pool amongst a large set
of parallel reactions, each amplifying between 105 to 106 library members.
sequence heterogeneity in a given reaction is thereby reduced.

The

As a result,

amplification can proceed to a larger cycle number before incipient formation of
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HMW by-products and a maximum in the abundance of the desired 80-bp
amplicon pool are observed. For example, by partitioning 10 7 retained members
across ca. 100 parallel reactions (i.e. a PCR plate), the pool of ~ 10 5 library members
in each reaction can be amplified to a final abundance of ~ 1012 80 bp amplicons
before significant by-products formation is observed (Figure 3-8B).

The dilute

products from the 100 parallel reactions may then be pooled and concentrated to
reach the desired amplicon concentration (i.e. 10 14 amplicons in 100 µL) for
downstream (λ-exonuclease) processing and the next round of SELEX. Weaknesses
of this strategy include the need to scout and control the cycle number at which
each PCR is terminated, and the potential for variability in the abundance of
amplicons produced in each reaction. 205 In addition, a further, more significant
weakness was identified—namely that dsDNA amplicons produced in this manner
are poorly converted by λ-exonuclease back to their desired ssDNA SELEX library
form (discussed further below).
Hi-Fi SELEX addresses these limitations to further improve overall selection
efficiencies through the incorporation of droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)391 into the
workflow, a concept that has only very recently been proposed for aptamer
selection.392 In this approach, the pool of library members recovered after each
selection round is partitioned among a near equivalent number of nanoliter-sized
droplets, each of which contains the reagents needed for template amplification.
Each droplet therefore contains a small number of templates, keeping the sequence
heterogeneity per droplet very low. As a result, amplification of the isolated pool
of templates can proceed to its conventional asymptotic end-point abundance
without significant formation of HMW by-products or any observed maximum and
subsequent decline in the abundance of the desired 80 bp material. This is shown
in Figure 3-8C, which reports ddPCR results when the same library of 105 members
is partitioned in a normal distribution among ca. 20,000 droplets in a single
reaction, so that each drop contains 5 templates on average (i.e. a mean copies per
droplet, CPD, of 5).

Unlike during standard bulk amplification (Figure 3-8B),
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minimal by-products formation is observed over 40 ddPCR cycles, permitting highfidelity end-point amplification of all 10 5 library members into more than 10 14
copies of the desired 80 bp dsDNA product.
In Hi-Fi SELEX, ca. 108 library members are recovered in each selection round.
To minimize the reagents required to amplify sufficiently these library members for
the next round of selection, the maximum CPD that could be employed in the
ddPCR procedure was determined.

At a CPD of 50, complete end-point

amplification of the 80 bp library with minimal accumulation of HMW by-products
is still achieved (Figure 3-9).

However, ddPCR at higher CPDs results in by-

product formation and a concomitant loss of desired 80-bp product and product
quality in a manner similar to that observed in standard bulk PCR of retained
library members (Figure 3-8B).

This CPD limit specifically relates to libraries

retained in the first few rounds of selection, where stochastically, each of the 50
templates within each droplet is almost certain to harbour a unique sequence
within its random region. In later rounds of selection, duplicate library sequences
will increasingly partition into a given drop, diminishing template heterogeneity
and the probability of forming unwanted hetero-duplexes during amplification
cycles. Higher CPDs may then be used.
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Figure 3-8

Comparison of PCR amplification methods for eluted aptamer pools. PCR amplification of (A) 108
or (B) 105 library members in a conventional bulk reaction. At either retained library abundance,
self-priming and mis-priming of individual members leads to rapid conversion of the desired
80 bp amplified material towards aberrant high-molecular-weight by-products. Amplification
must therefore be terminated at a low cycle number to avoid loss of product, leading to decreased
yields. (C) When optimized for heterogeneous pools of retained library members, droplet PCR
amplification avoids these artifacts by sequestering sufficiently small numbers of library members
in isolated nL-sized droplets containing amplification reagents. The amplification process can be
carried to end-point with minimal by-product accumulation, leading to much higher yields and
less contamination of the desired 80 bp product.

In addition to preventing the accumulation of amplification artifacts, CPDoptimized integration of ddPCR into Hi-Fi SELEX ensures generation of only fully
duplexed dsDNA amplicons (i.e., homo-duplexes). Although not addressed in the
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literature to date, this was found to be important to maintaining library integrity
during selection rounds. DNA-based SELEX libraries utilize the sense strand of
dsDNA amplicons, necessitating removal of amplified antisense strands prior to
the next round of selection. Alkaline denaturation of amplicons and streptavidinbased removal of the biotinylated antisense strands can be utilized for this purpose.
However, antisense strand hydrolysis using λ-exonuclease has been shown to
provide a more reliable means to recover ssDNA library members,320 and is
therefore more widely used. 210-212 But, in work unrelated to SELEX technology, Lee
et al.322 have shown that the antisense strand hydrolysis activity of λ-exonuclease is
diminished when operating on duplexes containing large contiguous regions of
mismatch. Exonuclease activity stalls, resulting in partially digested dsDNA
products.

Figure 3-9

Dependence of ddPCR performance in amplifying 108 unique library members on the mean
copies-per-droplet (CPD) value used. Gel documentation and associated band-intensity analyses
show that significant by-products formation occurs at CPD values above 50.
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The potential impact of this finding on the round-by-round integrity of SELEX
libraries is not known. Lambda-exonuclease eliminates antisense strands of SELEX
library amplicons through its preferential hydrolytic activity on the 5’-ends of
dsDNA, which is at least 20 times higher than on non-phosphorylated dsDNA 5’termini. 393,394 Fluorescently labeled and quenched dsDNA amplicons were therefore
generated from 80-bp SELEX libraries of increasing sequence diversity using
PLEXOR™ qPCR technology (Promega) and a 5’-phosphorylated universal reverse
primer (Figure 3-10). The 5’-terminus of each amplicon’s antisense strand is
therefore phosphorylated, while that of the sense strand is not and instead bears an
iso(dC)-FAM group that is quenched by a base-paired dabcyl-iso(dG) group.
When the starting diversity of the ssDNA SELEX library is low (e.g. < 100
unique random-region sequences; Figure 3-10, left panel), standard PCR
amplification results in only homo-duplexed amplicons, as indicated by the high
melting temperature (Tm = 81.5°C) and single Gaussian peak recorded for the
amplification product (Figure 3-11; bottom right); λ-exonuclease exhibits good antisense strand hydrolysis activity in this case (Figure 3-12), effectively equivalent to
that obtained on amplicons generated from a single library sequence. However, as
the sequence diversity of the starting library is increased (Figure 3-10, right panel),
an increasingly larger percentage of the final amplicon pool is present in the form
of hetero-duplexes having only partial complementarity. That hetero-duplexed
pool of amplicons collectively exhibits a melting envelope characterized by a much
lower T m

(~ 66 to 67°C) (Figure 3-11). Lambda-exonuclease processing of that

heterogeneous pool results in significant and proportionate reductions in the total
quantity of quenching agent (Dabcyl) released and the maximum FAM signal
recorded (Figure 3-12), indicating incomplete digestion of antisense strands within
hetero-duplexed amplicons (as illustrated in Figure 3-10).
Figure 3-11 indicates that the amount of hetero-duplexed amplicons produced
depends on the sequence diversity of the ssDNA SELEX library being amplified.
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That dependence can be quantified by determining the area under each melting
curve (Gaussian distribution) after correcting for background fluorescence (Figure
3-13A), then using those results to compute the fraction of all amplicons in heteroduplexed form fhetDNA and the dependence of fhetDNA on library diversity.

The

resulting plot (Figure 3-13B) shows that only homo-duplexed amplicons are
produced when the sequence diversity of the starting ssDNA SELEX library is less
than ca. 50.

By partitioning large numbers of templates amongst a nearly

equivalent number of order-nL droplets395 or chambers,396 digital PCR can readily
achieve CPD values ≤ 50 to permit high-fidelity amplification of a SELEX library
having significant sequence diversity. This is illustrated in Figure 3-14A, which
shows that partitioning of 108 different SELEX sequences into droplets having a
mean CPD of 50 results in a ddPCR product of greater than 1014 amplicons, all of
which are present in their desired homo-duplexed form as evidenced by the single
melting peak centered at a Tm = 81°C. In contrast, conventional bulk PCR of the
same pool of 10 8 unique sequences yields two distinct melting peaks with
normalized areas in quantitative accordance with Figure 3-13A.
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Figure 3-10

Schema depicting the principal duplex structure of amplicons, and the resulting action of λexonuclease on the 5’-phosphorylated reverse strand following PCR amplification of ssDNA
SELEX libraries of low (Left column) and high (Right column) sequence diversity.
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Figure 3-11

Normalized melting curve data for amplicon pools (1014 total amplicons) generated from ssDNA
SELEX libraries of different sequence diversity. The sequence diversity of the library is reported
for each melting curve reported. Transitions (peaks) centered at a Tm of ~ 81°C and ~ 67°C
correspond to melting of fully complemented homo-duplexes and partially complemented heteroduplexes, respectively.
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Figure 3-12

Real-time λ-exonuclease-mediated hydrolysis of 5’phosphorylated anti-sense strands as a function
of the sequence diversity of the initial amplification pool. Data for sequence diversities ranging
from a single amplicon sequence to 109 unique sequences are reported along with that for a
negative control (Negative) in which no λ-exonuclease was added. The data show that both the
initial hydrolysis rate and the total extent of hydrolysis decrease with increasing sequence
diversity.
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Figure 3-13

Relationship between the sequence diversity of the ssDNA SELEX library and the fraction fhetDNA of
those sequences participating in a hetero-duplex structure following amplification. (A)
Normalized areas of the melting transitions (Figure 3-11) for the hetero-duplexes and homoduplexes within the pool within the 1014 amplicons. (B) Fraction of all amplicons that are in a
hetero-duplex structure, computed from the data in (A). Standard deviations are reported from
quadruplicate experiments.
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By exploiting ddPCR to produce ≥ 10 14 amplicons, all in their homo-duplexed
form, the dsDNA product can stoichiometrically be processed using λ-exonuclease
to obtain the required ssDNA SELEX library in no more than 60 minutes (Figure
3-14B); dsDNA amplicons generated from a single library sequence (a reaction for
which hetero-duplex formation is naturally precluded) are likewise fully converted
into the desired ssDNA product in less than an hour (positive control). In contrast,
appreciable amounts of dsDNA product remain after more than 2 hours of λexonuclease-catalyzed hydrolysis when the 10 8 retained SELEX library members
are PCR amplified in bulk, confirming that hetero-duplexed amplification products
are, at best, very slowly and poorly processed. This is important, as λ-exonuclease
exhibits low levels of hydrolytic activity on ssDNA. 394 As a result, though longer
digestion times could in principle allow for more complete processing of anti-sense
strands, it would also result in loss of fully processed ssDNA library members. A
reduction in the quality and diversity of a ssDNA SELEX library is therefore
expected when library amplification results in the formation of hetero-duplexes.
It was therefore found that ddPCR permits the reliable, high-fidelity
amplification of eluted library members.

In particular, the ddPCR method

described yields significantly higher amplified material concentrations per reaction
than can be achieved using a standard bulk PCR.

When 2x105 unique library

members are amplified together in a standard 20 µl volume, a final 80 bp amplicon
concentration of order ~ 300 nM is achieved.

But when that same sample is

amplified using the optimized ddPCR protocol, a final yield of 9.0 µM (30X more
product) is realized.

Moreover, all amplicons produced are in their fully

complementary dsDNA state, permitting stoichiometric removal of the antisense
strands by λ-exonuclease. As a result, a clean ssDNA library can be created from
as little as 105 retained members in quantities sufficient to not only proceed to the
next selection round, but also, as will be shown, to determine the mean binding
affinity of the enriched pool after each selection round, providing a useful metric of
how well the overall selection is proceeding.
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Figure 3-14

Characterization of the amplification of a retained aptamer library containing 108 unique sequences by conventional bulk PCR (SELEX) or by the
optimized ddPCR protocol. (A) Following end-point ddPCR at a CPD of 50, the resulting amplicon pool is reformed by breaking the droplet emulsion.
Melt analysis of that pool shows a single transition centered at Tm = 81°C, indicative of the formation of only fully-duplexed amplicons. In contrast,
bulk PCR amplification of the retained library, as is commonly done in SELEX, results in a lower-concentration pool of amplicons that, when melted,
exhibit two melting transitions centered at 67°C and 81°C whose areas correlate with the fraction of hetero-duplexed and homo-duplexed amplicons,
respectively. (B) Conversion of ddPCR amplicons back into single-stranded library members using λ-exonuclease. When fully-duplexed ddPCR
amplicons are processed (left-most gel), stoichiometric conversion of all dsDNA amplicons into ssDNA library members is achieved in no more than
60 min, a result identical to that observed for processing of a single amplicon (library) sequence at the same starting concentration (middle gel). In
contrast, incomplete conversion occurs during processing of bulk-PCR amplified samples, where an abundance of hetero-duplexed members prevents
complete enzymatic conversion into the desired single-stranded library (right-most gel).
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3.3.3

HI-FI SELEX PERMITS RAPID IDENTIFICATION OF HIGHAFFINITY APTAMER POOLS
In addition to permitting creation of clean 80 nt ssDNA libraries from retained
and amplified pools, ddPCR, by virtue of its ability to increase the degree of
amplification without by-products formation, also allows more stringent washing
of bound library members to be employed during each selection round so as to
reduce non-specific retention and thereby improve per round PE values.

This

might be achieved through washing of bound material with more column volumes
of AF buffer, a method previously shown to be effective in both microfluidic
SELEX 310 and micro-column SELEX, 357 or by employing a wash buffer that differs
compositionally from AF buffer in a manner that serves to alter binding equilibria
to select for desirable classes of aptamers. Of particular interest to us was the
potential to use wash conditions (e.g. high ionic strength) that favored retention of
aptamers whose binding interaction with the target is not dominated by coulombic
forces. It was found that washing the retained library following equilibration with
AF buffer supplemented with 4 M NaCl strongly shifts towards the desorbed state
the binding equilibria of those library members whose surface-retention is largely
or exclusively driven by electrostatics (i.e. non-specific or promiscuous ionexchangers). Aptamers bound through a more balanced ensemble of short- and
long-range interactions with the target are thereby preferentially retained.
The combined impact of the high-salt wash and associated ddPCR processing
on aptamer selection is illustrated in Table 3-3, which reports the per-round mean
affinity constant (K d ) for aptamer pools selected against α-thrombin when either a
competent or standard 80-mer SELEX library is screened using the full Hi-Fi SELEX
platform described in Figure 3-1. The results in Table 3-3 add to this finding by
showing per round PE values of at least 8 x 105 are achieved in Hi-Fi SELEX.
Indeed, comparison with the results reported in Table 3-2 (where only the front-
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end components of the platform are employed) shows that the net benefit to Hi-Fi
SELEX of the back-end components (ddPCR, stringent wash) is a further 6 to 10
fold improvement in the mean Kd after the first selection round. More importantly,
order-nM Kd values are realized in Hi-Fi SELEX within three rounds of selection,
with selections employing competent libraries again proving more effective.

Table 3-3 Round-by-round mean dissociation constants (K d) and standard deviations measured by
duplicate qPCR experiments for 80-mer ssDNA aptamer and competent aptamer pools selected
against human α-thrombin using the complete Hi-Fi SELEX platform described in Figure 3-1.

Kd ± σ (nM)
Competent

Standard

Round 1

10.7 ± 2.2

23.5 ± 1.5

Round 2

7.2 ± 2.0

17.4 ± 6.6

Round 3

2.6 ± 0.6

8.7 ± 2.5

The K d values reported in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 were determined by
integrating into the workflow a qPCR-based assay that leverages the large amounts
of clean by-product free 80-nt aptamer library product generated. The details of
that assay are described in a recent publication379 that shows the simple label-free
method delivers mean Kd values for retained aptamer pools at higher throughput
and lower cost than currently achieved by standard approaches (e.g. fluorescence
anisotropy, isotherm data using labelled aptamers, surface plasmon resonance)
commonly used in SELEX.
The general utility of Hi-Fi SELEX in identifying aptamer pools against
therapeutically-relevant

targets

was

then

explored

by

performing

both

conventional SELEX and Hi-Fi SELEX screenings against blood coagulation factors
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IXa and X, as well as against human complement Factor D. For each target, perround mean K d values for screening of either a standard or competent library are
presented in Table 3-4. Per-round PE values (1400 to 4100) and overall selection
efficiencies provided by conventional SELEX screening of standard libraries on
magnetic MyOne Carboxylic Dynabeads are consistent with more extensive data on
that system available in the literature.215,369,397 For all three targets, mean Kd values
for retained aptamer pools therefore remain in the µM range after 3 rounds of
selection, with some improvement observed when competent libraries are
employed. In contrast, Hi-Fi SELEX screenings against each target yield per-round
PE values in excess of 8.0x10 5. As a result, mean K d values between 2 to 20 nM are
achieved after only 3 rounds of selection when competent libraries are used.
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Table 3-4 Round-by-round mean dissociation constants (Kd ) and standard deviations measured by duplicate qPCR experiments for enriched pools
selected against various therapeutic targets using either competent or standard library formats. All K d values are reported in nM units.

Standard Library (Unblocked)

Competent Library (Blocked)

Standard SELEX
(MyOne beads)

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Factor IXa

N.D.

454.2 ± 270.7

135.2 ± 19.7

N.D.

386.0 ± 161.1

133.5 ± 16.5

Factor X

N.D.

N.D.

211.9 ± 61.7

N.D.

436.0 ± 91.8

125.0 ± 46.5

Factor D

N.D.

N.D.

519.7 ± 79.8

N.D.

N.D.

496.5 ± 66.3

Hi-Fi SELEX

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Factor IXa

126.4 ± 28.2

21.6 ± 5.0

22.9 ± 7.1

73.6 ± 21.9

16.6 ± 3.2

17.2 ± 6.4

Factor X

259.1 ± 52.6

59.9 ± 15.3

10.6 ± 3.9

40.1 ± 7.2

26.9 ± 3.6

6.4 ± 1.5

Factor D

140.6 ± 24.8

27.8 ± 9.7

3.8 ± 1.2

62.6 ± 16.8

8.6 ± 4.8

2.9 ± 0.9
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3.3.4

COMPETENT LIBRARIES RETAIN GREATER SELECTION
DIVERSITY
Tight binding aptamers must also possess correct epitope specificity to elicit a
desired therapeutic response. 105,172,398-400 As SELEX screens for only binding affinity,
it is desirable to engineer the selection process to retain the maximum possible
diversity of aptamers exhibiting an affinity that equals or exceeds the target’s
interaction with its natural substrate/binding partner. Determination of enriched
library

diversities

generally

relies

on

next-generation

sequencing

(NGS)

platforms, 171,328 and is often met with significant challenges, including the current
costs associated with round-by-round integration of NGS within the SELEX
workflow to avoid over-selection.

A simple and more cost-effective alternative

method, based on Co t analysis,401 has therefore recently been described. 375,402 Due to
its sensitivity to fhetDNA, it was suspected that the amplicon-melt analysis method
demonstrated in Figure 3-11 might also offer a simple approach to estimating
retained pool diversities after each selection round. The calibration curve shown in
Figure 3-13 indicates the proposed method accurately quantifies library diversity
for diversities above ca. 10 4 unique members, with uncertainties increasing below
that value.

It has the advantage that it is easily integrated into the SELEX

workflow to quantify retained library diversities in early selection rounds.

To

apply the method, Figure 3-13, or curves like it constructed for other library
formats, are created by qPCR melt analysis of serial reductions in starting library
diversity. Background fluorescence is then quantified and subtracted,403,404 followed
by fitting of the normalized peaks to Gaussian distributions by nonlinear leastsquares regression. 405
Limited available NGS data available in the literature suggest that library
diversities at the end of a conventional SELEX process typically fall below 10 6
unique sequences. 171,296,328 It would therefore be useful to also establish a
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complementary qPCR method that provides good sensitivity for library diversities
in that range, so as to permit quantification of diversities in later selection rounds.
As shown in Figure 3-15, library diversities ≤ 106 may be accurately quantified
using a simple fluorescence assay based on the dsDNA minor-groove-binding
probe PicoGreen™. PicoGreen™ periodically binds dsDNA at ~ every 4 bp,406 and
thus the total fluorescence readout is highly sensitive to the total abundance of
duplex present in the system. Following correction for background fluorescence,
that abundance decreases with increasing fhetDNA , resulting in a concomitant
decrease in the slope of the fluorescence intensity versus total amplicon
concentration as the diversity of library and thus f hetDNA increases (Figure 3-15). If
the ddPCR method proposed in this work is used for library amplification, a small
amount of the amplification product must first be melted to create the pool
containing fhetDNA of heterogeneous duplexes required for the assay.
Both of these new methods were applied to round 3 elution pools reported in
Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 for Hi-Fi SELEX, employing either standard or competent
library formats (Figure 3-16). The measured diversities for each target recorded
using each method are reported in Table 3-5. As expected, the melt-curve analysis
method and PicoGreen™ assay provide more precise values for retained libraries of
higher and lower diversity, respectively.
Table 3-5 Sequence diversity of aptamer pools selected against different targets using Hi-Fi SELEX and

either competent or standard libraries. Diversity values and standard deviations reported from
duplicate experiments represent the total number of unique aptamer sequences at the
completion of the third round of selection.

Melt-Curve Analysis
Competent

PicoGreen® Assay

Standard

Competent

Standard

α-Thrombin

5.7x10 ± 4.0x10

Factor IXa

7.2x107 ± 3.9x107

1.2x105 ± 9.1x104

> 106

3.0x105 ± 1.5x105

Factor X

9.7x104 ± 6.1x104

4.0x103 ± 2.9x103

2.7x104 ± 1.2x104

8.8x103 ± 4.8x103

Factor D

2.6x104 ± 1.4x104

2.2x102 ± 1.1x102

5.2x104 ± 2.1x104

3.2x102 ± 1.4x102

4

4

2.1x10 ± 8.8x10
3
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2

7.3x10 ± 4.1x10
4

4

5.6x103 ± 2.7x103

Figure 3-15

Schema and results for the alternative PCR/PicoGreen™ method for quantifying the sequence
diversity of a retained aptamer pool. (A) Eluted library members are PCR amplified. (B)
Calibration standards (108 to 100 individual members) generated by PCR amplification are then
used to define the slope of fluorescently quantified double-stranded regions (generated by
PicoGreen™ staining) of serially diluted amplicons. (C) The sequence diversity of an eluted pool
can be quantified using this information. The data show that for library diversities spanning 6
orders of magnitude, the slope is inversely proportional to the sequence diversity due to the
increased proportion of hetero-duplexes formed at higher diversities. Standard deviations are
reported for slopes quantified by quadruplicate fluorescence readings from duplicate
experiments.
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Figure 3-16

Comparison of diversities from eluted aptamer pools selected using competent (blocked) or
standard (unblocked) libraries after the third round of Hi-Fi SELEX. (A) Raw data used to estimate
pool diversity by the melting curve method defined in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-13. (B)
Quantification of pool diversities by the PCR/PicoGreen™ fluorometric assay described in Figure
3-15. Standard deviations are reported for quadruplicate fluorescence readings from duplicate
experiments.
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The interest here, however, is in the fact that both methods show that three
rounds of Hi-Fi SELEX consistently yield a retained pool of greater than 10 4 unique
library members offering a mean Kd of < 20 nM.

Moreover, while the Hi-Fi

selections using standard and competent libraries yield comparable mean K d values
after 3 selection rounds, the sequence diversity of the final library is generally
better (never worse, and often much better) when competent libraries are
employed, indicating that the use of fixed-region blocking agents increases both the
total abundance of functionally active aptamer sequences in the initial library and
the overall selection efficiency. These result support recent work where it was
shown in independent selections against streptavidin and α-thrombin that the use
of a competent library ensures the retention and selection of high-affinity aptamers
against these targets that are lost in a standard SELEX screen (Chapter 2). 376
Together these findings have important implications, especially when considering
aptamer selection for the discovery of novel therapeutics, as more diverse libraries
of high-affinity aptamers offer a better chance of providing usable lead compounds
for further therapeutic development.

3.3.5

FUNCTIONAL APTAMER SCREENING WITHIN THE HI-FI
SELEX WORKFLOW PROVIDES A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH
TO LEAD COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION
In most SELEX-based strategies employed for aptamer identification, selection
rounds are performed until the eluted pool is comprised of a manageable number
of unique aptamer sequences exhibiting an acceptable mean K d. At least a portion
of that pool is then serially cloned to produce and sequence the individual
aptamers to identify families sharing common sequence and/or fold motifs.
Typically, individual representatives from each family are screened for binding
affinity and specificity.

In more comprehensive studies, the most promising

aptamers emerging from the sequence and binding analyses are also screened for
functional activity.

However, as that cloning process typically represents a
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throughput and cost bottleneck, improvements to the speed and success of
therapeutic aptamer discovery could be realized by partitioning the retained pool
into aliquots of manageable sequence diversity, and then exploiting the fidelity of
ddPCR to amplifying each aliquot to produce the ~µM concentrations needed to
screen the aptamers within it for functional activity (i.e. target inhibition or gain-offunction/activity).

In this manner, the scope of time-consuming and expensive

cloning and sequencing studies can be limited to those aliquots containing
aptamers that have been positively pre-screened for the desired biological activity.
Proof of concept of this strategy was applied to aliquots, each comprised of
approximately 40 to 60 aptamers, derived from the final retained pool (roughly
25,000 to 50,000 unique aptamers – see Table 3-5) competently selected against
human complement factor D. Functional screening of ddPCR-amplified aliquots
was achieved using an assay in which the amount of C5b,6, generated in a factor Ddependent manner via the alternative pathway C5 convertase, was measured using
an erythrocyte hemolytic assay. Thus, in a 96 well plate, a fixed concentration of
factor D was preincubated with aliquots of aptamers or individual aptamers
isolated from them. This was followed by addition of C3b (Cobra), factor B, and
complement factors C5 and C6 in a buffer containing MgCl2 . The reaction was
allowed to proceed for 10 min, during which time the serine protease factor D
activates factor B, generating the C5 convertase, C3bBbC3b. This, in turn cleaves C5
in the presence of C6 to yield a stable C5b,6 complex. The amount of C5b,6 was
determined by mixing this immediately with a solution containing EDTA, chicken
erythrocytes and normal human serum (as a source of the terminal components,
C7, C8 and C9), generating the lytic C5b-9 membrane attack complex, the latter
measured by release of hemoglobin. A standard curve was generated with known
concentrations of C5b,6. Aptamer-mediated suppression of factor D function was
reflected by reduced levels of C5b,6 as compared to reactions in which no aptamers
were present. Results from one therapeutically promising aliquot are reported here
to demonstrate the utility of the strategy, with data from the full panel of aliquots
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reserved for a follow-up publication. SPR data indicate that the representative
aliquot exhibits a mean Kd that is essentially indistinguishable from that of the final
retained pool (Figure 3-17). Each aptamer within the representative aliquot was
therefore cloned and produced individually in amounts needed to determine
sequence, factor D binding affinity and activity suppression, and binding
specificity as defined by the affinity of the aptamer to human serum albumin
(HSA).
In this manner, several aptamers that suppress factor D activity (complement
activation) by at least 40% were discovered within the representative aliquot. Their
sequences and M-fold predicted secondary structures are reported in Table 3-6 and
Figure 3-18, respectively. The top three inhibitors (clones 19, 28 and 29) within the
aliquot were selected for further characterization.

For each full-length library

member, the K d for binding to factor D was shown by the qPCR assay described in
this work to be better than 20 nM (Figure 3-19A), with that for clone 19 being subnM. That strong affinity was confirmed by isothermal titration calorimetry (K d =
0.714 ± 0.247 nM), which further showed that binding occurs in a 1:1 stoichiometry
(n = 0.95) and is driven both enthalpically (∆H = -8.25 kcal mol-1) and entropically
(T∆S = 4.29 kcal mol-1), a result that has been reported by Croy et al. to suggest that
binding affinity is established through a combination of coulombic forces,
favourable hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic interactions. 407 The specificities of
the full-length version of the selected clones were also investigated using affinity
for HSA as a metric of non-specific binding. While clones 19 and 29 exhibited no
appreciable affinity for HSA, clone 28 did (145.7 ± 14.1 nM) (Figure 3-19B). Clone
28 (as well as clone 5/14 which showed a weak affinity for factor D) was therefore
rejected as a factor D specific aptamer, a conclusion that is supported by its
secondary structure which M-fold predicts lacks the apparent bulge-loop motif
common to clones 19, 29 and other aptamers in the aliquot exhibiting anti-factor D
activity (Figure 3-18).
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Table 3-6 Core (random region) sequences of the top factor D-mediated inhibitors of complement
activation (alternative pathway) recovered from the demonstration aliquot containing 40-60 of
the unique aptamer sequences within the final retention pool after 3 rounds of Hi-Fi SELEX.
Each isolated sequence (clone) reported in the Table are listed in order of % inhibition
observed a

Clone
number
28
29
19
21
35
13
36
12

Factor D
Inhibition

Core region sequence (5’ – 3’)
ACGGAGAAAGAGAGAGTGTAATTGCTAGCATAACCGCTGC
GTAACCACGTTGCCAGACCGAGTCTACCAGCGATCCTCAG
TATGCCCAAATCCCTCAAGTCGGCCAGGATACACCACCGT
AATCAAAAGGCTCACGCGCGGATTGGTCAACCTTACAACC
TCGGCCTTCCCAGACCACCGCAATCCCCAGGGAACAGGCA
CATCACACTGTCAACATACCCAGCCTGGGGAAAGACGAAC
AACCCGCATGCCGATCGATGTCGTGCCTCGCTCCACGCTC
ACCAGGCACCCGACGGACTAACTCATCACTCAGGCGAGGG

56 %
51 %
44%
39%
36%
35%
33%
33%

a: Inactivation assay was performed using full-length (library) sequences

Finally, the binding affinity of the consensus sequences (Table 3-7) of clones 19
(Kd = 0.627 ± 0.157 nM) and 29 (K d = 5.44 ± 0.42 nM) was investigated by ITC to
verify that aptamer fold and function were indeed localized to the random region
of the library.

Table 3-7 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) data for binding of human factor D to either the full-

length (full length) library sequence or the random-region (truncated) sequence of clones 19
and 29. Standard deviations for fitting both the equilibrium binding affinity and enthalpy are
reported.

n

Kd
(nM)

∆H
(kcal mol-1)

-T∆S
(kcal mol-1)

∆G
(kcal mol-1)

Full Length
Truncated

0.95
0.90

0.714 ± 0.247
0.627 ± 0.157

-8.25 ± 0.06
-6.26 ± 0.04

-4.29
-6.32

-12.54
-12.58

Full Length

0.93

4.55 ± 0.46

-5.87 ± 0.03

5.52

-11.39

Truncated

0.95

5.44 ± 0.42

-7.47 ± 0.07

3.82

-11.29

Aptamer

Clone 19

Clone 29
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Figure 3-17

SPR sensorgrams for binding of human factor D to immobilized biotinylated aptamers from (A)
the entire round 3 pool (Kd = 1.17 ± 0.63 nM) or (B) the representative factor D inhibiting aliquot
generated from that pool and containing 40 – 60 unique aptamer sequences (Kd = 0.97 ± 0.43 nM).
Experiments were performed on a Biacore 3000 using an SA chip. Several concentrations of Factor
D were injected, and the results fitted to a 1:1 Langmuir isotherm.
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Figure 3-18

M-fold predicted secondary structures for the full-length blocked aptamers sequences in Table
3-6. Several of the clones exhibit a common bulge-loop motif.
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Figure 3-19

Human factor D binding affinities and specificities of individual aptamers (library form)
competently selected in three rounds of Hi-Fi SELEX and present in a small aliquot containing 40
to 60 of the retained library sequences that together inhibit factor D mediated activation of
complement. (A) Binding affinities were measured using the full-length library form of the
aptamer sequence. The binding isotherm for an 80 bp double-stranded DNA is also shown as a
negative control. (B) Specificities measured using binding affinity to human serum albumin (HSA)
as a metric. Data are reported for clone 28, as it was the only aptamer (library form) showing a
measurable affinity for HSA.
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3.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A new platform, Hi-Fi SELEX, for DNA aptamer selection was presented and its
performance in efficiently isolating pools of aptamers exhibiting order-nM binding
affinity against three different therapeutically-relevant targets was reported. Hi-Fi
SELEX distinguishes itself from other SELEX-based technologies in a number of
ways. First, it presents the library in a unique form that maximizes the diversity of
functional aptamer sequences displayed in the starting library by eliminating
common mechanisms by which the two common flanking sequences can interfere
with aptamer fold and function. It then displays the target on a novel chemically
modified surface that eliminates nearly all selection artifacts related to non-specific
adsorption of aptamers, as well as to bridging of aptamers between proximal target
molecules. This eliminates the traditional requirement in SELEX to pre-screen a
starting library against the selection surface bearing no target (which is expected to
eliminate non-specifically binding members), and thereby maximizes the sequence
diversity of the starting pool of library members. Very high stringency washing of
bound aptamer pools with a solvent of high ionic strength relative to the selection
buffer is used to selectively retain in each selection round 10 7 – 10 8 distinct
aptamers whose binding affinity to the target is not solely driven by coulombic
forces. Digital PCR, optimized for application to retained pools of aptamers having
high sequence diversity, is then used to achieve very high fidelity amplification by
eliminating mis-priming events that plague bulk PCR of aptamers. Moreover, each
amplicon produced is comprised of fully complementary duplex DNA, in which it
was shown to be essential to proper stoichiometric conversion of amplicons by λexonuclease into the corresponding ssDNA aptamer library needed for the next
selection round and functional studies. Novel qPCR-based assays are described
and integrated into the Hi-Fi SELEX workflow to permit rapid and inexpensive
determination of the mean Kd and sequence diversity after each selection round,
thereby creating a safeguard against over-selection. Thus, while other selection
platforms (e.g., CE-SELEX

304

, QPASS

171

) designed to improve therapeutic aptamer
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selection have recently been described, none provides the combined advantages of
Hi-Fi SELEX. Finally, the potential value in screening small aliquots of retained
aptamers for putative therapeutic activity as a means of reducing the total number
of candidate sequences that must be cloned, then produced, sequenced and
functionally evaluated in pure form was demonstrated.
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Chapter 4

Chapter 4:

PARALLEL MICROFLUIDIC
SURFACE PLASMON
RESONANCE IMAGING
ARRAYS
“Today’s science is tomorrow’s technology”
― Edward Teller (1962)408

4.1

SYNOPSIS
This chapter describes the development and application of novel microfluidic
arrays for surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi), a label-free technique that
may be used for the quantitation of binding affinities and specificities for a wide
variety of target molecules.

The method offers the ability to quantify both the

equilibrium binding constant and the kinetics of such interactions, which are of
particular importance, especially when screening panels of potential therapeutic
aptamer or antibody lead compounds. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)409,410 is a
widely used surface-sensitive method for biomolecular interactions analysis (BIA).
It is an optical technique that detects molecular binding events at a metal (typically
gold) surface by measuring changes in the local refractive index upon mass loading
of the sorbate via complex formation with the immobilized target molecule.411
Using this optical signature, SPR can provide real-time label-free detection of
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binding kinetics and total mass loading by either monitoring reflectance as a
function of time or by monitoring the angle of minimum reflectance as a function of
time.412
By combining spectral SPR with multiplexed detection, surface plasmon
resonance imaging (SPRi)413,414 offers the potential for high-throughput binding
affinity and specificity studies.415-417 A CCD detector (camera) outputs microscopic
images of the SPR array as a function of time, enabling near real-time monitoring of
parallel binding events. SPRi has been used as a detection tool for analyzing DNA
hybridization, 418,419 DNA-RNA binding,420 DNA-protein binding, 421,422 aptamerprotein binding,423 and antibody-antigen binding,424,425 as well as for detection of
proteins in whole blood 426 and drugs in saliva specimens. 427 Although the most
widespread use of SPRi relies on the original Kretschmann optical configuration,428
other plasmonic sensors such as nano-hole arrays429,430 are often employed as means
to improve throughput. However, these various SPRi strategies, including
commercial SPRi instruments, are currently limited to analysis of a single analyte
in the fluid stream passed across multiple immobilized ligand registers. 431 The
throughput and versatility of SPRi systems therefore could be improved by
creating technology that enables multiplexing of both the surface immobilized
targets and the analytes presented in the flowing solution phase. When applied to
affinity reagents discovery, this would permit candidate antibodies or aptamers to
be arrayed in a surface immobilized form, and subsequent sequential SPR analyses
of their individual binding reactions both with the target and with any suitable
number of competing analytes so as to probe binding specificity. Moreover, with
the publishing of the human genome sequence and the corresponding ever
increasing discovery of biomarkers of human disease, high-throughput techniques
for measuring biomolecular interactions in a label-free cost-effective fashion are
increasingly required. 415-417,432,433
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SPRi throughput can be improved by forming robust, reproducible arrays of
biomolecules on sensors.

For example, micro-spotting technologies such as pin

printers have been employed in a manner analogous to their widespread use in
DNA microarray platforms. However, creating required flow architectures postspotting can be problematic, and the method generally requires expensive robotic
equipment. 434
Alternatively, microfluidics has the potential to increase SPRi throughput while
retaining a greater level of cost-efficiency by utilizing inexpensive materials and
through its inherent ability to reduce the volumes of ligand and analyte required to
perform a binding assay.

In addition, microfluidic technologies have been

demonstrated to accelerate analysis in part due to their smaller footprint,
effectively reducing diffusion distances 435,436 in volumes that permit a better control
over the reaction conditions.437 Greater reproducibility and precision are enabled
via automated computer-controlled manipulations. 438
The

integration

of

demonstrated.417,425,431,439-443

SPRi

and

microfluidics

systems

has

been

One-dimensional SPRi microarrays with continuous-

flow microfluidic channels on gold-coated glass fabricated in PDMS were first
developed and demonstrated for detection of DNA hybridization.444 While this
approach significantly reduced sample consumption and reaction times, the
architecture used only a single set of parallel microchannels, preventing the
addressability of individual sensors. Subsequent work using a two dimensional
crossed-flow architecture with dedicated valves for each channel intersection to
prevent cross-talk between horizontal or vertical channels has somewhat addressed
this limitation. 433 In particular, the approach adds an additional level of control,
but microchannels are still dedicated to the same analyte stream. Thus, none of
these devices allows for simultaneous interrogation of multiple analyte (sorbate)
concentrations. Similarly, commercial high-throughput SPR instruments employ
either a cross-flow channel geometry, such as Bio-Rad’s ProteOn XPR36,445 or a
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flow-cell based system that permits many ligand spots (up to 400 with Biacore’s
FlexChip)446 but can only interrogate a single analyte in a single experiment.
To address these challenges, an integrated microfluidic array was developed
using soft lithography techniques that enable both creation of element-addressable
ligand spots and their parallel SPRi-based detection across different analyte
concentrations.

The device consists of an array of 264 chambers; each of these

isolated 700 pL reaction volumes is independently addressable by integrated
microvalves.

Further functionality is provided by the integration of a serial

dilution network that enables simultaneous interrogation of up to six different
analyte concentrations without requiring lengthy surface regenerations. Controlled
recovery of rare samples for downstream analysis is also facilitated by the use of
integrated microvalves.
Here, details of the device design and fabrication are reported along with proofof-concept studies demonstrating its utility as a tool for multiplexed analysis of the
binding properties of affinity reagents. Device performance was initially validated
by interrogating human α-thrombin immobilized on the sensor surface against an
anti-human α-thrombin IgG, simultaneously injected across the surface at different
concentrations. The resulting equilibrium dissociation constant was determined to
be 5.0 ± 1.9 nM, which agrees well with values reported in the literature for this
antibody. The ability to interrogate multiple mAbs in a single device was then
investigated to verify the technology’s capability as a general affinity-reagent
screening tool.

Those studies show not only that accurate binding data can be

obtained, but also that samples/analytes of interest can be recovered without crosscontamination. By virtue of its dynamic nature, the microfluidic array is capable of
interrogating binding events for up to 264 different immobilized ligands against
multiple analytes in a single experiment. The novel microfluidic device presented
here therefore allows simultaneous interrogations of multiple ligands against
different analytes at different concentrations in parallel.
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4.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

4.2.1

CHEMICALS AND REAGENTS
All

chemicals

and

reagents

were

obtained

from

commercial

sources:

Streptavidin and fluorescein from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada);
biotinylated human α-thrombin, human α-thrombin, human factor IX, anti-human
α-thrombin monoclonal antibody and anti-human factor IX monoclonal antibody
from Haematologic Technologies, Inc. (Essex Junction, VT); phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 from Invitrogen (Burlington, ON, Canada); Shipley SPR220-7
positive photoresist from MicroChem (Newton, MA); PDMS RTV 615 from GE
Silicones (Waterford, NY); type TFA gold etchant and type 1020 chromium etchant
from Transene Company Inc. (Danvers, MA).

4.2.2

DEVICE DESIGN OVERVIEW
The mask design used for the fabrication of the SPRi chip was adapted from
previous work in the Quake laboratory 447 and is presented in Figure 4-1.

The

device is composed of two layers fabricated using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
soft lithography.448

The lower layer (flow layer) has microchannels of 100 µm

width by 10 µm height where the biomolecular interactions occur. The upper layer
(control layer) contains 1132 microvalves (100 µm wide and 150 µm long) that are
used to isolate and control the flow of fluids beneath. This layer also contains a
micropump that can pump fluid throughout the chip. The chip contains an array of
264 chambers divided into 11 groups of 4 chambers per group. There are 6 stacks
(columns) in total on the chip.

Each stack has a dedicated flow channel for

introduction of channel, which is then subdivided into flow channels for each of
the 11 groups within the stack. To control the loading of an individual chamber, a
row multiplexer gates the entrance of fluid to a specific group of 4 chambers. A
series of 4 chamber valves are then opened or closed to allow loading of a specific
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chamber within the group. Upon loading a ligand through the sample input port,
fluid flows into the chamber array for loading into a specific chamber.

Once

loaded, all chamber valves are closed and remaining sample can be flushed to the
sample output port via a wash loop. This procedure enables up to 264 different
samples to be injected in the system, each in a separate element-addressable
chamber.
To perform a binding assay against any of the immobilized ligands, the analytes
are injected through the sample port. An analyte can either be introduced directly
to a specific chamber or it can be serially diluted via a parallel continuous-flow
serial dilution network adapted from work first presented by the Whitesides
group. 449

The on-chip dilution network has two input fluid lines, one for the

analyte and the other for the diluent (loaded through the diluent input port). This
network contains six parallel channels, five of them containing chaotic advection
micromixers. 450 These micromixers are composed of three sets of 10 chevrons (50
µm width, 4 µm height) in a 200 µm width by 10 µm height square microchannel.
The spacing between each chevron in a set is 50 µm, and the spacing between each
of the three chevron sets is 400 µm. These five mixers ensure rapid and uniform
mixing of sample and diluent. A portion of the diluted sample proceeds directly
into the chamber array while the remaining portion is further diluted in a cascadelike fashion, achieving a dynamic range of 32. Upon exiting the dilution network,
the analytes are loaded in all chambers of their respective stack. Since there are six
dilution channels and six stacks of 44 chambers (11 groups of 4 chambers each), the
first stack will contain the undiluted sample, and the last stack will contain the
most diluted sample.
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Figure 4-1

4.2.3

Mask design of the microfluidic device. The chip consists of a top control layer and a bottom flow
layer. The array consists of 264 individually addressable chambers, each with a volume of 700 pL.
The row multiplexer (top left) selects a particular group of 4 chambers by setting a 4-bit gray code.
Sample is then loaded into a particular group of chambers. The selected group of chambers (top
middle) is divided into 4 individual chambers by a series of compartmentalization valves. Here,
the valves of chamber 1 are opened to let sample through. After loading the sample, the device
operation switches to washing mode, in which all chamber valves are closed and the wash loop is
opened. Wash buffer is introduced, flushing any remaining sample in the channel. A series of
micromixers (top right) allow serial dilutions of samples into 6 different concentrations.

MICROFABRICATION
The PDMS device was fabricated using standard soft-lithography procedures as
described elsewhere. 451 SF-10 glass substrates (25 mm X 75 mm X 1.1 mm, Specialty
Glass Products, Willow Grove, PA) were cleaned and a 47.5 nm gold layer was
sputtered onto a 5 nm chromium adhesion layer (UHV Sputtering Inc., Morgan
Hill, CA). Prior to use, the gold-coated slides were first cleaned by immersion in
acetone, followed by isopropanol, followed by rinsing with Nanopure water
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(18 MΩ-cm) and drying in a N2 stream. Following cleaning, photoresist was spincoated at 5000 rpm for 40 s and baked for 2 min on a hotplate at 115o C. The film
was left to relax for 30 min at room temperature before being exposed with the gold
pattern mask using a contact aligner (Canon PLA-501F). A post-exposure bake step
was performed for 2 min on a hot plate at 115oC. The film was left to relax at room
temperature for 30 min before developing (MF-24A Megaposit Developer) for 2
min.

The gold slides were then etched to create the gold spots by sequential

immersion in gold and chromium etchant for 17 s and 2 s, respectively, before
being rinsed extensively with Nanopure water. The gold spots were revealed by
cleaning the slides in acetone to dissolve the photoresist, followed by a wash in
piranha solution (5:1 H 2SO4 :H 2O2 ) at 80o C for 15 min. Both the PDMS chip and the
gold-patterned glass slide were exposed to UV-Ozone (UVO-Cleaner, Model 42,
Jelight Co. Inc., CA) for 5 min before being irreversibly bonded (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2

Photograph of the microfluidic chip bonded to a gold patterned glass slide. (Inset) A close-up of
the marked region of the microarray; scale bar: 650 µm.
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4.2.4

INSTRUMENTATION
A custom-made solenoid valve controller with 32 valves was used to actuate the
PDMS microvalves and drive fluid flow throughout the chip. The controller was
driven by LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, TX). To detect the
biomolecular reactions within the chambers of the device by SPRi, a custom SPRi
instrument was fabricated.

The chip was placed on a layer of refractive index

matching fluid (n d = 1.7300, Series M, Cargille Labs, NJ) on the surface of an
equilateral SF10 glass prism. An incoming collimated p-polarized LED light beam
(λ = 626 nm) passed through the prism and illuminated the surface of the chip. The
reflected light was then filtered and collected by a CCD camera. The CCD camera
and associated optical components were attached to one of two optical rails, which
were controlled by two superimposed motorized rotation stages. The prism was
fixed in place between the two optical rails using a custom prism mount. The two
rotation stages were driven by a stage controller that adjusted their positions insync. The entire setup was constructed in an upright position in order to facilitate
the use of microfluidic chips.

4.2.5

SPRi MEASUREMENTS
After bonding the PDMS chip to the gold-patterned substrate, PBS buffer was
loaded in the wash buffer input port and injected for 5 min to prime the gold
surface and to achieve a stable baseline measurement.

Subsequently, a 15 µM

solution of streptavidin in PBS buffer was loaded in the sample input port and
incubated on the gold spots for 10 min, followed by rinsing with PBS buffer to
remove any unbound protein. A 15 µM solution of biotinylated human α-thrombin
in PBS was next immobilized on the streptavidin using the method above.
Following immobilization, dilutions of a 3.3 µM solution of anti-human α-thrombin
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IgG in PBS buffer were flowed across the surface and rinsed with PBS buffer as
previously described.

The binding process was monitored in real-time and the

results analyzed with BIAevaluation software (Biacore GE Health Sciences,
Piscataway, NJ). The digital images were taken at equilibrium and numerically
processed using Image J.452

4.2.6

SAMPLE RECOVERY
Both anti-human factor IX and anti-human α-thrombin monoclonal antibodies
were fluorescently labeled using the DyLight 488 and DyLight 594 microscale
labeling kits, respectively, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Pierce,
Rockford, IL). Glycerol was first dialyzed from the antibody solutions prior to
labeling using 20K MWCO dialyzing columns (Pierce, Rockford, IL) for 1 hr in 1 L
of Nanopure water.

A 10 µM solution of human factor IX in PBS was first

immobilized into 44 element-addressable chambers in the microfluidic SPRi chip by
physical adsorption to the gold spots for 10 min. Following this incubation, the
sample input port was washed for 10 min with PBS and a 15 µM solution of human
α-thrombin in PBS was immobilized into 44 different element-addressable
chambers using the same method.

Fluorescently-labeled antibodies were

continuously injected in the device and left to interact with their respective
immobilized proteins for 10 min by selecting the corresponding set of chambers.
The remaining IgG sample was collected at the output of the device after the 10
min incubation. Next, all chambers were purged with PBS for an additional 10 min
to remove any unbound antibodies and the sample was collected at the output of
the device. In order to recover the bound fraction of antibodies, a regeneration
solution of 50 mM NaOH (25 °C) was injected, and the eluted fraction was collected
at the output of the chip. The immobilization, binding and regeneration processes
were all monitored in real-time using SPRi. Fluorescent measurements for every
fraction were recorded using a fluorescence plate reader (Tecan Infinite M200,
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Tecan Systems Inc., San Jose, CA) in a volume of 10 µL per well in a 384-well black
glass bottom plate (Nunc, Rochester, NY).

4.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1

MICROSYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
The microfluidic device presented here was designed to allow simultaneous
interrogations

of

multiple

ligands

against

different

analytes

at

different

concentrations in parallel. The dimensions of the 264 chamber microarray
presented in Figure 4-1 were selected to maximize the number of chambers within
the size constraint exerted by the area of the prism of the SPR imager (25 x 25 mm).
The flow velocity used to perform the SPR measurements was controlled at
3.5 mm s-1 (12.6 µl h-1), resulting in a significant reduction in reagent consumption
compared to traditional immunoassays. 453

Compared to methods that employ

molecules such as thiols to functionally modify entire gold surfaces, the use of
patterned gold substrates allows the use of simple glass-to-PDMS bonding
methods, while still providing a suitable bare gold sensor surface for SPR
measurements inside each individual chamber.

4.3.2

MICRODILUTION NETWORK
The functionality of the serial dilution network was tested by injecting 45 mM
fluorescein (FITC) at the sample input port and ddH2 O at the diluent input port.
Both fluids entered the dilution network and were mixed together by the chaotic
advection micromixers present in the channels. A portion of the fluorescent dye
was routed towards the chamber array, while the remaining portion was further
diluted in a cascade-like fashion until the last channel was reached. This design
achieves a 1:1 mixing ratio at each stage of the dilution network. The concentration
of FITC is therefore reduced by one half at every step, yielding a dynamic range of
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2 5. Figure 4-3 presents the fluorescence images of all six chamber stacks. Image
analysis shows exponentially-decreasing concentrations of FITC loaded in the
chamber array.

The average intensities for all 4 chambers were calculated and

agree well with the theoretical predictions.

The small uncertainty (relative

standard deviation = 0.092) for each measurement indicates a high reproducibility
for the formation of serial dilutions, and is due to the tight control over the amount
of sample and diluents injected in the device.

4.3.3

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT: α-THROMBIN IMMUNOASSAY
A human α-thrombin immunoassay was conducted to investigate the ability of
the chip to detect binding events and to yield reliable kinetic information. The
element-addressability of the chip was exploited in these experiments, as the
immobilization of biotinylated human α-thrombin was performed sequentially in a
pre-defined pattern (Figure 4-4A, D).

Anti-human α-thrombin was injected at

different concentrations over the entire sensor surface and allowed to react with the
immobilized protein (Figure 4-4B). An image subtraction process ensured that the
intensity of the signal detected was solely due to IgG binding to thrombin by
removing background signal.

The difference image (Figure 4-4C) clearly

demonstrates the binding of the antibody. Moreover, the serial dilution loading
pattern described above is clearly represented, with exponentially decreasing
concentrations from 1.3 µM to 42 nM. An intensity profile of the marked region
(Figure 4-4C) is graphically represented in Figure 4-4E with the binding intensity
varying as a function of IgG concentration.
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Figure 4-3

Serial dilutions from the chaotic advection micromixers on the chip. Top: schematic
diagram of the serial dilution network. Bottom: fluorescence images and intensities of
six different concentrations of fluorescein created by the dilution network from a stock
solution of fluorescein (45 mM). The mean intensity of fluorescence was determined for
all 4 chambers within a group.

Real-time binding kinetics of immunoreactions was recorded using SPR
imaging. Figure 4-5 presents sensorgrams for the binding kinetics of anti-thrombin
IgG to surface immobilized thrombin on the gold spots indicated in Figure 4-4C.
Because the concentrations of antibodies used
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were higher than earlier

experiments, sudden increases and decreases in the signal are observed. One stack
of the chip was loaded with 1X PBS buffer as a baseline subtraction reference.
Regions of interest (ROIs) of a consistent size were selected around the gold spots
for each concentration. The signals were acquired at 1 Hz and were time-averaged
using a moving window average of 4 s in order to improve the S/N ratio. The
association was left to equilibrate for 10 min before washing the unbound
antibodies with PBS buffer for the dissociation phase. Individually fitted curves
are shown for every concentration and the quality of the fit is highly satisfactory,
with residuals fluctuating closely around zero (Figure 4-6). Based on this result,
the Langmuir monovalent binding model used to fit the curves accurately
represents the binding interaction observed between the antibody and thrombin.
Furthermore, no mass transfer effects are observed in the data, further validating
the design of this device to yield reaction rate-limited kinetics. The equilibrium
dissociation constant was determined from the fitted curves and was found to be
5.0±1.9 nM. This value is within the same order of magnitude as specified by the
manufacturer (14 nM). 454
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Figure 4-4

SPR images collected with the microfluidic chip (A) before the injection of anti-thrombin IgG; (B)
after injection of anti-thrombin IgG; (C) difference image obtained for anti-human α-thrombin.
Human α-thrombin was loaded in a pattern (D) to confirm the element addressability of the
design (E) Intensity profile of the region marked in (C).
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Figure 4-5

SPRi sensorgrams of anti-human α-thrombin binding to surface-immobilized thrombin on the
microfluidic chip. The fitted curves yield an equilibrium dissociation constant of 5.0 ± 1.9 nM.

Figure 4-6

Residual plot of fittings for SPRi data shown in Figure 4-5.
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4.3.4

MULTIPLE INTERACTIONS WITH SAMPLE RECOVERY
Two immunoassays were conducted simultaneously using the microfluidic
SPRi chip and samples were recovered after the binding reactions to demonstrate
the ability of our system to accommodate parallel experiments. Human factor IX
proteins were immobilized in 44 element-addressable chambers followed by human
α-thrombin proteins in 44 different chambers (88 chambers total). Two separate
fluorescently-labeled antibodies with affinity for the immobilized proteins were
subsequently injected in the device (anti-human factor IX labelled with Dylight 488;
anti-human α-thrombin labelled with DyLight 594). Figure 4-7 presents the results
of the interaction and sample recovery process. Figure 4-7A, Step 1 corresponds to
protein immobilization on the gold spots, as can be seen by the difference in
baselines.

Following protein immobilization, fluorescently labeled IgGs were

injected across the surface and left to interact with the proteins (Step 2a) and any
unbound or loosely-bound IgG were washed away (Step 2b). Upon reaching the
new equilibrium, a regeneration solution was injected in the chambers to release
the bound antibodies in solution (Step 3), resulting in collection of the bound
fraction as well as regenerating the protein-derivatized surface.

At regular

intervals of the binding reactions, indicated by arrows in Figure 4-7A, antibody
fractions were collected at the output of the device for further analysis. These
fractions include the original dilution of fluorescently-labeled IgG; fraction I
corresponding to the amount of excess IgG collected after the gold surfaces were
saturated; fraction II, corresponding to any unbound IgG after washing; and
fraction III, corresponding to the recovered IgG eluted from the protein-derivatized
gold spots after regeneration.
Figure 4-7B and C present the concentration of fluorescently-labeled IgG
collected at the output of the chip for both anti-human factor IX (DyLight 488) and
anti-human α-thrombin (DyLight 594), respectively. The concentration values were
calculated from a standard curve generated for both DyLight 488 and DyLight 594
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fluorescent dyes (Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-7B presents the concentration values

measured for the interaction of anti-human factor IX to immobilized human factor
IX.

The values were also measured for anti-human α-thrombin as a negative

control to ensure there was no leakage between chambers and stacks in the device.
Figure 4-7C presents the interaction of anti-human α-thrombin to immobilized
human α-thrombin. The values for anti-human factor IX were also measured. In
both cases, the original amount of IgG injected in the device at the start of the
interaction (Figure 4-7A, Step 2a) was recorded, and all other fluorescence values
were normalized to this concentration.

By subtracting the fluorescence

measurements of the collected fraction from those of the original fraction, we
calculated the amount of IgG retained in the device from fraction I to be 1.42 µM
and 2.60 µM for anti-human factor IX and anti-human α-thrombin, respectively.
Fraction II measured 0.96 µM and 1.53 µM for factor IX and thrombin IgG,
respectively, corresponding to the dissociation phase (Figure 4-7A, Step 2b). As
expected, fraction III – the regeneration step – (Figure 4-7A, Step 3) yielded an
increase in the amount of IgG recovered from the gold surface (1.65 µM for factor
IX and 2.19 µM for thrombin IgG).

Figure 4-7

Recovery of surface-bound fluorescently-labeled antibodies from the microfluidic SPRi chip. (A)
SPRi sensorgram of the interaction process and collected fraction marked as I, II and III. Step 1 –
protein immobilization on the gold surface, Step 2a,b – association and dissociation phase of the
protein-IgG complex, Step 3 – regeneration phase.
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Figure 4-7

[continued from previous] (B) Fluorescence measurements of collected fractions of human
factor IX IgG at each step of the interaction process. Excitation wavelengths of 488 nm (493/518
Ex/Em) and 594 nm (593/618 Ex/Em) correspond to labeled anti-human factor IX and anti-human
α-thrombin, respectively. (C) Fluorescence measurements of collected fractions of human αthrombin IgG at each step of the interaction process.

These results demonstrate the ability of the device to recover bound species
from individual chambers for downstream processing as well as the possibility to
accommodate the interrogation of multiple ligands to multiple analytes. As most
devices previously reported are of a static flow cell design, they are only capable of
interrogating multiple ligands to a single analyte, with very limited capabilities to
isolate samples. 433,455-458 However, with the integration of element-addressability as
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presented here, it is possible to dynamically deliver and recover samples in a
controlled fashion, adding an entire new level of functionality for SPRi
measurements. By being able to deliver and recover specific samples in an array,
the immobilization of multiple ligands and the interrogation of each to multiple
analytes is now feasible. We anticipate many applications of this technology due to
this capability to incorporate downstream processing of the recovered samples,
including identification of proteins though mass spectrometry and sequencing of
bound DNA molecules.

Figure 4-8

Standard curves for fluorescence quantitation of recovered labelled-antibody fractions from
microfluidic SPRi arrays.
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4.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A new platform for biological reagent affinity and specificity screening was
presented, and its ability to accommodate the interrogation of multiple ligands to
multiple analyte streams in a highly integrated fashion was reported. The device
presented distinguishes itself from other SPRi arrays by combining the use of highdensity microfluidic element-addressable chambers with integrated on-chip
parallel dilutions of target analytes. A unique combination of microvalves enables
independent access to each of the 700-pL chambers comprising the array, therefore
enabling reagent conservation capabilities of potentially rare samples. Greater
control over the reaction conditions was thereby achieved compared to previous
approaches.
Effective detection of an anti-human α-thrombin IgG to surface-immobilized
thrombin provided initial validation studies where the use of streptavidin as an
immobilization and surface passivation molecule allowed for proper spatial
arrangement of biotinylated thrombin. The resulting kinetic analysis confirmed the
ability of this device in providing accurate binding information across parallel
experiments by reporting corresponding binding affinities. Additionally, the
microfluidic arrays were investigated for their suitability in accommodating
parallel screenings of potential antibody (or aptamer) panels. A controlled mixture
of both human α-thrombin and human factor IX IgGs was investigated for binding
specificity to each of their respective surface-immobilized targets across multiple
replicate chambers. The ability to recover the contents of each replicate chamber
following binding interaction was assessed. Results confirmed that such recovery
of rare samples for downstream processing is readily achievable with no crosscontamination.
The novel technology presented here should therefore enable multiplexed
investigations of binding and specificity across different analytes in a single
experiment, making it a particular attractive and valuable complement to both the
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Hi-Fi SELEX aptamer discovery platform and current high-throughput platforms
for antibody discovery.
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Chapter 5

Chapter 5:

CONCLUSIONS AND
OUTLOOK
“The important thing is not to stop questioning.
Curiosity has its own reasons for existence”
― Albert Einstein (1955)459

Advances in DNA technologies, including next-generation sequencing (NGS)
platforms for detecting germline and somatic point mutations as well as other
genetic variations, are providing an abundance of information related to human
diseases and targets for treating them. Major research programs aimed at
discovering drug targets—including the growing catalogue of somatic mutations
(COSMIC) 460 prognostic of cancer risk and progression—are well under way and
will continue to provide insights into targeted treatment strategies. Many of those
targeted therapies will undoubtedly be based on biologic affinity reagents, as
evidenced by the explosive growth of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) as
therapeutics. Biologic affinity ligands will likewise continue to find use as key
reagents in diagnostic systems, laboratory and preparative-scale purification
systems, in vivo and ex vivo cellular imaging technologies, as well as several other
applications.

Indeed, both antibody (Singulex’s Errena® Immunoassay system;

Olink’s Proseek® platform) and aptamer-based (SomaLogic’s SOMAScan™
platform) instruments are now available for detecting clinically actionable
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biomarkers of specific life-threatening diseases, including cancers as well as
various inflammatory, gastrointestinal, autoimmune and cardiovascular conditions.
However, the discovery of affinity ligands is challenging, especially those that
present therapeutic value. Significant gaps in knowledge currently prohibit their de
novo design, necessitating the use of more empirical in vivo and in vitro screening
methods that do not require advanced knowledge of the specific epitope and
binding mechanism through which the molecule must interact with the target.
These technologies generally succeed through their ability to screen vast libraries
of potential binding partners against a particular target of interest. Binding affinity
is typically applied as the selective pressure, with binding specificity and
biological/therapeutic activity rarely considered in the initial selection process.
Nevertheless, many useful affinity reagents have been discovered using such
platforms. This is particularly true for mAbs, in part because the demand on the
screening platform is considerably lessened by the tremendous evolutionary “pre”selection of mAbs specific to the target that occurs within the immunized animal.
However, a number of limitations to current platforms for mAb or aptamer
discovery have been described in this thesis. In particular, the systematic studies
presented in Chapters 2 and 3 reveal a set of primary mechanisms limiting the
performance of current SELEX platforms, including (i) loss of high-affinity
members from the library due to various ways in which the flanking sequences can
interfere with aptamer fold and function, (ii) excessive non-specific retention of
undesirable library members that serves to limit per round partition efficiencies
and diminish the chances by which a pool of high-affinity binders can be
discovered, (iii) formation of partially complementary heteroduplexes that lead to
excessive accumulation of HMW contaminants during PCR amplification of
retained members, and (iv) incomplete regeneration of the sense-strand (aptamer)
population from the pool of dsDNA amplicons. These limitations were shown to
introduce significant biases into the in vitro selection process.
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As a result,

therapeutically-relevant members present within the initial semi-combinatorial
population can inadvertently be removed from the pool, irrespective of their
binding potential.
Identifying factors affecting the reliability and overall performance of SELEX
has allowed a number of strategies and techniques to be developed to mitigate their
influence without the need for highly specialized equipment generally unavailable
in most labs interested in aptamer discovery. Ergo, the methods reported in this
thesis differ markedly from CE-SELEX and M-SELEX; two platforms which rely on
the use of specialized equipment to address a single limitation to successful
aptamer selection, namely, low per-round PE.
Here, a powerful new platform for DNA aptamer discovery has been developed
by establishing a compatible set of new techniques and methods that collectively
address every limitation to aptamer selection identified above. Enhancements to
the semi-combinatorial DNA library were made so as to block fixed-region
interference effects that commonly arise during selection.

Non-fouling surfaces

were engineered and optimized to enable target display and library partitioning at
incubation conditions that favour selective enrichment of tight-binding members
by greatly reducing all non-specific retention events. Furthermore, a high-ionicstrength wash step was introduced to further reduce non-specific retention and
enrich aptamers which bind the target through a more balanced ensemble of
intermolecular forces that is not dominated by long-range Coulombic interactions.
Simple PCR-based methods were then created to enable accurate quantification of
retained library sequence diversity and mean binding affinity after each selection
round. Traditional bulk PCR amplifications were replaced by a droplet digital PCR
protocol that was optimized to eliminate the accumulation of HMW contaminants,
therefore enabling large quantities of high-quality amplicons to be generated in
their fully complementary format. This, in turn, permitted stoichiometric recovery
of sense strands from the amplicon pool by λ-exonuclease digestion. The resulting
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novel highly integrated platform for the reliable selection of clinically-relevant
aptamers in a high-fidelity fashion (Hi-Fi SELEX) was shown to hold superior or at
least commensurate performance compared to the most advanced selection
platforms currently available.
Finally, recent advances to hybridoma-based and other platforms for reliably
screening large immune repertoires have enabled more successful identification of
antibody pools presenting high affinity and suitable binding kinetics. However,
considerable further value could be realized through development of methods that
permit efficient label-free screening of binding specificities. The same argument
holds for aptamer discovery; indeed, in this case, no technologies enabling efficient
specificity screenings of potential lead aptamer candidates have been described
previously. The microfluidic SPRi arrays presented and demonstrated at the proofof-concept level in Chapter 4 provide a label-free binding and specificity screening
platform which is compatible with both classes of affinity reagents considered in
this thesis. Though admittedly specialized in design and operation, these arrays
compensate for potential implementation obstacles by offering a unique approach
to characterizing binding affinity and specificity by leveraging the capacity for
microfluidic SPRi-based systems to provide binding kinetic data in a multiplexed
manner at reasonable throughputs. The acquisition of such information can further
refine the panel of lead compounds by excluding those, for instance, which
transiently bind the target. Furthermore, these arrays are cost-efficient, in large
part by virtue of their small (pL) sample volume demand and label-free approach
to binding analysis. The integration of novel microfluidic arrays into current SPRi
technology therefore offers the potential to discriminate mAbs or DNA aptamers
based on binding affinity, binding kinetics, and/or binding specificity.
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5.1

PROPOSED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The Hi-Fi SELEX platform collectively reported in Chapters 2 and 3 has the
potential to improve both the speed and the reliability of aptamer discovery, as
evidenced through its successful application in identifying panels of tight-binding
aptamers against a number of clinically-relevant targets. However, as illustrated in
Figure 1-9, further parsing of those panels through secondary screens that
characterize other critical attributes (e.g. specificity, functional activity, stability,
etc.) is required to isolate truly promising lead compounds.
screening processes remain onerous.

These additional

Complementary cost-effective high-

throughput technologies must therefore be developed to simplify these essential
tasks, including technologies that leverage NGS or other array-based systems to
enable multiplexing (such as the ones employed for QPASS). 171 Indeed, a
potentially fruitful avenue for improving therapeutic aptamer discovery would be
through effective integration of functional screens into a high-throughput selection
pipeline so as to selectively retain members that present specificities to
biochemically-relevant epitopes. The unique provisions afforded by Hi-Fi SELEX,
including the flanking sequence blocking strategy described in Chapter 2, should
aid this process by increasing hit-rates and isolating minimal aptamer sequences to
the random region of the library.
An intriguing use of the Hi-Fi SELEX platform could be toward the discovery of
aptamers against therapeutic targets for which previous attempts at affinity reagent
discovery have failed.261 The enhancements provided by Hi-Fi SELEX could be
leveraged in order both to elucidate the reasons for those failures and to isolate
new pools of candidates via a unique screening approach. Moreover, though
developed for DNA aptamer screening, the Hi-Fi SELEX platform could be applied
to other library formats (e.g. RNA-based libraries, libraries harboring modified
nucleotides) to establish multiple paths to discovery of useful aptamers. Although
the literature on the potential value for incorporating modified nucleotides in
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SELEX libraries is currently quite scarce, it is known that the incorporation of
LNAs into a (previously discovered) aptamer does not in general compromise
affinity. 254,461 As a result, incorporation of LNAs into selection libraries may
improve discovery by increasing the diversity of candidate aptamers, as well as the
thermal

stability

of

folds

(creating

the

potential

for

harsher

screening

environments), especially when the competent library format (Chapter 2) is
employed and the LNA content is restricted to within the random region.
Though not specifically addressed in this thesis, significant biases in the
incorporation of adenosines into retained library amplicons have been reported for
several library formats (i.e. RNA-based), 462,463 irrespective of the partition
conditions utilized. This may be related to the bulk PCR artifacts identified in this
thesis, but the precise mechanism(s) is(are) not known. Library amplification by
ddPCR could provide insights into the ways in which nucleotide biases occur, as
the various cross-hybridization reactions that are observed during bulk PCR
amplification of libraries can be minimized in the ddPCR format.

Robust

guidelines for conducting Hi-Fi SELEX using either a standard or an expanded
genetic alphabet could therefore be developed.
Current theories describing library partitioning during SELEX offer guidelines
for

optimizing

aptamer:target

concentration

ratios

(namely,

PE). 199,200,285,367

Regrettably, each applies only to SELEX processes in which the library incubation
and wash steps utilize the same solvent. Work in this thesis has provided evidence
of the value of employing more stringent wash conditions, creating the need to
develop more general models of the partition process. Highly advanced models
capable of predicting optimal incubation/wash/elution conditions (e.g. time, pH,
ionic strength) in relation to the biochemical properties of a given target (e.g. a
protein’s isoelectric point) have been developed for ion-exchange 464,465 and other
modes of chromatography, 466-469 and those models could certainly be adapted for
use in optimizing Hi-Fi SELEX screening protocols.
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The Hi-Fi SELEX platform currently operates as a single selection pipeline. In
principle, however, it could be multiplexed to allow parallel aptamer screenings
given the microtitre plate format used for partitioning and washing steps.
Likewise, the digital PCR strategy used in Hi-Fi SELEX to amplify and regenerate
the retained library could be extended to permit parallel selections, particularly if
template loading per well (i.e. higher CPDs) or the total number of droplets could
be increased.

The latter approach might be possible utilizing new dPCR

technologies (e.g. Rain Dance’s RainDrop platform), though the cost of
implementing such technologies to achieve high-throughput Hi-Fi SELEX may
prove prohibitive, at least in academic settings.
Finally, the microfluidic SPRi arrays developed in Chapter 4 could present
further opportunities to accelerate screening and selection of aptamers and
antibodies. Refinements to those arrays could serve to improve loading capacities,
while more simplified architecture could enhance their operation and enable
greater densification of parallel operations.

Moreover, though the current optical

set-up is effective in monitoring antibody-binding events, further refinements to
the analytical sensitivity (LOD) could improve detection of smaller ligands, such as
aptamers, while also enhancing the instrument’s ability to interrogate large panels
of analytes. Further research into the ability to conduct high-fidelity aptamer
screenings on such devices could also advance the field by providing highthroughput, element-addressability capabilities for measuring binding kinetics in
situ. Such developments could thereby further streamline aptamer discovery
efforts.
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Appendix A

Appendix A:

A.1

PROTOCOLS AND
PROCEDURES

SPRI DEVICE MOLD DESCRIPTION
The design of the device was created using CAD software and contains a total
of 4 layers for fabrication divided onto 2 molds. The molds are fabricated on
standard 4” silicon wafers using standard photolithography techniques.

1. The CONTROL mold contains a single layer of positive photoresist (e.g. Shipley
SPR220-7.0) that is patterned to harbor rounded channels of uniform thickness
(10 µm).
2. The second (FLOW) mold contains three layers of photoresist. The initial array
is of uniform thickness (10 µm),

patterned

with positive photoresist.

Subsequently, the integrated network of micromixers is fabricated by casting 2
additional layers of negative photoresist. The first of which is patterned (10 µm
thickness) to complete the gaps from the previously patterned array (located in
the area reserved for the dilution network). The other layer is patterned to
reveal sets of 4 µm thick chevrons (micromixers) that sit atop the previously
patterned channels.
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The SPRi device described is a 2-layer “push-down” device containing several
microvalves that actuate by interrupting the flow of fluids beneath. Fabricated
PDMS devices are irreversibly bonded to a glass substrate comprising an array of
patterned gold islands for SPR detection. The entire gold pattern design is shrunk
by 1% to compensate for PDMS shrinkage after curing.

A.2

PDMS DEVICE FABRICATION

A.2.1

MOLD CLEANING AND PASSIVATION
It is advisable to examine the mold carefully prior to beginning the fabrication
process in order to ensure the quality of the microfeatures contained. When
properly cleaned and stored, molds can be reused multiple times.
1. Remove small dust particles using a filtered N 2 stream. Never touch any part of
the photoresist pattern and Do NOT use any liquids or solvents to clean the
wafer. Should residual PDMS remain from previous fabrications, it is advisable
to repeat the fabrication protocol (see below) with a thicker layer as to
efficiently remove any residues.
2. Unless otherwise passivated, bare mold must be treated with TMCS
(trimethylchlorosilane) prior to beginning the fabrication process as to present
adhesion of PDMS to the surface.
Note:

This portion of the process should be performed in a fume hood.
Incubate 0.5 ml of TMCS in a small vial along with each mold to be treated in a sealed
container for 2-5 min. TMCS vapors will passivate the silicon surface.
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A.2.2

PDMS FABRICATION PROTOCOL
Notes: Part A refers to elastomer base; Part B refers to curing agent. This protocol has been
optimized for fabricating devices with both GE RTV615 and Dow Corning Sylgard 184
silicone elastomer.

FOR THE CONTROL LAYER:
1. Add 25g Part A and 5g Part B (5:1) to a disposable cup and mix thoroughly.
2. Pour the PDMS mixture onto the CONTROL mold, placed inside a 4.5” dia.
aluminum weighing pan.
3. Degas the poured PDMS in a desiccator. If smaller bubbles remain at the
surface, a needle may be used to pop them, taking precaution to not disturb the
wafer.
4. Level the wafer on the bottom of the aluminum pan by pressing down on the
edges.
5. Let stand for 10 min and place in a levelled oven set at 80°C for 20 minutes.
FOR THE FLOW LAYER:
1. Add 15g Part A to 0.75g Part B (20:1) inside a falcon tube and mix thoroughly
2. Degas the mixture in a desiccator
3. Set the FLOW wafer at the centre of a vacuum chuck, mounted onto a spinner
instrument (e.g. Laurell WS-650 series) and ensure proper mounting
4. Carefully pour the PDMS mixture onto the centre of the FLOW mold as to
prevent the trapping of air pockets and spin at 500 rpm for 5 s to ensure an
even spread, followed by a ramp up to 2500 rpm in 10 s and spin at this velocity
for 60 s. Aim to achieve a height of 20 μm
Note: This parameter will change per instrument and should be optimized with a spin
curve
5. Carefully remove the wafer from the spinner (by the edges) and place in an
aluminum weighing pan.
6. Let stand 10 min and place in a levelled oven set at 80°C for 20 minutes.
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DEVICE ASSEMBLY
1. Take both molds out of the oven and carefully cut the PDMS 1 cm inside the
perimeter of the CONTROL wafer using a surgical knife.
2. Carefully peel off the PDMS from the mold.
3. With the flow layer still in its aluminum pan, align the features of the peeled
PDMS slab of the CONTROL layer to the ones found on the FLOW layer, as
dictated by the original CAD design, with the aid of a stereomicroscope.
Note: Avoid repeated cycles of placing and peeling to ensure the integrity of the FLOW
PDMS membrane. Do NOT try to peel off the spun PDMS membrane from the FLOW
mold at this time.
4. After alignment, remove any remaining trapped air between the two PDMS
layers by applying gentle pressure.
5. Cure the aligned device by placing the FLOW/CONTROL hybrid layers in the
oven at 80°C for 2 hours.
6. Take the aligned mold out of the oven and cut the PDMS membrane of the
FLOW layer around the edges of the mold
7. Carefully peel off the aligned monolith from the FLOW layer
Note: It is advisable to not put excessive pressure on the PDMS for the remainder of
the fabrication steps as to prevent the adhesion of the thin membrane to the top layer,
effectively sealing CONTROL channels.
8. Dice the layers into individual devices using a razor blade and punch holes for
the access port where appropriate using a boring needle (e.g. Miltex® Biopsy
punch).
9. Remove any remaining PDMS shards or dust with adhesive tape
10. Incubate devices on a flat substrate at 80°C for 2 days
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A.3

GOLD SUBSTRATE FABRICATION
Note: This procedure should be performed on a wetbench in a class < 1000 clean room

1. Clean SF-10 glass substrates in piranha solution (5:1 H 2SO4:H2 O2 ) at 80°C.
USE EXTREME CAUTION! Proper PPE (safety goggles, face shield and
chemical-resistant apron and gloves) must we worn at all times. No material
other than glass containers and either Teflon or stainless steel tweezers may
be used.
a. Add 100 mL 96% sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 ) to a second glass beaker
b. Add 20 mL 30% hydrogen peroxide (H 2O2 ) to a glass beaker
c. Pour the H 2SO 4 solution into a Pyrex® crystallizing dish (125 mm x 65 mm)
d. SLOWLY add the H 2O2 solution to the H2 SO 4
Note: Although this order is counter-intuitive, piranha solutions may become
extremely volatile for concentrations of H 2O2 exceeding 50%. As such, the potential
for explosion from this highly exothermic reaction is more significant than the
order reversal of specific gravities.
e. Carefully mix the solution using stainless steel or Teflon tweezers. Dish may
be very hot. Allow solution to reasonably cool before applying additional
heat.
f.

Place onto the surface of a hotplate set at 100°C. Solution temperature
should hover around 80°C.

g. Place an SF-10 glass slide and let incubate for 10 min.
h. Remove dish from hotplate and place onto a glass plate.
i.

Immediately remove glass slide and transfer to a glass container filled with
DI water to quench the reaction.

j.

Rinse glass slide with copious amounts of DI water. Blow dry with N 2

k. Store in a dust-free environment until further use.
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l.

Repeat the procedure from f-k for any remaining glass slides to be cleaned.
Solution is effective up to 1 hr.

m. Let the used solution cool down and dispose according to local guidelines.

2. On one side of the SF-10 glass slide, sputter 50 Å chromium as an adhesion
layer for the sputter deposition of 475 Å gold.
3. Store in a dust-free environment until further use.
4. Place a gold-coated slide on a hot plate at 120°C for 2 min. Let cool 2 min.
5. Mount the slide (gold-face up) onto the vacuum chuck of a spinner (e.g. Laurell
WS-650 series)
6. Pour positive photoresist (e.g. Shipley SPR220-7.0) across the centre length of
the slide. Let stand 1 min to allow spreading.
7. Coat by spinning at 500 rpm for 5 s to ensure even spread, followed by a ramp
up to 5500 rpm in 10 s and spinning at this velocity for 40 s. Aim to achieve a
thickness of 6 μm
8. Immediately remove coated slide from spinner and pre-bake on a hot plate at
115°C for 2 min
9. Remove from hot plate and let stand for 5 min
10. Mount coated slide onto the stage of a calibrated mask aligner (e.g. Canon PLA501F)
11. Place transparency mask (laser plotted at 20,000 dpi) on top of the slide and
ensure uniform contact by mounting a 5”x 5” glass plate
12. Expose photoresist to UV light (λ= 405 nm) for 65 s
13. Remove setup from mask aligner and let exposed slide stand for 15 min to
allow photoresist to relax
14. Develop pattern (e.g. MF-24A Megaposit Developer) with gentle agitation for 2
min 15 s
Note: Time will vary depending on thickness of photoresist and exposure time; check
pattern under stereomicroscope and continue development process in increments of
15 s. Do NOT over-develop
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15. Immediately remove slide from developer solution and rinse in copious
amounts of running DI water. Blow dry with nitrogen and check pattern under
a stereomicroscope.
16. Post-bake photoresist on a hot plate at 115°C for 2 min.
17. Remove from hot plate and cool for 5 min.
18. Immerse pattern-coated slide in gold etchant (e.g. type TFA; Transene
Company) for 17 s. Do NOT over-etch.
19. Immediately rinse with copious amounts of running DI water to quench the
etching process. Blow dry with N 2
20. Immerse gold-etched slide in chromium etchant (e.g. type 1020; Transene
Company) for < 2 s. Do NOT over-etch.
21. Immediately rinse with copious amounts of running DI water. Blow dry with
N2
22. Immerse patterned-glass slide in acetone with gentle agitation to strip
remaining photoresist
23. Rinse gold-patterned slide with copious amounts of running DI water. Blow
dry with N2 . Check gold pattern under stereomicroscope. Repeat steps 22-23 if
photoresist residues remain.
24. Clean gold-patterned SF-10 glass substrate in piranha solution as described in
step 1.
25. Store in a dust-free environment.
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A.4

IRREVERSIBLE SPRI DEVICE BONDING
1. Ensure both the PDMS device and gold-patterned substrate are clean. Use
adhesive tape to remove dust particles from PDMS devices and remove dust
particles using a stream of N2 for cleaned glass substrates.
2. Place a PDMS device (channels up) and a gold-patterned glass slide (pattern
side up) on the clean tray of a UV-Ozone cleaner.
Note: Proper exhaust must be in place to remove excess O 3 produced in the chamber.
3. Expose bonding sides for 5 min. Remove from tray.
4. Immediately place a few μL of 100% ethanol on the gold-patterned glass slide
(pattern side up) and bring the PDMS device (channels down) in contact with
the substrate.
5. Using a stereomicroscope, align the device chambers with the gold pattern. The
ethanol will help lubricate the two surfaces for alignment. Work quickly.
6. GENTLY apply pressure to the PDMS device to ensure proper contact with the
gold slide.
Note: excessive pressure will cause the channels to collapse and bond shut.
7. Incubate in oven at 80°C for 2 min to evaporate ethanol
8. Remove from oven and GENTLY apply pressure on areas where air bubbles
may be trapped.
9. Incubate in oven at 80°C for 1 hr to complete the bonding process.
Alternatively, incubation at room temperature overnight will achieve the same
results.
Note: Best performance is typically achieved when using > 3 days old fabricated
devices.
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Appendix B

Appendix B:

CUSTOM-DESIGNED
INTRUMENTATION

B.1

SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE IMAGER

The following describes in detail the assembly and operation of the custombuilt Kretschmann configured SPR imaging instrument used for this research. A
complete list of the components can be found at the end of this section.
Unlike other custom built instruments, the one described here was built in a
vertical position to allow for easy access and mounting of gold arrays. In short, this
requires mounting two optical breadboards at a right angle, with the majority of
the SPR setup fastened to the vertical breadboard: including two rotation stages,
optical rails, optical posts and components as well as the LED light source and
CCD detector. The prism is placed into a custom-built prism holder, atop an optical
post. This holder is fastened to the horizontal breadboard, aligned with the central
axis of the superimposed rotation stages. The entire setup is contained within a box
to limit stray light and dust from impeding with the measurements. The following
sections will describe in greater detail the assembly of such an instrument.
Initially, a large 24” X 36” anodized aluminum optical breadboard is laid flat on
a stable surface. A second smaller 12” X 12” anodized aluminum optical
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breadboard is vertically mounted on the larger one using right angle mounting
brackets and 1/4”-20 cap screws. The first precision rotation stage (URS75BPP,
Newport Corporation) is mounted at the top of the vertical breadboard with the
position marking on the left hand side. At this point, the zero position should be
aligned with the marked position, pointing toward the left. A top mounting plate
and 12” optical rail are then attached to the rotation stage, with the optical rail
pointing downward (overlapping the 90 degrees position), with enough clearance
for rotation. Two 1” optical posts are then mounted on the upper right-hand and
lower left-hand corners of the rotation stages to provide a mounting surface for the
second. This should afford enough spacing between both rotation stages to ensure
a full 90 degrees of unobstructed rotation of the previously mounted optical rail.
The second rotation stage is then mounted on the posts directly atop the first one,
this time with the marked zero position pointing towards the top. A second top
mounting plate and optical rail are then attached to this stage in the same fashion
as before, this time overlapping the 180 degrees position. Both optical rails should
then be pointing downwards, when both rotation stages are at the zero position.
Each

rotation

stages

should

be

connected

to

their

respective

motion

controller/driver (SMC100, Newport Corporation) and registered with the serial
port of a computer. The bottom rotation stage should be registered as #1, and the
top stage as #2, using the control software provided with the controller. Using the
same software, rotate the position of the bottom stage -45 degrees, and +45 degrees
for the top stage. The optical rails should now be pointing away from each other, as
depicted in Figure B-1. Ultimately, the motion control will be controlled using
custom-written LabVIEW™ software (National Instruments) with the libraries
supplied by Newport Corporation in order to control the motion of both rotation
stages in-sync, crucial for the proper operation of the SPR imager.
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Figure B-1

Initial SPRi setup for mounting optical breadboards, rotation stages and optical rails. Depiction
adapted from publicly available CAD drawings obtained from ThorLabs and Newport
Corporation.

The illumination source and collimation optical components are mounted on
the bottom optical rail, whereas the top optical rail will contain three components:
a magnification lens, polarization and filter optics as well as the CCD camera with
the imaging lens. Unless otherwise specified, all optical components and lens
mounts are 1” in diameter.
A near infrared LED (λ=626nm; T-1 3/4 package) is used for SPR imaging due to
its ability to provide better sensitivity and contrast ratio, as opposed to using lower
wavelength illumination sources. Additionally, LEDs provide a safe, inexpensive
and incoherent light source that can be easily operated as opposed to
monochromatic laser sources. These more expensive options typically add a greater
level of difficulty for their operation and require the use of complex optical
components (including beam expanders, waveplates and phase retarders) in order
to provide sufficient illumination of the entire surface and well as to eliminate
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interference fringes that appear on SPR images due to their spatial coherence. To
ensure proper collimation, the domed epoxy lens at the end of the LED casing
needs to be cut off and filed smooth. This LED is then mounted to a lens mount
along with two lens tubes containing a diffuser and a collimation lens. Both ends of
the contraption are attached to a lens mount, which are then connected to 4” optical
posts, and inserted into post holders mounted on the bottom optical rail. This will
provide the SPR imager with a large uniform light beam.
A magnification lens is mounted in an adjustable lens holder in order to allow
for fine-tuning the magnification of the SPR image being collected. This lens holder
is attached to a 2” optical post, inserted into a post holder, mounted on the top
optical rail. A linear polarizer (λ = 400 – 700 nm) and band-pass filter (λ =
630 ± 2 nm; FWMH = 10 ± 2 nm) are both inserted in a rotation mount, which is also
mounted on the top railing the same fashion as the magnification lens. The rotation
mount allows for manually switching between s and p-polarized light components
from the LED by turning the polarizer 90 degrees. The filter allows for filtering the
LED light as well as any stray light that may be interfering with the measurement.
Finally, a 50mm imaging lens affixed to a monochromatic CCD camera with
IEEE1394 connectivity (FO432SB, Foculus, NET GmbH) is also mounted on the rail
using optical posts and mounts. A visual summary of the optical setup is shown in
Figure B-2. All optical components should be aligned to be parallel to the optical
rail axis on which they have been mounted. Additionally, Z-direction alignment
can be performed by adjusting the insertion depth of optical posts in each post
holder. Careful alignment is crucial for the proper operation of the imager.
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Figure B-2

Summary of SPRi optical components and their mounting order on the optical rails. Depiction
adapted from publicly available CAD drawings obtained from ThorLabs and Newport
Corporation.

An equilateral SF10 prism (30 X 30 mm) is mounted on a custom-built prism
mount using modular riser plates by carefully inserting it from the top side,
through the square opening. A clamping arm, attached to the bottom-side of the
prism holder, ensures proper insertion and holds the prism in place. When
properly inserted, the prism should be sitting a few millimetres above the surface
of the plate, resting on the adjustable clamping arm. The entire contraption is
attached to an 8” optical post and inserted into a post holder, which is fastened to
the flat breadboard surface by using a clamping fork. A depiction of the prism
holder is shown in Figure B-3.
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Figure B-3

Custom-built prism holder depiction with equilateral prism and clamping arm.

With all optical components in place, these must be properly aligned to ensure
proper SPR information gathering by the CCD camera by having the LED light pass
through the diffuser and collimation lens assembly before being reflected at the
prism surface back through the magnification lens, the band pass filter and
polarizer assembly. Components on the optical rails can be aligned by adjusting
the positions of each component along the optical rail axis as well as by adjusting
the length of the post insertion into each post holder. Proper alignment will be
achieved by having the center portion of the LED beam captured by the imaging
lens of the CCD camera. Both the position and height of the prism also needs to be
carefully adjusted in order to minimize image transitions and distortions when
adjusting the rotation angle across several positions. The prism surface should be
aligned with the center point of the top rotation stage, by adjusting the position of
the clamping fork and the insertion length of the post inside the post holder. Once
alignment is complete, clamping collars can be fastened to each post in order to
secure the alignment positions.
The entire instrument will need to be contained inside a sturdy enclosure in
order to both protect the optical components as well as to avoid external intrusions
such as stray light or dust particles from entering the system and optical
assemblies, interfering with the measurements while the instrument is in use.
Construction rails are used to create a 20” X 24” X 12” enclosure, held together by
construction cubes at each end. Sturdy blackout materials such as black hardboard
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or posterboard is cut into shapes and inserted in the grooves of the construction
rails to enclose the entire setup. A rectangular opening on the top panel is cut to
allow access to the prism surface for operating the SPR imager. Figure B-4 shows
this construction in greater detail.

A

B

Figure B-4

SPR imager enclosure construction. (A) Construction rails are fastened together to form an
enclosure large enough to contain the entire optical setup. (B) Blackout material is cut to
dimension and inserted to enclose the imager. Depiction adapted from publicly available CAD
drawings obtained from ThorLabs and Newport Corporation
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A lid for the rectangular opening is also cut out of blackout material and placed
when the imager is not in use. The LED is connected to a constant current source
(described in section B.2) in order to minimize light intensity fluctuations over the
course of an experiment and the CCD camera to the IEEE 1394 firewire port of a
computer. A final depiction of the enclosed SPR imager is shown in Figure B-5.
Custom written LabVIEW™ software (Appendix C) is used to operate the imager's
hardware and perform data acquisition.

Figure B-5

Final depiction of the fully enclosed SPR imager with corresponding lid, providing access to the
prism surface. The rotation stages and CCD camera are connected to a computer and the LED to a
constant current source (not shown). Depiction adapted from publicly available CAD drawings
obtained from ThorLabs and Newport Corporation
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Components Source: ThorLabs
Qty

Description

Product No.

1

Aluminum Breadboard (24 X 36)

MB2436

1

Aluminum Breadboard (12X12)

MB12

1

1/4"-20 Hardware Kit

HW-KIT2

4

Rubber feet

RDF1

2

Mounting Brackets

VB01

4

Construction Rails (12")

XE25L12

2

Construction Rails (18")

XE25L24

2

Construction Rails (24")

XE25L18

3

Rail Clamp

CL6

2

Black Hard Board (3 sheets - 24" X 24")

TB4

1

Handles

BBH1

4

Corner Cube for Construction Rails

XE25W3

1

Low-Profile Screws

SH25LP38

2

Dovetail Optical Rails (12")

RLA1200

1

Dovetail Optical Rails (6")

RLA0600

2

1" Optical Post

TR1

1

2" Optical Post

TR2

3

4" Optical Post

TR4

2

6" Optical Post

TR6

1

8" Optical Post

TR8

5

Post Holder

PH2

6

Post Collar

R2

1

Pedestal Post holder

BE1

1

Small clamping fork

CF125

1

Right Angle Mounting Plate

AP90

2

Right Angle Bracket

AB90

1

Large Adjustable Clamping Arm

PM4

1

Rotation Mount

RSP1

1

0.5" SM1 Lens Tube

SM1L05

3

1" SM1 Lens Tube

SM1L10

1

1" SM1 Adjustable Lens Tube

SM1V10

1

SM1 Lens Tube Coupler

SM1T1

3

Fixed Lens Mount

LMR1

1

SM1 LED Mount

S1LEDM

1

630 nm Bandpass Filter

FB630-10
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Components Source: Newport Corporation
Qty

Description

Product No.

2

Precision Rotation Stages

URS75BPP

2

Single-axis Stepper Motor Controller/Driver

SMC100PP

2

Round Mounting Plate

URS75TP

2

Modular Riser Plate

MRP3-0.125

Components Source: Edmund Optics
Qty

Description

Product No.

1

Linear Glass Polarizer 25mm Diameter

NT47-316

2

Plano-Convex Lens 25mm Diameter

NT45-508-INK

1

Double-Convex Lens 25mm Diameter

NT45-892-INK

1

25° Holographic Diffuser

HT54-498

1

Aspheric Lens 0.50 NA Near-IR

NT49-114

1

Megapixel 50mm FL Imaging Lens

NT56-790

Component Source: Ealing Catalog
Qty

Description

Product No.

1

Equilateral SF-10 Prism (30 X 30 mm)

24-2966

Component Source: Digi-Key
Qty

Description

Product No.

1

626 nm LED; 2.1V; 20mA

516-2457-1-ND

Component Source: AV Supply
Qty

Description

Product No.

1

FOculus 1/2" Firewire CCD Camera

FO432SB
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B.2

CONSTANT CURRENT LED DRIVER
This section describes the specifications related to the design and assembly of a
constant current LED driver for the SPR imager in order to provide low noise and
stable light intensity for many hours of continuous operation. The schematic and
the PCB were both designed in Eagle by colleague Bernard Coquinco based on
specifications mutually discussed and agreed upon.
Important design requirements:
1. Footprint must be kept small to allow for proper mounting on optical rails
2. Power connector must be remote from LED connector to allow for proper
placement in the SPR setup.
3. Power input must be able to accommodate a voltage range from 5 to 12 V.
4. LED connector must be compatible with T-1 3/4 package LEDs
5. A 20mA stable current source must be supplied to the LED at room
temperature for many hours of continuous use.
The LT1763 Low-Noise Voltage Regulator used in combination with a 0.01µF
bypass ceramic capacitor provides a stable 5V output voltage (20 µVRMS Noise) to
the rest of the PCB.
The LM4140 Precision Voltage Reference (5V input) provides an ultra-low noise
output of 2.048V capable of sourcing 8mA, meeting the low-noise requirements
discussed previously in a SOIC package. The addition of input (0.1µF) and output
(1µF) capacitors both improve stability and allows for proper sourcing or sinking
load current demands.
The reference voltage is directly amplified by an output precision amplifier (opamp), also bound by the low noise requirements. The LMP7701 met these
constraints in a SOIC package. This single channel op-amp uses output of the
LM4140 to supply a constant current source of 20mA to the LED for constant SPR
illumination.
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Figure B-6

A

LED constant current driver schematic. This was developed in collaboration with Bernard
Coquinco and Dr. Eric Lagally (Michael Smith Laboratories – UBC Vancouver)

B

LED Connector

5V DC

Figure B-7

LED driver circuit board diagram and electronic components. (A) Top view: Copper Layer (Blue),
Vias (Green) and Connectors (Grey). Bottom view showing the ground mounting hole: Copper
Layer (Blue), Vias (Green). Dimensions 20 mm X 35mm. (B) Representation of the assembled
printed circuit board.
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Appendix C

Appendix C:

LABVIEW™ CODE FOR SPR
IMAGER

C.1

DESCRIPTION OF LABVIEW™

LabVIEW™ (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a
graphical programming platform published by National Instruments, typically
used for data acquisition, instrument control and automation. Unlike text-based
programming languages, LabVIEW™ uses a dataflow programming language (G)
to create programs and subroutines known as Virtual Instruments (VIs).
Execution of a VI is determined by graphical structures on which several nodes
and connector panels are connected by drawing wires. These wires carry the data
flow to other parts of the VI as soon as it becomes available, ergo allowing parallel
execution of multiple routines. Each VI is composed of three parts: the front panel,
the block diagram and the connector panel.
The front panel provides a customizable graphical user interface (GUI),
populated by either controls or indicators. Controls are inputs where a user can
supply information to the VI whereas indicators are outputs, capable of displaying
results given by the VI.
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The block diagram contains the graphical source code which dictates the
execution of the VI. All objects placed on the front panel appear in the block
diagram as terminals. These terminals are able to be wired to other components
and interact with structures and function nodes. National Instruments provides
numerous libraries of functions and nodes, readily available for the development of
VIs.
The connector panel represent the VI in the block diagram of other calling VIs
where the front panel controls and indicators are depicted as input and output
connectors, respectively.
The VI uses a hierarchical structure, where other VIs, often referred to as subVIs, can be called upon using its connector panel, to perform other tasks and
functions, not provided by National Instruments. This allows for seamless
integration and high levels of customization.
This dissertation uses National Instrument’s LabVIEW™ to operate the Surface
Plasmon Resonance imager hardware as well as to perform several functions linked
to data acquisition. The NI Vision Assistant module, containing several drivers
(including Legacy support) and IMAQ (image acquisition) VIs, is also required.
The Main VI and each Sub-VI will be represented and discussed by the three
components mentioned earlier.
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C.2

THE MAIN VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL: GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI)

A set of controls for defining, modifying and controlling the Regions of Interest (ROI)
to be analyzed on the SPR Video panel
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A set of controls for defining the angular parameters for SPR imaging, the
communication port for the rotation stages as well as technical specifications related to
the instrument’s hardware and software components
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FRONT PANEL: CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

Various controls and indicators hidden from view necessary for initiating proper
communication and function of sub-VIs
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LIST OF SUB-VIS INVOKED ALONG WITH CONNECTOR PANEL AND
SECTION REFERENCE:
(In order of Appearance)

Appendix C.5
This sub-VI allows for acquiring a blank image for reference subtraction

Appendix C.12
This sub-VI controls the rotation angle for both rotation stages
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Appendix C.4
This sub-VI defines multiple regions of interest (ROIs) on the SPR image for analysis

Appendix C.10
This sub-VI converts the regions of interest (ROIs) on the SPR image to an image mask

Appendix C.9
This sub-VI converts and image mask to individual regions of interest (ROIs)
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Appendix C.11
This sub-VI transforms the geometry of every region of interest (ROI) on the SPR image
by shifting and scaling their dimensions

Appendix C.8
This sub-VI labels every region of interest (ROI) on the SPR image with a unique
descriptor for future reference
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Appendix C.14
This sub-VI defines the SPR curve of every gold region delimited by a region of interest
(ROI) and outputs each curve data in an array for plotting

Appendix C.13
This sub-VI performed a number of calibrations and normalization for each SPR curve
obtained from “SPR Curve.vi”

Appendix C.3
This sub-VI averages a series of collected SPR images by the CCD camera to minimize
the noise signal from the sensor
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Appendix C.6
This sub-VI performs a field correction on the averaged SPR image collected by
subtracting it to the reference image collected from “Flat-field Acquisition.vi”

Appendix C.7
This sub-VI normalizes the p-polarized pixel intensity for each defined region of
interest (ROI) to a series of reference ROI in order to correct for LED/CCD signal and
temperature fluctuations
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Initialize all controls and indicators
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Inquire about collecting a reference image. Denial results in releasing access to CCD.
Confirmation results in acquisition of the reference image through the “Flat-Field
Acquisition” sub-VI
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Initializes the rotation stages to the first angle (as defined in the “Options” tab) through the
“Rotation Control” sub-VI. Initializes the CCD camera and begins acquisition of SPR Video.

Provides a message on the status bar of the front panel and blinks 3 times.
Several instances of these are invoked throughout the Main VI and will not be addressed any further.
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Set the number of gold areas to analyze either automatically or manually. The software
waits for the user to draw a region of interest on the SPR Video to continue.
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ROI Modifications Step 1 of 2:
After having drawn an ROI, the software automatically draws a number of identical
ROIs (defined by the user) by invoking the “Draw ROIs” sub-VI.

After drawing the ROIs, these are dynamically converted to an image mask by
invoking the “ROI mask” sub-VI while the user repositions individually drawn ROIs.
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ROI Modifications Step 2 of 2:
After repositioning individual ROIs, these new positions are recorded and the
ensemble of ROIs can now be dynamically scaled and shifted in order to refine their
position. The modifications appear in real-time on the SPR Video. The User clicks
“Resize” when complete.
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Clicking “Resize” activates the next sequence of events where the rotation stages rotate
to the last angular position (defined in the “Options” tab) which will distort the SPR
image.
The user can now shift and scale the ensemble of ROIs to fit the area of this distorted
image to calibrate the imager.
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The end of the calibration process allows to proceed to the next sequence of events

The user can now perform one last adjustment to individual ROIs before acquiring SPR
Curves
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Individual ROIs are labeled with a unique identifier by invoking the “Label Gold
ROIs” sub-VI, the output of which displays the labels on the SPR Video for reference.

SPR curves are generated (via the “SPR Curve” sub-VI) for each labeled ROI on the SPR
Video, along with the distortion parameters that were defined previously in order to
keep the ROIs within the analysis area when performing angular scanning.

The user chooses a working angle from the SPR Curves, and the software checks the
position of the stages to confirm the correct position. Otherwise, an error is generated.
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The generated SPR Curves are normalized to percent intensity values by invoking the
“SPR Calculations” sub-VI

The area of each individual ROI is recorded

And the entire normalized data can be saved as an Excel Spreadsheet for future
reference. Denial of this instance returns nothing.
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Once the initialization process is complete, the final phase of calibration can begin

251

252

The user is allowed to make one final adjustment to the ensemble of ROIs before
locking them into position for analysis.
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The imager acquires 5 seconds of frames under p-polarized lighting conditions. The
totality of the acquired frames is averaged by invoking the “Average SPR Image” subVI and further corrected with the flat-field reference image taken at the beginning by
invoking the “Flat-Field Correction” sub-VI.

254

The mean pixel intensity of the corrected SPR image is measured for each individual
ROI and stored in an array for future reference.

The user is instructed to turn the polarizer by 90° in order to acquire frames under spolarized light conditions

255

s-polarized light images are averaged, corrected and the intensities stored as
mentioned previously. The software labels the individual analysis ROIs.

256

… and displays them along with the reference ROIs in the “ROIs & Labels” container
on the Front Panel GUI.

The user is instructed to turn the polarizer back to p-polarized lighting conditions. This
final step concludes the initialization and calibration portion of the SPR imager.
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The system indicates that it is now ready for analysis and initializes the CCD camera
and sets the data acquisition rate for acquiring SPR frames. The user is instructed to
begin the acquisition of frames by clicking “Acquire” on the Front Panel GUI.

At any point, the user can stop the acquisition by pressing “STOP” on the Front Panel
GUI and confirming the termination.
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The imager acquires as many frames as possible within the time frame set by the data
acquisition rate.

The acquired images are added together and stored in a new image called “Base Sum”
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This “Base Sum” image is averaged and subsequently corrected for artifacts. This
image is then directly displayed on the SPR Video of the GUI, unless the user choses to
set this image as the baseline for SPR analysis. At this point, the corrected image is
stored into the Baseline Image container and is set as the reference image, to which all
subsequent images acquired will be subtracted from.
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The data and reference ROIs are continuously displayed on the SPR Video for reference

SPR Imager Data Acquisition: Step 1 of 4
After setting the Baseline Image, the software uses the system time key to determine
the real-time component of the SPR sensorgram, in seconds. A maximum amount of
frames is acquired per data collection interval (typically 1 Hz).
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SPR Imager Data Acquisition: Step 2 of 4
The elapsed time is stored into a “Time Array” for plotting the sensorgram.
The acquired images are averaged, corrected and subtracted to the baseline image
before being displayed on the SPR Video on the Front Panel GUI
Each ROI of the SPR image is labeled before having their respective pixel intensity
measured. The pixel intensity values are converted to percent intensity by invoking the
“Intensity Correction” sub-VI. The output of the normalization is stored into an array.
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SPR Imager Data Acquisition: Step 3 of 4
The values acquired up to this point are stored into 2 arrays, a “Time” for the x-axis as
well as an “Averaged ROI” array for the y-axis containing the normalized pixel
intensity values.
The use can control which ROI to plot in real-time by selecting one or multiple ROI
labels, the output of each are plotted in the “SPR Sensorgram” on the Front Panel GUI.
Should the user not change the selection from before, the “timeout” subroutine will
keep plotting the same curves exactly as previously selected.
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SPR Imager Data Acquisition: Step 4 of 4
At any point during the acquisition, the user can chose to save the data and/or images.
The current averaged image can be saved by clicking “Raw Image”
The current difference image can be saved by clicking “Difference Image”
The baseline image can be saved by clicking “Baseline Image”
The current position of each ROI and its label can be saved by clicking “ROIs & Labels”

The area of each ROI, the working angle, the location of the SPR curves, and the SPR
data are all packaged into a single Excel Spreadsheet for analysis.

264

The program ends when the user clicks “STOP”, where the software executes a memory
dump of all images stored.

265

C.3

AVERAGE SPR IMAGES.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI averages an array of acquired SPR images into a single 16-bit image for
analysis

266

C.4

DRAW ROI.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

267

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI draws an array of regions of interest (ROI) identical in shape and size to a
template, initially supplied by the “ROI Descriptor”. Each ROI within a single column
(of 10) of the array will be vertically added below at 70 pixels spacing, starting from the
initial position of the first ROI in the descriptor. Even numbered columns will be
immediately added adjacent to the previous column of 10 ROIs, at 98 pixels to the
right. Odd numbered columns will begin at 98+40 pixels to the right of the previously
added column. A Reference ROI is also added to every corner of the ROI array. Two
separate clusters are created, the first one containing the ROI array for analysis, and a
second cluster containing the reference ROIs, both of which are returned to the Main
VI.

Cluster of 3 elements: ID= external; Type = 3 (rectangular); Coordinates (top left corner
& bottom right corner)
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C.5

FLAT-FIELD ACQUISITION.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

SUB-VI INVOKED ALONG WITH CONNECTOR PANEL AND SECTION
REFERENCE

Appendix C.3
This sub-VI averages a series of collected SPR images by the CCD camera to minimize
the noise signal from the sensor
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI initializes the CCD camera as well as an array container for storing
acquired images. The CCD acquires images for the duration prescribed by the control
“collect frames (s)” where each image is sequentially stored in the “flat-field array”. At
the end of the acquisition, images in the array are averaged and then saved in the
“Calibration” folder for the Main VI’s reference.
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C.6

FLAT-FIELD CORRECTION.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI performs a reference subtraction of an averaged SPR image to a flat-field
image to remove any image artifacts associated with the optical components, dust or
physical anomalies on the SPR imager. The corrected image is returned to the Main VI.
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C.7

INTENSITY CORRECTION.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

272

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI provides the difference pixel intensity for each region of interest (ROI) to
be analyzed. The reference intensity values of the current image to be analyzed are
compared to the same ones collected in the first image acquired. A normalization factor
is calculated from this comparison, and applied to the entire image, correcting for
fluctuations in LED intensity over time. The intensity-corrected image is then
subtracted to the initial image acquired to obtain the difference SPR signal, which is
returned to the Main VI
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C.8

LABEL GOLD ROI.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

274

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI defines individual region of interest (ROI) area in an SPR image with a
unique identifier that can be referenced in the future. Both a labeled SPR image and
corresponding labels are provided to the Main VI.
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C.9

MASK TO ROI.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI converts an image mask to an array of region of interest (ROI) descriptors,
which is provided to the Main VI.
ROIs are a cluster of 3 elements:
ID= external; Type = 3 (rectangular); Coordinates (top left corner & bottom right corner)
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C.10 ROI MASK.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

277

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI converts the regions of interest (ROIs) defined on the SPR image to an
image mask for further manipulation. Each ROI area is sequentially added to an image
mask, which is returned to the Main VI.
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C.11 ROI TRANSFORM.VI

CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

279

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

This sub-VI allows for scaling and resizing an SPR mask (containing ROI information)
in order to accommodate variations in the PDMS microfluidic devices and/or physical
or virtual distortions in the SPR image. The modified ROIs are provided to the Main VI.
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C.12 ROTATION CONTROL.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

This panel displays the absolute position of each rotation stage and several parameters
related to their movement. The rotation is always performed in-sync, moving away
from each other.
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LIST OF SUB-VIS CALLED WITHIN THIS SUB-VI:

This sub-VI initializes the RS-232 Communication protocol with each rotation stage
The following RS-232 parameters are fixed:
Baud Rate = 57600
Data Bits = 8
Parity = None
Stop Bits = 1
Flow Control = XON/XOFF
Termination Character = CR/LF

Note: This VI is available from Newport Corporation and will not be discussed any further.

This sub-VI returns the absolute position for every rotation stage
(referenced from Axis in)

Note: This VI is available from Newport Corporation
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This sub-VI returns the current position for every rotation stage
(referenced from Axis in)
Note: This VI is available from Newport Corporation

This sub-VI allows for sending commands to the rotation stages via the SMC100
controller and to receive responses via the RS-232 communication port.
Note: This VI is available from Newport Corporation

This sub-VI closes the RS-232 communication port.
Note: This VI is available from Newport Corporation
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Initialize communication with both rotation stages and get their position

284

Write new angular position to both rotation stages and begin motion.
Update the current position in real-time.

Read final angular position for each rotation stage and close the RS-232 communication
port. The current rotation stage position is returned to the Main VI.
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C.13 SPR CALCULATIONS.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Initialize all values to zero

286

Normalizes each SPR Curve and re-write these values to an array

Plots normalized SPR curves in relation to the angular data and calculate the
conversion factors

287

C.14 SPR CURVE.VI
CONNECTOR PANEL:

FRONT PANEL:

This sub-VI contains a number of controls and indicators for acquiring and SPR image
at 0.05° interval, where the pixel intensities for every region of interest (ROI) area
defined is averaged, measured and stored in an array of values for plotting the SPR
curves.
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LIST OF SUB-VIS INVOKED ALONG WITH CONNECTOR PANEL AND
SECTION REFERENCE
(In order of Appearance)

Appendix C.3
This sub-VI averages a series of collected SPR images by the CCD camera to minimize
the noise signal from the sensor

Appendix C.10
This sub-VI converts the regions of interest (ROIs) on the SPR image to an image mask

Appendix C.12
This sub-VI controls the rotation angle for both rotation stages
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Initialize CCD camera acquisition parameters and angular precision

Set the rotation stages to the first angle position supplied by the Main VI, under the
SPR Imaging “Options” Tab of the GUI.
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This structure and its subsequent steps (below) are iteratively executed until the last
angle position has been reached

Step 1: Average multiple SPR frames acquired in 1 second
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Step 2: Scale and modify the ROIs on the SPR image (initially supplied by the Main VI)
according to the current angular position to compensate for the prism distortion

Step 3: Label the modified ROIs and read their average pixel intensities
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Step 4: Store both the current angular position and the mean intensity for all ROIs,
unless this is the first iteration. False case returns nothing.

Step 5: Increment the angular position by 0.05° and return status of the operation to the
GUI of the Main VI
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Step 6: Plot the measured intensity values for each ROI in relation to the angular
position

Step 7: Increment the Index by 1, and repeat at Step 1.
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Once the final angle has been reached, this sub-VI deactivates its access to the CCD
camera and returns all intensity values, angles and SPR curves to the Main VI.
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